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Abstract 

 

Rooted in practice-based drawing, this enquiry examines ways in which Fine Art drawing 

might be usefully informed by strategies for conservation retouching of works of art on 

paper. The two fields are closely aligned with intersecting practices historically bound to 

both, yet this remains a critically under-explored area for research. Through engagement 

with conservation processes this thesis contributes to addressing this gap. The aim of this 

enquiry is therefore to uncover methodological intersections and differences between the 

two fields of practice as a source for investigation, and to chart the trajectory of these 

findings.  

The thesis is in part supported by the Charles Sims R. A. (1873-1928) archive held at 

Northumbria University, with drawings selected as a source from which to explore the 

research themes. The transdisciplinary reach of this project is explored through 

observation and participation in scheduled paper conservation workshops. Distilled 

through studio practice, evidence from these observations created a unique position from 

which to illuminate an area of drawing ultimately identified as interpolation. Transcription 

methods informed by conservation retouching theories and practices were utilised, and 

existing theoretic models for imitation and copy tested for relevance to conservation, with 

adaptions subsequently applied to drawing practice.   

Whilst remaining grounded in Fine Art drawing, the findings of this thesis also contribute to 

the field of conservation an original point of reference for cross-disciplinary discourses 

concerning conservation and drawing practices. The contribution to knowledge for this 

enquiry also lies in distilling terms appropriate and distinct to this territory and its critical 

interpretation of interpolated drawing as drawing that is introduced to another aspect of 

itself. In addition, this thesis provides a modified three-part model of transcription drawing 

offering a framework with which to more clearly identify aspects of the research territory 

as enlightened by conservation, and a parallel model for conservation retouching of works 

of art on paper. 
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Introduction 

 

Rooted in practice-based drawing, this thesis is part of a critical exploration that aims to 

examine ways in which Fine Art drawing might be usefully informed by strategies for 

conservation of works of art on paper. The aim of my research is to uncover 

methodological intersections and differences between the two fields of drawing and 

conservation. My research question asks, ‘In what ways might retouching strategies 

employed in conservation of works of art on paper inform approaches to drawing in Fine 

Art practice?  

This project is supported by the archive of Charles Sims R.A. (1873-1928) at Northumbria 

University, with drawings selected as a source from which to investigate the research 

themes. The transdisciplinary reach of this project is explored through observation and 

participation in scheduled paper conservation workshops. Informed by conservation 

procedures specifically related to infilling lacunae and retouching of artworks on paper, the 

enquiry shifted from exploration of transcription practices to focus on territory and 

boundary within a drawing. Distilled through studio practice, evidence from these 

observations created a unique position from which to scrutinise transposition and 

reintegration of drawn elements. Ultimately identified as interpolation, this sphere of 

drawing encompasses copy as a core tool in re-integrating aspects of one drawing into 

another, finally setting out a critical interpretation of this territory as drawing that is 

introduced to another aspect of itself.  

Transcription methods informed by conservation retouching theories and practices were 

utilised, and existing theoretic models for imitation and copy tested for relevance to 

conservation, with adaptions subsequently applied to drawing practice. Whilst remaining 

grounded in Fine Art drawing, the findings of this thesis also contribute to the field of 

conservation an original point of reference for cross-disciplinary discourses concerning 

conservation and drawing practices. In addition, models of practice adapted for drawing 

after other drawings and for conservation retouching of art on paper support identification 

of parallels and contrasts, so contributing to a framework for future research relating to 

these spheres.  

In this chapter I explain the ideas that prompted this research and identify the event that 

became my starting point. I then position my practice in relation to other contemporary 

drawing research and so define the territory for this enquiry. First, I introduce paper 

conservation and fine art drawing, 
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An introduction to retouching of works of art on paper 

 

Retouching is the process employed by paper conservators to replace damaged or lost 

areas of media and is typically carried out on inserted paper or pulp infills.1 Interventive 

retouching on an original surface, although still practiced in some quarters, requires the 

consideration of several important ethical issues such as reversibility and authenticity. 

Alternative definitions for ‘retouching’ found commonly in dictionaries include 

improvement, correction and recondition, terms rarely used in connection with 

conservation professional practice due to negative connotations with overpainting, 

falsification and inappropriate restoration.2 According to conservator Tina Grette Poulsson 

this stems from a reaction against retouching practices before ‘the Twentieth-Century, 

when the aim of retouching would often be to ‘improve’ the appearance of the artwork, 

either to make it suit the taste of the time or to make it more saleable.’ (Poulsson, 2008, p. 

7).3   

 

Invisible retouching of artworks on paper with the intent of complete restoration was 

widespread up to the end of the 19th Century, becoming undesirable in a shift towards a 

less empirical, more scientific approach to balancing aesthetics with the requirement for 

clear evidence of retouching intervention (Poulsson, 2008).4 In response to early 20th 

Century discourses concerning visual interpretation, new approaches to conservation 

retouching of artwork moved from a purely aesthetic interpretation towards more complex 

models concerning legibility.5 Notably, Italian restoration theorist Cesare Brandi, working 

between the 1930s and 1980s, together with conservators Umberto Baldini and Ornella 

Casazza, developed unconventional visible methods for retouching damaged paintings. 

Retouching or reconstruction had become a critically interpretative act of recovery in 

which, contentiously, visible methods were explored (Burnett, 2010). A contemporary 

philosophical position for conservation more widely recognises the dual nature of an 

 
1 For further information on pulp infills please see the pulp repair and bridge repair workshop. p.193. 
2 Cambridge English Dictionary (2019), Collins English Dictionary (2019), Merriam Webster Dictionary (2017). 
3 In the UK retouching may also be termed reintegration and in the USA is more commonly known as loss 
compensation Poulsson (2008).  
4 Invisible retouching is not immediately perceptible under received light. 
5 For example, art historian and paintings conservator Zuzana Bauerovà (2009), writing with a specific focus 
on conservation in the former Czechoslovakia, discusses how Structuralism theory of the ‘sign’, developed 
from Saussurean linguistic semiotics influenced European conservation theory in the 1920s. Another 
conservator Lisa Mittone (2010) connects the perception of losses resulting from damage or deterioration to 
Gestalt theory with its emphasis on perception of pattern, form, and shape, and a conservation aim of 
retouching to reduce visual disturbance. 
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artwork in its material reality, aesthetic qualities and artist intent that goes beyond its 

physical existence (Muñoz-Viñas, 2005). 

 

Visible retouching methods such as those favoured by Brandi, Baldini and Casazza for 

retouching paintings are rarely used in contemporary paper conservation and wider 

debates have moved from how to retouch towards the value of aesthetics and whether to 

retouch a drawing, to tone a paper infill, even to leave the work altogether untouched. 

Present-day approaches to retouching tend to be based on the ethical position of the 

individual or institution, and even the type of object. As conservator Isabelle Brajer (2015) 

emphasises, paper conservation retouching approaches therefore span an array of 

options between minimum or no retouching, to full reconstruction of lost media. The skill of 

the conservator also has a great deal of influence as to whether image reconstruction or 

integration is performed at all. 

 

Debates continue in the wider field of Fine Art conservation regarding retouching, for 

example conservator and theorist Salvador Muñoz-Viñas (2005) analysed philosophical 

notions of the true condition of an object, arguing this to be a preferred rather than an 

authentic state. Reversibility, considered a key principle in paper conservation discourse 

since the middle 20th Century, also continues to be a source of debate as the 

acknowledged absorbent and friable nature of paper makes this nearly impossible. Today 

the notion of absolute reversibility in paper conservation is considered an illusion 

(Poulsson, 2008).  

 

Defining contemporary Fine Art drawing for this enquiry  

 

In his introductory essay to an international survey of contemporary drawing practice 

Christian Rattemeyer (2013) notes the breadth of drawing approaches and conceptual 

positions across globally diverse histories and traditions. The survey includes practices 

encompassing representation, graphic narratives, gestural mark-making, collage and 

mixed-media, and grafting of freely circulating printed and internet images, a phenomenon 

identified in wider terms by curator and art critic Nicolas Bourriaud (2002) as 

‘postproduction’. Rattemeyer and others also note a turn in recent decades towards 

studious technical mastery of various figurative and academic traditions,6 and curator Kate 

Macfarlane (2018) similarly highlights the attention of numerous contemporary 

practitioners to the material nature of drawing.  

 
6 See also for example Petherbridge, (2010), Stout, (2014), Pergam, (2015), Macfarlane, (2018). 
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Drawing today may take place on any number of surfaces, and use a myriad of wet and 

dry materials, it may be pursued as physical lines threaded through a space or generated 

as performance. This thesis embraces drawing on paper as a focus of enquiry, although 

its findings I will argue, are applicable more widely. 

 

Review of practice prior to research 

 

The current research emerged in response to two earlier threads of enquiry linked to an 

enduring interest in museum collections. Collecting institutions housing works of art on 

paper are a significant meeting point for the two areas of Fine Art drawing and 

conservation. Initial investigations began with the aim to gain an overview of drawing 

collections, and more widely to learn some of the issues raised for conservators and 

curators. I arranged with custodians to tour behind the scenes at collection institutions 

such as Blackburn Museum and Art Gallery (BMAG) and Birmingham Museums: Museum 

Collections Centre (BMMCC) with the aim to gain insight into protocols for care of stored 

items - drawings, prints, paintings, sculptures, industrial artefacts, vehicles, textiles, 

clothes, shoes, taxidermy, insects.7 8 Both BMAG and BMMCC house numerous 

collections of paper items, some glazed and framed, others stored in folders or boxes. 

Instruction was given on the importance of maintaining low light levels and controlling 

humidity and temperature values during display and storage, and detection of some 

common adverse effects poor environment conditions pose for paper.9 Using key texts 

such as Van der Reyden (1994) possible causes of deterioration to paper were explored 

in studio practice, investigating notions of structural and surface damage, adhesives, 

soiling, discolouration and biological infestation. 

 

BMMCC contains designs on large sheets of paper by John Hardman & Co. for stained 

glass windows.10 Before being housed at BMMCC the Hardman cartoons had survived 

heat, smoke and water damage due to fire and flooding. Significant structural damage to 

items in the collection meant that many of the cartoons remained rolled, awaiting 

conservation to prevent further damage and decay. Referencing the fire damaged items 

 
7 During my tour behind the scenes at Blackburn Museum and Art Gallery I was fortunate to view items from 
the T. B. Lewis collection of Japanese woodcuts.  
8 At that time I also organised for a group of adult learners to draw directly from selected items including insect 
collections at the Birmingham Museums: Museum Collection Centre.  
9 These included overall discolouration of paper, foxing and localised staining from exposure to acidic, poor-
quality auxiliary materials commonly used in the framing of works of art on paper. 
10 John Hardman and Co. was founded in 1838 and began making stained glass windows in 1845, initially 
producing glass to the designs of A.W.N. Pugin (1812-1852). The company continued to make stained glass 
into the 20th Century. Drawings were finally housed at BMAG after a fire in 1971 (Shepheard, 2010). 
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and constant monitoring for pests to prevent biological damage, a series of work was 

generated on a variety of machine and hand-made papers using laser burn over drawings 

of insects.11 The aim to investigate the physical responses to the process of charring. 

These early experiments informed practical understanding of the behaviour and response 

of materials, fundamental to the realisation of subsequent works. Laser burn scorched out 

sections of the paper, creating fragile outcomes with abrasions in media and areas of lost 

substrate. Typically hung from pegs attached to wire, the works became increasingly 

delicate with air movement and sometimes disturbance by visitors, causing sections to 

separate and eventually fall away. As the drawings became increasingly friable and less 

legible I speculated on ways in which a conservator might approach repair of a damaged 

work on paper, distinguishing two potential conservation concerns - deterioration to the 

paper substrate, and loss of drawing media.  

 

The final piece in this series, a graphite and laser burn drawing Damage 8, was displayed 

from a height with the lowest section remaining rolled and in contact with the gallery floor 

(Figs. 1 & 2). Presented in this way Damage 8 was prone to movement and dirt 

accumulation at its base, and the delicate connecting sections of tissue became more 

fragile during transportation and presentation across four exhibition venues. I made no 

attempt to repair or reinforce the work during or between the exhibitions. Reflecting on 

exhibiting my work in this way I was conscious of disparate approaches from curators at 

different venues. Some worried about keeping the work intact, erecting barriers and 

demarcation lines for protection; others amplified the inevitable damage and deterioration 

by allowing the work to slump and move freely. I had a sense of competing concerns; how 

long did I want the work to last? At what point would it be deemed unexhibitable? Most 

compellingly, in which exhibited condition and situation did the work most express my 

intentions? It occurred to me these concerns would likely be a shared consideration with a 

great number of conservators. 

 

 

 

 
11 The types of paper in this series included Chinese Wenzhou, a straw-based, highly beaten paper with short 
fibres that is prone to damage when compared with Japanese Kozo or Arches papers. 
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Fig. 1. Caroline Ali (2013) Damage 8 [Wenzhou 

paper, graphite, laser burn, small bull-dog clips, clear 
fishing wire] Installation at Drawn, Royal West of 

England Academy, Bristol. 50x400cm. 

 
Fig. 2. Caroline Ali (2013) Damage 8. Installation 

detail at Drawn, Royal West of England Academy, 
Bristol. 

 

 

Alongside my interest in causes of deterioration of the paper support and preventative 

conservation, my second area of investigation emerged through studious in-situ drawing 

after drawings found in museum collections. All drawings selected were unframed and not 

on display. To begin I searched numerous drawing collections online and then 

approached the institution to request an appointment to study a selected artwork. In this 

way direct contact with original drawings was facilitated at the Barber Institute of Fine Arts 

(Fig. 3), Birmingham Museum and Art Gallery (BMAG), the British Museum, and 

Wolverhampton Museum and Art Gallery (WMAG) culminating in a body of studious in-

situ studies. Drawings were selected across a range of artists, techniques, media and 

subject, and were generally small working studies not intended for display. Work began by 

accurately transcribing selected drawings with a view to understanding how each drawing 

was made. The first selected, a self-portrait by Dante Gabriel Rossetti (1861) presents the 

artist drawing himself drawing (Fig. 4). Studying the Rossetti self-portrait at BMAG served 

to develop a disciplined response as I attempted to think through what it is to draw after 

other drawings. This activity reflects the range of ideas I was investigating at that time 

including, visual perception, phenomenology, semiotics, and memory. Drawing was a 

method to both investigate a past event and simultaneously record the process of 
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engaging with older traces. At that time, I recorded, ‘Rather than approach the Rossetti 

drawing as part of a body of work by an artist or movement, I aim to make connections 

with the work as a record of an event’ (Ali, 2014, p. 1). 

 
Fig. 3. Caroline Ali (2012) In-situ study of ‘Christ and 

the Woman of Samaria’ by Rembrandt (c.1640s) 

[graphite on paper] 25x19cm. Barber Institute of 

Fine Arts.  

 
Fig. 4. Above: Dante Gabriel Rossetti (1861) 
Self Portrait [graphite on paper]. Below: 

Caroline Ali (2013) In-situ study of Rossetti 

‘Self-Portrait’ [graphite on paper] 19x25cm. 

BMAG. 
 

In-situ studies were re-visited and further explored by means of re-copy, changes of scale, 

and fragmentation. Responding to the assertion made by cognitive neuroscientist Bruce 

Hood (2011) and others that human visual focus is approximately the size of a thumbnail, 

prompted me to explore focused observation and magnification. Bespoke glass lenses of 

various dimensions were introduced to my drawings, both as an aid and encouragement 

to view detail, and as a visual metaphor for the act of close observation (Figs. 5 & 6).  

 

Time-based outcomes also explored the activity of in-situ drawing (Fig. 7). A hand-drawn 

montage of approximately two hundred drawings was developed, tracing the process of 

drawing the Rossetti self-portrait in the Print Room at BMAG. Exploring visual perception, 

the animation was, ‘shot at twenty frames per second, slow enough to allow the eye to 

hover between seeing movement and just perceiving each frame as a separate image. I 

recorded the noises of the museum on location, the sounds of paper and my own drawing 

activity’ (Ali, 2019, unpaginated). 
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Fig. 5. Caroline Ali (2012) Hinterland 3 (after 

Domenico Tiepolo (1727-1804) ‘Flight from Egypt’) 

[graphite on two sheets of Kozo paper, glass lens] 
(detail) 80x100cm. Image © Justyna Ptak. 

  
Fig. 6. Caroline Ali (2014) Gillray 2 [graphite, 

metallic ink on Kozo paper, glass lens] (detail) 

65x65cm. 

Fig. 7. Caroline Ali (2013) Rossetti 5 [six-minute 

hand drawn animation with sound, paper, table, 

projector] Installation at M.A. Public, The Public, 
West Bromwich.

 

The focused way in which I had been engaged in investigating drawings in museum 

collections echoes Iwona Blazwick, in conversation with artist Deanna Petherbridge, in 

which she describes this approach as an, ‘archival turn [where] artists [are] absolutely 

absorbed by looking into the past…’ (Jerwood Drawing Prize 2011).12 This in contrast to

 
12 The archives of Mark Dion (pp. 111-112 of this thesis) is an example of this approach.  
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what American art critic Hal Foster (2004) terms an archival impulse present in the work of 

some contemporary artists whose practice may include an archive of their own making 

with often idiosyncratic combinations of objects. What Blazwick recognised amongst the 

various and contrasting approaches to drawing exhibited for the Jerwood Drawing Prize 

2011 was a significant focus of interest amongst practitioners in artworks of the past. 

Notably, this reiterative strand in drawing practice is reflected in a Jerwood Drawing Prize 

2015 Student Award study by Bryan Eccleshall, and a more recent work by Barbara 

Walker, the recipient of the Jerwood Drawing Prize 2017 Evelyn Williams Drawing Award 

(Figs. 8 & 9). This interplay was also a significant influence in the Trinity Buoy Wharf 

Drawing Prize Exhibition 2018, where numerous works referenced previous drawings, 

films, photographs, paintings, prints, diagrams, and internet images (Taylor, 2018). 

 

Fig. 8. Bryan Eccleshall (2014) After Joseph 

Beuys’ ‘Wirtschaftswerte’ (‘Economic Values’) 

[graphite on sixteen paper panels]. Image © Bryan 

Eccleshall. 

 

 
 

 
Fig. 9. Barbara Walker (2017) Exotic Detail in the 

Margin #2 [graphite on embossed paper] 51x61cm. 

Image © Barbara Walker and Chris Keenan. 

In summary my research interests prior to this enquiry, those of damage and deterioration 

to artwork on paper, visual perception and phenomenological aspects of drawing directly 

after other drawings are visualised in Figure 10. 
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Fig. 10. Visualising research prior to this enquiry. 

 

Starting point 

 

During an artist residency at University of Wolverhampton School of Art (2013-2014) my 

research concerns, that of deterioration to work on paper, and in-situ drawing after other 

drawings, came together in an encounter with a drawing selected from the 

Wolverhampton Museum and Art Gallery (WMAG) collection. As part of the residency I 

responded to research by Stephen Farthing and Maryanne Martin in association with the 

Tate Galleries that posed the question, ‘Does making transcriptions from the drawings of 

high achievers have a part to play in a curriculum for learning to draw today?’ (Farthing 

and Martin, 2006; Farthing, 2007). Conducting a small study in collaboration with 

University of Wolverhampton School of Art and WMAG I posed my own question, ‘Could 

research similar to work completed in London be developed locally?’ 13 The project 

entailed a series of scheduled sessions in which small groups of undergraduate art 

students were permitted access to study unframed drawings housed in the permanent 

collection at WMAG. This mirrors Sarah Jaffray who highlights a project begun in 2014, in 

which the Bridget Riley Art Foundation at the British Museum have worked with nearly 

2,000 university art students, ‘to revive and interrogate the value of drawing as a 

contemporary research method’, with activities including drawing directly from other 

drawings (Jaffray, 2019, unpaginated). 

 

 
13 This unpublished drawing project was subsequently presented at conference (Ayliffe and Ali, 2014). Verbal 
and written feedback captured in the questionnaire highlight the positive impact of the project on students’ 
drawing experience. Participant written feedback responses included pleasure at being close to Old Master 
drawings, the opportunity to practice drawing skills, interest in observing different drawing techniques, creating 
useful references for future projects, and a sense of privilege in having direct access to items in the collection. 
Subsequent to this project a student-led drawing club was initiated by a number of participating students.  

In-situ drawing after 
drawings in museum 

collections

Observation 
theories, visual 

phenomenology and 
memory

Deterioration of work
on paper
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One of the drawings at WMAG, Portraits of Three Men (c.1570s) attributed to Bertolemeo 

Passarotti (1529-1592), had noticeable areas of loss attributed to the corrosive 

characteristics of iron gall ink, including passages between the three heads and facial 

elements (Fig. 11). Also, visually intriguing is the extent of strike-through of the ink to the 

back of the paper (Fig. 12).14 Conservation treatment on its reverse indicated repair to the 

lacunae using a cool white paper in contrast to the warm cream of the older substrate, 

directly impacting my experience of the drawing. For example, one side of this sheet of 

paper with drawing on each side was selected by the conservator as the surface onto 

which interventions would be made. The restorer responsible for the repair - possibly not a 

trained paper conservator - had not infilled the lacunae with drawing media, but what if 

they had? Were there some underlying principles that discouraged this intervention? The 

drawing, with evidence of damage and decay, together with subsequent conservation 

intervention, had created in essence a drawing of two parts. The two events, separated by 

many years, are a paradigm for the two fields of Fine Art and conservation. Dykstra 

reminds us that, ‘one or more restorers may have had a hand in the artwork by 

reinterpreting or attempting to reveal, repair, or replace what the artist created, often with 

temporary effect’ (Dykstra, 1996, p. 199). This led to further speculation that conservation 

theories and procedures might usefully inform drawing practice. My investigation began 

from this position. 

 

 
Fig. 11. Caroline Ali (2014) in-situ study [graphite 

on paper] after Bertolemeo Passarotti (c.1570s) 

Profile Portraits of Three Men 19x25cm. WMAG. 

 
14 Strike-through is the sinking of media to the other side of a paper support. 

 

Fig. 12. Bertolemeo Passarotti (c.1570s) Profile 

Portraits of Three Men (reverse), arrows point to 
conservation paper applied over lacunae. Strike-

through of the three profiles is evident in the upper part 

of the drawing. WMAG. 
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Positioning my practice 

 

To distinguish the position of my work I now consider other examples of contemporary 

drawing practice that responds conceptually to historical items and museum collections, 

primarily with simple drawing materials. Curator Stephanie Straine describes the nomadic 

capacity of drawing to move across, ‘categories of representation and abstraction, or 

between the past and the present…between materials’ (Straine, 2018, p. 18) as migratory 

and hybrid in nature. Such complex interplays between already-made visual material and 

the contemporary practitioner are reflected in the broad approaches to older images 

highlighted below. The artists discussed exemplify inventive and contrasting models and 

structures for copy drawing, emphasising that drawing after another drawing and more 

generally after paintings, photographs or even facsimiles, is not simply a process of 

collecting and assimilating preceding styles and motifs, but a means towards attentive and 

diligent exploration.  

 

Pakistani artist Shahzia Sikander (b.1969) recognises appropriation as part of historical 

and contemporary miniature painting practices (Berry, 2004) (Fig. 13). Inspired by 

information and images from various sources Sikander employs drawing, painting and 

animation, to explore formal traditions and imaginative themes of Indo-Persian miniature 

painting, creating often intricately layered and multi-media drawings on both a miniature 

and large scale (Sikander, 2014). In addition, writer Saira Ansari (2017) emphasises the 

way Sikander also, ‘uses her knowledge of traditional formats – specifically the use of 

space, scale, line and vector – to draw out her ideas on the ever-present, but invisible 

grid’ (Ansari, 2017, p. 79). Enclosure of drawn elements within bounded spaces, as seen 

in Figure 13 and in the work of other cited artists, emerged as a focus of interest during 

this enquiry. 
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Fig. 13. Shahzia Sikander (2009) Double Bubble 

[pencil, ink, and gouache on paper] 36x28cm. 

Image © Shahzia Sikander and The Museum of 

Modern Art, Manhattan. 

 
Fig. 14. Jenny Saville (2011) Study for Pentimenti V 

(Velázquez, Picasso, de Kooning) [charcoal on 

paper] 231x180cm. Image © Jenny Saville and 
Gagosian Gallery.

British artist Jenny Saville (b.1970) has also studied and incorporated painting elements 

by historic artists. Saville’s drawing Study for Pentimenti V (Velázquez, Picasso, de 

Kooning) (2011) comprises components of paintings by three notable artists integrated 

one with another, each following the style of the selected artworks (Fig. 14). A rectangular 

section around the head creates a clearly demarcated boundary in contrast to intermixing 

and overlay of drawing layers in other parts of the figure - a theme that is reprised in the 

main body of this thesis. Other drawings by Saville directly incorporate the visual 

language of Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519). A copy by Saville after the large Leonardo 

cartoon The Virgin and Child with Saint Anne and John the Baptist (1499-1500) 

subsequently combined with drawn portraits by the artist of her children, is an example of 

this approach in which a contemporary response comments on historic artworks (Fig. 

15).15 Also responding to well-known images is Disgrace (1) (2009), part of a larger series 

in which Kate Davis (b.1977) interrupts a reading of drawings by Amadeo Modigliani 

(1884-1920) by recording the edges of her body over catalogue reproductions of his 

sketches of the female form (Fig. 16). Lying on top of each black and white facsimile 

drawing of a nude Davis, in delineating her own body outline in sections across the paper, 

creates visual disturbance and confusion to comment on the Modigliani image beneath.  

 
 

 
15 Leonardo da Vinci The Virgin and Child with Saint Anne and John the Baptist (Burlington House Cartoon), 
(1499-1500) chalk and charcoal on paper, National Gallery, London.  
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Fig. 15. Jenny Saville (2010) Reproduction 

Drawing IV (after the Leonardo cartoon) [charcoal 
on paper] 227x177cm. Image © Jenny Saville 

and Gagosian Gallery. 

 

Fig. 16. Kate Davis (2009) Disgrace (I) [pencil 

on found image] 30x21cm. Image © Kate Davis 
and Ruth Clark. 

 

Using historic and contemporary images as a source, copying is an integral element in the 

practice of Birmingham based Barbara Walker (b.1964) whose series Vanishing Point 

(2018) investigates the, ‘visibility of Black subjects in Western European painting’ (Walker, 

2018, unpaginated) within the National Gallery, London (Fig. 17). Further afield, American 

artist Andrea Bowers (b.1965) works with a range of media including video, installation 

and photorealist drawing, to record and comment on the experience of the individual 

within a crowd, often part of civil protest and activism (Fig. 18). Both Bowers and Walker 

have used methods of redaction and negative space to carefully home in on the individual 

within a group. By defining territories within the pictorial space in this way their drawings 

create estrangements that imply individual isolation, whilst also inviting the viewer to 

consider the visual and social or political position of the separated subjects. 
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Fig. 17. Barbara Walker (2018) Vanishing Point 7 

(Titian) [graphite and coloured pencil on 

embossed paper] approx. 40x60cm. Image © 

Barbara Walker and Chris Keenan. 
 Fig. 18. Andrea Bowers (2010) Promises, 

Promises [graphite on paper] 76x57cm. Image © 

Andrea Bowers and Museum of Modern Art, 
Manhattan.

The meticulously rendered and partitioned drawings and prints of Latvian-American artist 

Vija Celmins (b.1938) include juxtaposed images assembled from various sources. A 

double image Constellation - Uccello (1983) is an example of this type of work and 

includes an etched image of a starry sky transcribed after an earlier drawing by Celmins, 

itself after a photograph, and an etching which uses a drawing by Italian Renaissance 

artist Paolo Uccello (1397-1475), Perspective Study of a Chalice (c.1450) as its focus 

(Fig. 19). In presenting these finely wrought images together Celmins proposes an 

expanded view of both the Uccello chalice and the sky full of stars, encouraging the 

viewer to make new associations.  

 

Also investigating re-use of existing artworks, Lucy Skaer (b.1975) has variously upscaled 

found imagery to create densely rendered outcomes such as Untitled (Black drawing) 

(2015), presented across three expansive sheets of paper (Fig. 20). More widely, the 

exhibition Double Take: drawing and photography (Macfarlane, 2016a) is a collaborative 

project between Drawing Room, London, and The Photographers’ Gallery, London, with 

a goal to explore diverse ways in which contemporary artists combine and extend 

practices within drawing and photography. 
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Fig. 19. Vija Celmins (1983) Constellations – Uccello 

[Aquatint and etching on paper] 69x56cm. Image ©  

Vija Celmins and Tate Galleries.  

 
 

 
Fig. 20. Lucy Skaer (2015) Untitled (Black Drawing), 

[industrial Sharpie pen and pencil on Fabriano 
paper, 3 parts] 437x421cm. Image © Lucy Skaer 

and GRIMM, Amsterdam / New York. 

 

As Associate Artist at the Wallace Collection, London, Charlotte Hodes (2007) created a 

series of artworks that began with in-situ sketches of 18th Century paintings by Jean-

Antoine Watteau (1684-1721) and French Sèvres porcelain vases, subsequently digitally 

manipulated to become part of a series of papercut collages (Fig. 21). Such approaches 

by Hodes, and the other cited artists, to interrogating images and objects from the past 

reflect a claim made by Straine for drawing as ‘a space of modelling, of montage and of 

transfer, reliant on fragmented narratives and the staging of ‘otherness’ and displacement’ 

(Straine, 2018, p. 46). 

 

Siân Bowen (b.1959) employs drawing to explore the physical unstable nature of objects 

in the museum context (Saunders, 2007). Projects include exploration of paper objects 

selected from the Victoria and Albert Museum collection, London (Fig. 22), and the 

material fate and subsequent ongoing conservation of 16th Century printed merchandise 

once lost in the ice during a failed sea expedition from Holland to China (Bowen, De 

Hond, and Fruehsorge, 2012). In addition to more traditional drawing materials, Bowen 

typically incorporates pinpricks, reflective mica and palladium, burnishing, even 

watermarks into her works on paper. Attention by Bowen to material qualities of paper 

echoes concerns of the conservator and resonates closely with this project in which paper 

is cut, folded, layered, impressed, adhered, drawn on and through with various materials.  
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Fig. 21. Charlotte Hodes (2006) Fête Galante I 
[digitally manipulated drawing, inkjet, and collage] 

130.5x91.5cm. Image © Charlotte Hodes. 

 

 
Fig. 22. Siân Bowen (2006) Gaze: No.1 [palladium, 

pinpricks and silver on 9-times-dyed indigo paper] 

66x49cm. Image © Siân Bowen and V&A 
Photography Studios. 

 

This enquiry also resonates with artists who have employed drawing to explore aspects 

of conservation. Emphasising notions of delicacy Sarah Casey (2012) has investigated 

costume conservation through drawing practice, exploring historic undergarments 

through innovative use of drawing materials such as oil or wax on paper.16 The often 

fragile properties of these delicate objects are expressed in painstaking methods of 

drawing that include lines scored into waxed tissue (Fig. 23). The material nature of 

drawings such as these visually and physically express the project themes.  

 

Duration and transient anachronic states are the focus of enquiry for Brian Fay (2014) 

who employs drawing processes of overlay and redaction to trace conservation histories 

of selected paintings by artists including Johannes Vermeer (1632-1675) (Fig. 24). Fay 

(2011) acknowledges shared affinities between drawing and conservation in that, ‘both 

can respond to pre-existing artworks, they can share a manual and mechanical 

engagement with a surface, both make or remove marks, they can consider the source 

 
16 Casey (2012) also investigated other professional practices including medical procedures and archaeology. 
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of their work as both object and surface and both have an awareness of the temporal in 

their outcomes’ (Fay, 2011, unpaginated). I wish to advance this position in proposing a 

unique affinity with the retouching conventions used by paper conservators and that of 

Fine Art drawing. This is a largely unchartered territory and one that informed the 

findings of this investigation, leading directly to my final body of work. 

 

 
Fig. 23. Sarah Casey (2012) Sleeping Beauties 2 (part of a series of 7) [wax on 

tissue] 78x143cm. Image © Sarah Casey.  

 

 
Fig. 24. Brian Fay (2011) Completed version of three stages of restoration work in 

non-chronological order – The Girl with a Pearl Earring c. 1665-1667 [Pencil on 

Paper] 38x34.5. 
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Summary  
 

This introductory chapter has explained ideas that prompted this research and identified 
the event that became my starting point - an encounter with a 16th Century pen and ink 

drawing with evidence of conservation interventions. The number of contemporary artists 

working in various and inventive ways with collection and archive resources establishes 

the context for working in this way, underlining the timeliness of this enquiry. The unique 

contribution of this investigation lies in uncovering parallels and contrasts between 

drawing and conservation retouching of artwork on paper, and in illuminating interpolative 

practices informed by these connections. Unprecedented access to paper conservation 

materials, tools, and procedures has supported this line of enquiry and overlapped 

investigative processes of drawing in studio practice. It is in this crossing over from one 

field to the other that new associations were made, challenged, and synthesised.  

  

Content of chapters  
 

In Chapter One I provide an overview of my methodology and describe the theoretic 

models adopted to inform both drawing and conservation retouching practices. I also 

outline theoretic approaches to copy and propose drawing after other drawings as a 

purposeful and measured form of investigation useful to this thesis. Ways in which the 

three main areas of investigation for this enquiry - transcription drawing, the work of the 

conservator, and the archive of Charles Sims R.A. (1873-1928) - created a structure of 

exchange are evaluated, together with methods aimed to increase the rigour of my 

investigation. A three-part model for copy drawing is adapted as part of my methodology 

and a parallel model for conservation retouching is proposed. Analysing these models a 

framework is developed, not only to articulate types of transcription, but to think through 

diverse modes of production. Finally, to provide clarity I align my research activities to 

three conceptual frameworks that became the criteria by which project outcomes were 

critiqued.  

 

Chapter Two seeks to establish ways in which conservation retouching approaches 

contribute to an understanding of accuracy and difference for drawing after other 

drawings. Participation in a retouching workshop emphasised a conservation viewpoint 

from which to investigate relationships between an artwork and its subsequent retouching 

interventions. Other investigations included conservation retouching techniques employed 

as modes of transcription and applied to examination of a binary theory of drawing 
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proposed by Buchloh (2000). Comparative accuracy and difference are interrogated in 

studio practice through a series of overlaid drawings. Finally, in separating layers of a 

single composition, characteristics and functions of enclosures, together with relational 

aspects between discrete visual zones, are brought to the fore.  

 

In Chapter Three a theoretic framework of territory and boundary is established in terms of 

space and enclosure, with interpolative drawing identified as it came into predominance 

during technical conservation analysis processes and in studio practice. Significantly, 

application of a magnifying lens during technical examinations led to an unanticipated way 

to create visual enclosures. The themes of this chapter are further explored through 

various modes for presentation of research drawings. Potential to develop territorial 

concepts beyond the drawing itself emerged as an outcome of Altered Territories, a solo 

exhibition at Northumbria University.  

 

Post-first-author interventions are examined in Chapter Four. The relational way 

interpolative practice operates, and defence of transcription as a means of interpolation 

are also presented. To illuminate this theory, characteristics of interpolation are initially 

contrasted with other types of visual manipulation, and studio practice is tested within a 

framework of transposition and reintegration. The nature of interpolated drawing is 

analysed as a relational domain where contrasting visual aspects are recalibrated in 

response to one another, holding possibilities for more than one narrative, another 

perspective. Articulated through studio practice, types of interpolation, layered, framed, 

and juxtaposed models are identified that may vary, interconnect and overlap. Evident in 

various degrees, there may be elements of more than one interpolative type. Potentials of 

interpolation to both expand and diminish territories of drawing are also highlighted. 

 

The concluding chapter brings together ideas that frame this study, evaluating research 

undertaken in light of what has been discovered. I review how methodologies were 

planned and implemented, then evaluate what was accomplished with this approach. 

Ways in which primary research outcomes contribute new knowledge to drawing 

research, and the contribution to of the thesis findings to conservation retouching practice, 

are examined. Secondary findings not directly connected to the thrust of the thesis are 

also explored. The significant practical and philosophical impact of the enquiry on my own 

practice is considered together with suggestions for further research.
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Chapter One 
 

Methodology 
 

In this chapter I account for the methodologies that structure my research. I present 

drawing after other drawings as a purposeful and measured form of investigation useful to 

the focus of this thesis. Types of enquiry are charted alongside areas of research focus. 

The rationale behind selecting specific works from the Charles Sims archive and its 

position within this investigation is also presented. Recognising difficulties in finding 

language adequate to the range and complexity of various transcription drawing 

strategies, and of conservation retouching processes, a paradigm was devised that would 

serve to merge the theoretical principles of both areas of study. I begin by analysing 

definitions of copy and propose it’s use as a mode of enquiry. 

 

Defining copy 

 

Contemporary practitioners employ a variety of terms in distinguishing drawing after other 

drawings and copy more widely. Language between contemporary commentators is also 

fluid and may signify different approaches to copy that take the practitioner towards or 

away from the referent model. Examples of this linguistic fluidity includes use of the term 

reiteration by artist Bryan Eccleshall (2016) in proposing copy drawing as a form of 

translation, with translation also a term taken up by historian and educator Sarah Jaffray 

(2019) as a theoretic framework to communicate the interpretive nature of drawing after 

other drawings. Equally, Vija Celmins notes, ‘I like to say that I redescribe an existing 

image, not copy or reproduce’ (Rippner, 2002, p. 23, cited in Straine, 2010, unpaginated, 

my italics). 

 

British artist Deanna Petherbridge (2010) adapted a three-part model for copy drawing 

based on one of numerous models of imitation in Renaissance literary criticism as 

proposed by American historian G. W. Pigman (1980). Petherbridge identifies three 

modes of copy drawing as transformative, dissimulative, and eristic.17 A transformative 

 
17 Encompassing a theoretical approach to imitation based on Renaissance literature, G. W. Pigman (1980) 
also details a second three-part model in which to discuss authorial intention, that of following, imitation and 
emulation. Following is described as a close adherence to the original with the aim of creating something 
similar. Imitation begins as a viewpoint of equality in which the new work is equally as different to the original 
as it is the same. Emulation aims to create something that improves or exceeds the original. A third model 
highlighted by Pigman jettisons the middle category imitation in favour of a bipartite model described as 
following and surpassing. 
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approach is described as to closely follow with the aim of making something alike, with 

inevitable changes occurring as the copied work is transformed into a new situation.  

A second copy approach is distinguished as dissimulation and hinges on shrouding 

associations with the original, even removal of traces back to the original in order to 

conceal or disguise. Plagiarism or forgery is most closely associated with dissimulative 

imitation and is not part of this enquiry. There is not necessarily always intent towards 

dissimulation on behalf of the artist, but dissimulation may be an unintentional 

consequence of artist activities over time. Through history drawing has been a favoured 

medium for artists wishing to either document or interpret an image, to analyse it or to 

employ it as a point of departure for other ideas. In appraising artist copy drawing, art 

historian Egbert Haverkamp-Begemann notes the, ‘artists’ own expectations and reactions 

to the earlier drawing are clearly discernible at this stage before their absorption into the 

artist’s own style conceals their origin.’ Haverkamp-Begemann (1988, p. 14). 

 

A third, eristic tactic (indicating debate or argument) touches on a perceived struggle for 

supremacy between copy and original, where source elements are used to recalibrate 

original intent. In a frequently recounted manoeuvre, American artist Robert 

Rauschenberg (1925-2008) erased a drawing by a compliant Willem de Kooning, Erased 

de Kooning Drawing (1953). Erasure in this way may be understood as an intervention 

aimed to supersede the original and is described by curator Katherine Stout (2015) in a 

vodcast as an, ‘act of creative theft’. Older records also chronical drawings originally by 

artists such as Durer (1471-1528), Caravaggio (1571-1610), and subsequently retouched 

by Rubens (1577-1640) to have increased in value at that time (Poulsson, 2008). 

Petherbridge points to the inevitable overlapping of the three categories of copy, that are 

transformative, dissimulative and eristic.

 

Where Petherbridge considers types of copy, other commentators take a different 

approach to consider instead levels of engagement in copy practices. It is noticeable in 

Drawing from Turner, an enquiry led by Stephen Farthing and Maryanne Martin (2006), 

that the term copy is abandoned in favour of transcription and examination. In addition, 

preference for alternative terms such as analysis and investigation are highlighted in a 

video in which Farthing asked students tasked with drawing after a drawing by Turner 

(1775-1851), to consider how the original drawing was made, and how long it may have 

taken to construct. On completing this activity Farthing suggests the students had been, 

‘reading that drawing and making notes with a pencil…which of course is substantially 

different from copying something.’ (Farthing, 2011, video, 8: 04). This comment 

recognises critical differences in levels of engagement with past drawings and helps 
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explain his resistance towards the term copy. Perhaps Farthing’s aversion to the term 

copy stems from its associations with plagiarism, duplication, imitation, mechanical activity 

and even a cynical attempt at deception. The word copy also conjures suppression of any 

impulse towards exploration and investigation. This is in direct contrast with transcription, 

which he characterises as an investigation process based on visual thinking rather than a 

purely skills-based activity.  

 

The often slow and focused practice of closely observed transcription of another artist 

echoes that of contemporary practitioner Patricia Cain (2010) who describes three distinct 

types of engagement associated with copying. These include replication, a skills-based 

activity aimed at creating a direct facsimile, transcription a means to examine questions in 

the artists own practice, and copying to learn, following the processes of another artist in 

order to discover what motivated the making of that drawing. Cain distinguishes copying 

to learn as a higher-level activity and an effective means of learning through re-

enactment.  

 

Cain’s third category of engagement aligns well with the view of American curator Robert 

Blackman (2007) who discusses re-enactment in art and social practices more widely. 

Blackman proposes the added potential of re-enactment to unlock imaginative 

interpretations that in turn encourage innovation. These sentiments are echoed by 

philosopher Arthur C. Danto (1995) who notes the practitioner is free to appropriate 

modes of past art, but with the caveat that we cannot relate to the work as it was received 

and used in that earlier society. However, we can make use of it in our own way, and as 

Danto identifies, ‘The way we relate to those forms is part of what defines our period.’ 

(Danto, 1995 p. 198). 

 

Copy as a mode of enquiry 
 

Re-enactment suggest a slowing down, a hesitation between looking back and moving 

forward, perhaps both at the same time. In an essay that has resonance for this 

investigation German philosopher of literature, culture and media Joseph Vogl describes 

the act of tarrying to be a mark of enquiry and a, ‘process of emergence or becoming’ 

(Vogl, 2011, p. 18). Tarrying - distinguished by Vogl as slowing down, an interruption, 

even hesitation before a decision is made – was applied throughout this research process 

to the act of drawing after another drawing. The commitment to linger or tarry when 

transcribing or re-enacting the work of another artist is an important type of tarrying, so 

that tarrying may be understood as the space between perceived binaries of action and 
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contemplation. I therefore propose that critical re-enactment and studious transcription be 

accepted as a constructive mode of enquiry for this project. Studious and interpretative 

drawing after other drawings, variously distinguished above as copy, transcription and re-

enactment, is at the core of this research as both a focus for investigation and as a 

method of investigation. Transcription in studio practice was supported by reflection as 

detailed below. 

 

Types of enquiry 
 

This enquiry is realised from the position of reflective practitioner. American social 

scientist Donald Schön (1983) investigated processes of problem-solving in five different 

professions to propose a theory of reflective enquiry suited to professional practice.18 

Schön argues, the basis for effective learning and transformation is experienced through 

analysis, evaluation, reflection, and response. His methodology includes three distinct 

types of reflective experiments essential to moving the project forward. The first is 

exploratory experiment, described as an open ended, speculative approach. The second, 

a move testing experiment, in which the enquirer ‘takes action’ in creating a change within 

a situation. The third, referred to as hypothesis testing, in which a hypothesis may be 

either confirmed or refuted. Schön explains more fully: 

 

The enquirer’s relation to this situation is transactional. He shapes the 
situation, but is in conversation with it, so that his own models and 
appreciations are also shaped by the situation. The phenomena that he 
seeks to understand are partly of his own making; he is in the situation that 
he seeks to understand. (Schön, 1983, pp. 150-151). 

 

In response to insights gained in practice and technical knowhow, these methods of first 

person critical reflection in action, and reflecting back on activities undertaken allowed a 

range of research strategies to be brought together, to examine and revise, to vary the 

pace of action, to repeat and elaborate, to expand and condense.  

 

Research methods for this enquiry also align to Reason and Bradbury (2008) who argue 

that research rigour is fostered in combining first person research such as reflective 

enquiry in collaboration with second person research – interpreted as a mutual enquiry 

between two or more people - and third person research involving a wider community or 

persons unknown to one another. The varied strands of research are brought together into 

 
18 Schön focused on engineering, architecture, management, psychotherapy, and town planning to investigate 
processes of problem-solving. 
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three distinguishing spheres to create a triangulation of enquiry types. For this project 

reflective studio practice is a source for first person enquiry, conservation technical 

analyses and conservation retouching interventions encompass first, second, and third 

person research, and the Sims archive is the source for first- and third-person research.  

 

Selected activities undertaken across the three connecting areas of study – reflective 

studio practice, the Sims archive, and conservation retouching of works on paper - are 

gathered into categories of research (first, second, third) and charted respectively in 

Tables 1, 2 and 3. 

 
Table 1. First Person Research 

 

First Person Research 

• Analysis, evaluation, reflection, and response in studio practice. 

• Contextual records and other findings captured in sketchbooks and notebooks. 

• Participation in scheduled specialist paper conservation workshops at Burt Hall, 

Northumbria University.19  

• Application of methods and processes aligned to paper conservation in studio 

practice. 

• Modifying a three-part model for transcription drawing. 

• Developing a new model of conservation retouching for works of art on paper. 

• Field visits to research the Charles Sims archive, including in-situ transcription of 

selected Sims sketches. 

• Field visit to Victoria and Albert Museum to record and sketch 18th Century British 

pattern books).20 

• Conservation technical analysis (Ultraviolet Fluorescence photography, Infrared 

Reflectography (IRR), Infra-Red False Colour photography (IRFC), and raking light 

photography) of a selected Sims sketch with technician support. 

• Magnification experiments.  

• Engagement with historic and contemporary theories and discourse concerning 

paper conservation; library and internet research. 

 
 

 
19 A report on the findings of Paper Conservation workshops attended is provided in Appendix 2.  
20 Further information on the pattern books viewed at the Victoria and Albert Museum in London and how 
these relate to the project may be found in Chapter Four. 
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Table 2. Second Person Research 
 

Second Person Research 

• Presenting research developments and outcomes to conferences and symposia,  

responding to delegates questions.21 

• Participation in talks and seminars.22 

• Conversations with conservation staff and students concerning retouching and 

wider conservation protocols and procedures. 

• Feedback on drawings exhibited during this enquiry. 

• Negotiating with curator Indra Khanna methods of display for selected research 

drawings for exhibition Five Years On, Birmingham Museum and Art Gallery (2018). 

• Feedback on methods of display for exhibited drawings. 

• Printed and online exhibition catalogues produced during this enquiry.23 

 
Table 3. Third Person Research 

 

Third Person Research 

• Exhibitions of practical research outcomes including Altered Territories at Burt Hall, 

Northumbria University, Five Years On, Birmingham Museum and Art Gallery.24 25 

• Presentation to the public of research findings and outcomes.26 

• Charles Sims case study: new connections identified and analysed between a 

series of drawings in the Charles Sims archive that appear to be related through 

strategies of copy. 

• Discovery of previously unconnected Sims sketchbook studies to a ceiling  painting, 

Figure of Renown (1921), for The Institute of Civil Engineers, London, and to a 

composition study by Sims, Figure of Renown (1919) in private ownership. 

 
21 Notably including a research paper presented to Past Time: Art, Anachronism, Anachronisticism 
Conference. University of York (Ali, 2016). Also, presentation of research to the Northumbria Conservation of 
Fine Arts Society (2016).  
22 Examples include participation in a group talk and studio seminar with Chris Dorsett at Drawing Room, 
Bermondsey, London, in conjunction with the exhibition, ‘Thinking Tantra’ (2017). 
23 For example Khanna (2018). 
24 A visual overview of the Altered Territories exhibition is provided in Appendix 9. 
25 Exhibition of practical research outcomes not otherwise highlighted in this thesis include: exhibitor in Paper, 
Table, Wall and After, Northumbria University (2014), and then at National Taiwan University of Arts, Taipei 
(2015); exhibitor in Game Over, Newman Brothers Coffin Works, Birmingham (2015); exhibitor in Drawn, 
Royal west of England Academy, Bristol (2017). 
26 Including presentation of research to members of the public at Royal Birmingham Society of Artists Gallery, 
Birmingham (2015). 
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Triangulating research methods 
 

The activities presented in Table 1. First Person Research, Table 2. Second Person 

Research, and Table 3. Third Person Research, present numerous approaches employed 

in investigating research themes. Making use of two or more methods for collecting 

information about a subject is known as triangulation (Gray and Malins, 2004). In 

reference to art and design theories, a triangulated approach enables the researcher to, 

‘map the terrain and locate our position, and travel to another place’ (Gray and Malins, 

2004, p. 31). Employing a range of approaches for this study enabled me to grasp the 

complexities of issues raised and draw together key reference points as captured in 

Figure 22. To orientate this study and to support identification of significant findings, 

research outcomes in one area were then examined in reference to the other two. These 

three areas of research frequently overlapped, enabling the focus and boundaries of this 

project to become increasingly detailed and defined. Gray and Malins argued that in this 

way research will be more meaningful, balanced and more reliably corroborated. 

 

The triangulated areas of focus as my research commenced are visualised in Figure 25. 

 

 
Fig. 25. Emerging triangulated areas of connection on initiating this study. 

 

The wide range of research activities undertaken across this enquiry were each aligned to 

at least one area of triangulation noted above – studio practice, conservation retouching 

of artwork on paper, the Sims archive. Table 4 presents my research activities for this 

enquiry and corresponding triangulated points of focus. The table charts the move from 

initially separated research activities, to a point at which each activity reflects a 

triangulation of all interconnections. 

 

Selected drawings in 
the Charles Sims 

archive.

Reflective studio 
practice.

Conservation 
retouching of works of 

art on paper. 
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Table 4. Triangulation of Research Activities 
 

 

In the next section I clarify a change of role for one of the triangulated points of focus, the 

Sims archive. First, I explain my rationale for selecting the archive.  

 
Why the Charles Sims R.A. (1873-1928) archive? 

 

As a development of previous time restricted work focused on direct observation 

representations of a number of other artists drawings (see Introduction), privileged access 

The Sims archive – SA  Studio Practice – SP  Conservation Research – CR 

Research Activities SA SP CR 

Drawing after drawings in the Sims archive    

Tracing connected copies in the Sims archive    

Overlaid Drawing series    

Layer Periphery series    

Paper conservation unframing workshop    

Paper conservation European tear repair workshop    

Paper conservation dry surface cleaning workshop    

Paper conservation pulp and bridge repair workshop     

Paper conservation humidification workshop    

Paper conservation adhesives workshops 1 and 2    

Paper conservation retouching workshop    

Conservation Retouching Technique series    

Conservation technical analysis procedures    

Interventions with a magnifying lens     

Lens Enclosure series    

Photomontage experiments    

Altered Territories series    

Altered Territories exhibition    

Interpolated Drawing series    

Two-sided Interpolation series    
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to the Sims archive permitted prolonged and close scrutiny of his drawings, sketches and 

diaries that record the importance of copy and studying the methods of others. For 

example, in one of his sketchbooks Sims states his intention to, ‘start red chalk picture 

and draw form in pencil over Rubens’ (c. 1909-1913, p. 49).27 In common with earlier 

investigations, the Sims archive contained mostly unframed and unmounted works. This 

resonated with the unassuming and largely unexamined drawings I had studied in other 

museum contexts. As the first practice-based doctoral research to investigate the Sims 

archive, this unique experience offered numerous opportunities for advancement of 

theoretical concepts from which copy, territories of drawing, and interpolation began to 

emerge. 

 

Exploring the Sims archive 

 

The archive includes more than six hundred items extending across Sims’ entire career, 

mostly working drawings and sketches across a range of paper supports, including loose 

sheets, and sketchbook pages (Colbourne, 2011).28 Sims’ drawing practice reflects the 

Edwardian transition between 19th Century traditions of figuration, and 20th Century 

innovation. Working at the cusp of modern attitudes towards creative visual and material 

exploration, the majority of Sims’s subjects also reflect more traditional interests typical of 

the Edwardian period. Early sketches found in the archive frequently contain rural idylls, 

pagan woodland figures, brisk outdoor scenes of children at the seaside, and intimate 

mother and child scenes. Later archive compositions display new creative ideas and re-

workings of previous imaginative visual themes. The eclectic range of output is evidence 

of Sims’s readiness to apply different visual styles in developing his ideas (Colbourne, 

2011). Access to these original drawings was key to exercising and refining copy skills 

required for this investigation. 

 

The Sims archive was visited on numerous occasions, initially to explore and record items 

that may be useful to the enquiry (Fig. 26). I researched how the collection was housed 

and the items the archive contained, making visual records and textual notes of my 

findings. Wearing conservation cotton gloves for careful handling, a comprehensive 

search was made of each box of drawings, every sketchbook and scrapbook, 

photographing and making notes of items that might be useful to the project (Fig. 27). A 

 
27 Sketchbook GB3025/4/6. This is one of numerous entries in Sims diaries and workbooks that discuss the 
value of copying other artists styles. Detailed information about this and other archive items may be found in 
Colbourne (2011) and in a book by Sims (1934), published posthumously. 
28 Numerous small paintings, notebooks, scrapbooks, photographs, and contemporaneous newspaper 
cuttings are also included in the Charles Sims archive. 
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methodical search in the Sims archive was also made of associated notebooks, 

newspaper cuttings and other ephemera.  

 

Example drawings by Sims across a range of approaches and subjects were selected for 

examination and in-situ transcription. Two ‘mother and child’ studies were chosen that 

appear to be based on direct observation, also a landscape sketch, an interior, and a 

small composition study with figures, each with multifarious observation and composition 

elements. The transcriptions, notes and photographic records made in the archive were 

taken to the studio to support material and practical experiments (Fig. 28). Those 

individual in-situ transcriptions became the first steps underpinning numerous sequences 

of drawing. Later in the enquiry drawings selected from the archive for transcription 

became a source for technical examination involving a range of photographic techniques 

in various wavelengths of light and hand-held magnification devices.29 

 

 

Fig. 26. Part of the Charles Sims archive, 
Northumbria University.  

  

 

 
Fig. 27. Viewing Charles Sims (c.1927) Spiritual 

Style Tracing [graphite, ink on paper]. 
 

 
Fig. 28. Preparing to draw after Charles Sims 

(c.1925) Studio of a Painter of Fêtes Galantes.  

 

 
29 Undertaken with conservation technician support.  
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Evidence of copy in the Sims archive       
 

Evidence of copy exists in many of Sims drawings and preparatory sketches, making 

possible knowledge of artists copy drawing practices beyond my own. Frequently using 

his own work in duplicating, tracing, and redrawing. Sims also readily adopted the drawing 

styles of others (Holmes, 2005; Colbourne, 2011). Sims’ propensity to recast earlier 

drawings into new compositions was common practice and followed a well-trodden 

tradition reaching back to the pattern books of the 15th Century where copy drawing was 

employed for sketches, idea development, preparatory studies, or finished presentation 

(Colbourne, 2011).30 Building on this documentation I identified a specific thread of 

examples that show evidence of repeated and connected copy drawing used by Sims.  

 

Tracking a chain of connected drawings from the archive I observed repetitions of a 

similar subject in a corresponding scale. Tested by overlaying one study on another I 

uncovered numerous likely copy tracings. An observation study was selected, the likely 

source of later copy drawing activities by Sims (Fig. 29). This confident graphite sketch of 

a seated male figure suggests observation drawing from the model, with sketched lines 

that vary in weight to express both outline and tone. The arm at left appears to be redrawn 

outwards from its original position. This is one of numerous studies related to Sims’ series 

of Spirituals paintings.31 This image closely resembles other drawings in the archive, 

inferring subsequent copies may have been made. Spiritual Study (c.1927) has similar 

dimensions to the observational study with lightly sketched lines that follow its’ shape (Fig. 

30). Readjustments to hands, feet and limbs are overlaid in a heavier hand. Hair and 

facial features are softened, with additional imaginative elements suggesting development 

of a composition. It is possible to infer that Sims copied directly after the first sketch or 

traced elements and that subsequently this transcription was itself copied in making the 

next drawing.  

 

The figure of a subsequent seated male, Spiritual Style Tracing, is also suggestive of 

direct overlay tracing with ink onto thin, semi-transparent paper (Fig. 31). This is a useful 

move, allowing other elements from disparate sources to be traced in developing a 

composition. There are areas shaded with graphite to the back, suggesting Sims may 

have turned over the semi-transparent paper and continued to develop the image in 

 
30 Colbourne (2011) suggests Sims worked from his sketches and studies directly onto canvas, with changes 
in scale achieved by mapping a grid pattern, also known as ‘squaring up’, or the use of a grille. 
31 The Spirituals were the last series of paintings and drawings made by Sims. Exhibited at the Royal 
Academy and widely criticized alongside reports he had lost his mind. The series accounts for the most 
numerous of the drawings in the archive (Colbourne, 2011). 
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reverse orientation. The paper support for this tracing has numerous other outlines and 

drawings, likely used in the development of visual ideas.  

 

 
Fig. 29. Charles Sims (undated) 

Study of seated male, [graphite 
on paper] Charles Sims archive. 

 
Fig. 30. Charles Sims (c.1927) 

Spiritual Study [graphite on paper] 

Charles Sims archive. 

 
Fig. 31. Charles Sims (c.1927) 

Spiritual Style Tracing [graphite, ink 

on paper] Charles Sims archive. 
 

Similarly, in a reversal of the above composition Spiritual Tracing (Fig. 32) displays a 
seated female. The figure at left is an exact match to image right, suggesting a direct trace 

over semi-transparent paper. Lines of ink with shaded areas of graphite suggest addition 

of composition elements. The image to right is also supported by thin, lightweight paper, 

suggesting possibilities for tracing this image in reverse. Close inspection of the tracing 

shows both simplification of details in the earlier work and addition of composition 

elements surrounding the figure. Key lines of ink are made up of many small dots and 

dashes applied to the front and back. Heavier marks along the lines of this seated female 

figure may have been used to indicate key points of the trace (Colbourne, 2011). The 

small outstretched figure at the knees of the seated form is one of numerous variations 

found amongst the Sims archive and is reprised in the following two sketches. 
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Fig. 32. Charles Sims (c.1926-1928) Spiritual Style Tracings [ink and 

graphite on paper] Charles Sims archive. 

 

Figures 33 and 34 are also part of the series Spiritual Studies. The figures in both 

sketches match exactly, the first is loosely suggested and shows signs of revisions to the 

composition. The figures in Figure 34 are rendered with heavy pressure along key 

composition lines indicated by indented furrows in the paper, most clearly seen in raking 

light.32 These deeply grooved lines without media are indicative of a blind stylus used to 

indent a second sheet of paper placed beneath, enabling positioning of pictorial elements. 

Subsequent strokes of graphite are indicative of careful tracking with graphite in selected 

places within the blind indentations.33 Reworking indented grooves on the paper surface is 

a technique that corresponds closely with a proposition by Talbot (2014) that Paolo 

Uccello (1397-1475), the Renaissance creator of Study of a Chalice (c.1450-1460) 

retraced with ink initial blind indentations. A copy by Vija Celmins of the Uccello study may 

be found in Figure 19. 

 

Copy with addition and modification is also evident in two composition drawings that 

resemble Signing of the Magna Carta.34 The earlier study shows a seated figure top right 

and another animated figure beyond the main drawing (Fig. 35). In the second study the 

seated figure within the drawing appears to be replaced by the figure standing beyond the 

boundary (Fig. 36). Although beyond the remit of this research, during the process of 

 
32 Light sourced at an angle of approximately 30 degrees to the paper surface. 
33 During the Renaissance, artists transferred their designs to the wall or canvas by making pin pricks along 
the outlines of a drawing and then rubbing powder or dust across the back of the sheet to create a mirror 
image of the composition. This procedure – known as ‘pricking’ or ‘pouncing’ – often damaged the paper and 
many cartoons do not survive as a result (Bambach,1999). 
34 These sketches are likely to be related to Sims mural (1927) at the Palace of Westminster entitled King 
John, confronted by his Barons assembled in force at Runnymede, gives unwilling consent to Magna Carta, 
the foundation of justice and individual freedom in England 1215. [oil on canvas] © Palace of Westminster 
Collection. 
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studying the contents of the archive, new connections with the Sims sketchbook entries 

were made with major paintings held in other collections.35 

 

 
Fig. 33. Charles Sims Study for Spirituals [chalk 

and graphite on paper] Charles Sims archive. 

 
 

 

 
Fig. 34. Charles Sims Study for Spirituals/ Winged 

Youths [graphite on semi-transparent paper] Charles 
Sims archive.36 

 

 
 

 
Fig. 35. Charles Sims (c.1924) Study for ‘Signing of 

the Magna Carta’ (detail) Charles Sims archive. 

 
Fig. 36. Charles Sims (c.1924) Second study for 

‘Signing of the Magna Carta’ [graphite on paper] 
Charles Sims archive.

 
 

 
35 A painting previously unknown to the archive, Charles Sims Figure of Renown for The Institute of Civil 
Engineers (1919), Great Hall, One George Street, London, was connected to archive sketches and 
composition studies (see Appendix 1).   
36 Closely resembles Charles Sims (1927) Spiritual Idea [tempera on paper], The Higgins Art Gallery and 
Museum, Bedford. 
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A change of role for the archive in this investigation  

 

At the start of the enquiry, I initially viewed the Sims archive as an opportunity to move 

beyond observation of a single drawing each by a different artist, towards deeper 

understanding of copy drawing practices of a practitioner other than myself. Whilst the 

early series of drawings that ensued from the process were successful, it was clear as the 

project developed that practical studio investigations would have to develop beyond the 

confines of the archive, if contribution to the visual language of drawing was the goal. 

Rather than the main focus, the primary role of the archive therefore changed to become 

a source for practical studio investigations.

 

In addition to archive access, the proximity of Fine Art with Conservation at Northumbria 

University facilitated a unique synergy between subjects and provided the opportunity to 

attend key conservation workshops and lectures that had significance in informing the 

research. The most relevant topics included technical and ethical debates surrounding 

retouching and infilling losses, materiality and behaviour of key materials such as 

adhesives, paper and certain drawing media. This not only informed the landscape in 

which this enquiry was based but also new skills gained, facilitating the execution of the 

final body of work.37  

 

Connections between Fine Art and Conservation were further exploited in developing a 

model for transcription informed by conservation retouching theory and practice. 

 

A model to connect drawing after drawings and conservation retouching 
 

Documenting my research activities in the initial phase of this investigation, I recognised 

difficulties in finding a common language to adequately describe the range and 

complexities involved in conservation retouching and that of transcription drawing in Fine 

Art. I theorised that a practical model could be devised by which artist copy drawing 

practices could be usefully compared and contrasted with conservation retouching 

interventions. Research was undertaken and the following paradigm emerged to 

significantly inform studio practice. 

 

Based on the three modes of literary imitation (Pigman, 1980) and copy drawing 

(Petherbridge, 2010) as noted in the section Defining Copy above, a modified model was 

 
37 A summary of my practical conservation workshop activities is provided in Appendix 2. 
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developed to connect drawing with conservation. My first step was to reposition the 

models for copy in relation to conservation practices. This inevitably created shifts in 

meaning when applied to conservation retouching, requiring some modification. The three 

categories reinterpreted for conservation retouching are explored below.  

 

The transformative model of copy is recognised as most closely aligned to imitative 

retouching processes in that the underlying aim is to reinstate technique, colour, and 

form.38 According to Pigman’s hypothesis precisely following a technique may not 

necessarily suggest change, yet is nevertheless transformative, ‘restoring’ the object back 

to an imagined or preferred earlier state. Transformation is also inevitable due to insertion 

of new material into the original artwork. Conservators alongside a written report, would 

include detailed visual documentation of the transformative retouching process as an 

integral part of practice.39 In addition, to avoid deception a decision is generally made to 

ensure visual evidence of retouching is visible to the reverse of a support. 

 

Dissimulative best describes retouching practices that shroud or even disguise later 

interventions not associated with the original event of making. Undocumented retouching 

may lead to dissimulation in which traces of retouching are suppressed. The ultimate 

position would be deception or possibly fraudulent intent for the artwork. Broos (2010) 

notes an 18th Century approach to improving and finishing drawings in which later 

additions such as figures have been added to landscape compositions made earlier by 

another artist. Conservation retouching that is unintentionally no longer discernible may be 

the inevitable consequence of time, for example where discoloured varnish cloaks added 

infills. Conversely retouching initiated with dissimulative intent may become visible as 

aging properties of materials and techniques are differently altered across the years. 

Examples of change include fading of organic lake pigments, or copper-based pigments 

that may darken through processes of oxidation.  

 

Eristic describes a process that moves away from the original in some way and may be 

grounded in an awareness of historical differences or ethical considerations. Eristic 

conservation retouching may include intentionally visible methods of media application in 

visual opposition to the original, not a common practice in the field of paper conservation. 

 
38 Imitative conservation retouching is also identified as illusionistic conservation retouching. 
39 Within academic institutions retouching interventions are less likely today, for private commissions where 
aesthetic considerations are dominant most contemporary intervention follows this approach and is known as 
invisible retouching (Poulsson 2008). 
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For a discipline as complex as conservation it is inevitable that there will be areas of 

overlap within this model.  

 

Fig. 37 presents an initial proposal for the three-part model applied to conservation 

retouching as aligned to the models by Pigman and Petherbridge.  

 

 
Fig. 37. Three-part model for copy drawing applied to conservation retouching. 

 

To summarise, the three modes of literary imitation (Pigman, 1980) and copy drawing 

(Petherbridge, 2010) identified as transformative, eristic and dissimulative, have been 

reinterpreted with the aim to be relevant for conservation retouching.  

 

Modifying a model for conservation retouching of art on paper  

 

Dissatisfaction with the designations identifying two of the three models as transformative 

and eristic led to further reflection and a proposal for an alternative term for each. The 

term transformative retouching is converted to archaising retouching. This exchange of 

designation is grounded in literary translation theory by Czech translator Jirí Levy (2011) 

who notes preservation of an original book title as archaising translation. Nagel and Wood 

(2010) also use the term in relation to copy. In addition, eristic retouching becomes 

adaptive. Implications of the three-part model for conservation retouching are discussed 

below.  

 

Transformative
Moving towards 

original

Dissimulative
Invisible retouching
Deception Forgery

Eristic
Moving away from 

original 
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The initial challenge to transformative retouching is that the term, suggestive of change, 

could arguably be applied to any retouching intervention whether visible or invisible.40 

Essentially, any retouching intervention will inevitably alter the work from its present or 

found state. An alternative expression to archaise, may be understood in the context of 

conservation to consciously emulate an earlier style of art, even an attempt to alter 

something to appear archaic. Oxford University Press (2019) defines archaise as, 

‘Consciously imitating a word or a style of language or art that is very old or old-

fashioned’. Where the term transformation implies alteration from a present point to a 

perceived previous ideal state, implicit in the term archaising suggests the notion of 

change as a loss, harm or failure. This new perspective has a clear meaning when applied 

to conservation where interventions tend towards lengthening life and legibility of an 

artefact.  

 

Eristic retouching on the other hand suggests a struggle for supremacy, perhaps with 

emotional intent though such interventions tend to be less emotive than the word eristic 

might suggest. The term adaptive also expresses a move away from a perceived original 

state. Levy (2011) uses the term adaptive to describe a free attitude to translation as 

opposed to what may be recognised as receptive or faithful strategies (identified for this 

project as archaising). Applied to conservation, adaptive tactics facilitate a more pragmatic 

retouching approach in contrast to a shift away from the original intent of the artist as 

characterized by eristic fervency. 41 

 

Fig. 38 presents my modified proposal for a three-part model of conservation retouching.  

 

 
40 Alternative and more common terms used in conservation include facsimile, deceptive, imitative, though for 
paper conservation only facsimile and imitative retouching. 
41 Infills toned to the surrounding area rather than recreating lost design is today the preferred approach of 
many museums, archives, and galleries, largely in response to ethical sensibilities (accuracy, subjectivity, and 
reversibility), and partly the skills and time needed to complete this activity (Studio discussions with Jane 
Colbourne). 
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Fig. 38. Three-part model modified for conservation retouching. 

 
A new model of conservation retouching adapted for drawing  

 

The modified three-part model for conservation retouching was next tested for application 

to transcription in drawing practice. Bringing the new viewpoint of archaising retouching to 

drawing suggests an approach that closely follows a drawing being transcribed. The 

practitioner may use similar tools, materials and visual technique with the aim of close 

copying yet is careful to identify the work as such.  

 

Adaptive approaches to conservation retouching also have parallels for drawing in that the 

artist employs their own approach, so that adaptive copy is less closely connected to the 

earlier drawing. Some aspects of the previous drawing may be more closely transcribed 

than another. Art historian Ed Krčma (2017) reminds us that Rauschenberg denied any 

aggressive intent in erasing the De Kooning drawing, and this suggests an adaptive 

approach to be a more nuanced interpretation of his actions. Less an assumption that the 

former work is surpassed as a new idea for drawing forges ahead, adaptive strategies 

instead evoke an opportunity for change or to acknowledge a shift in position for the later 

practitioner. 

 

The term dissimulative holds as well for Fine Art drawing practice as for retouching 

intervention in meaning a shrouding or disguise of later activity. Therefore, dissimulative 

copy is defined as shrouding of connections to another work.  

 

Archaising
Retouching that moves 

towards original 
maintaining artist intent

Dissimulative
Shrouding traces of 

retouching

Adaptive
Retouching that moves 

away from original 
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Figure 39 presents a final methodology for artist transcription based on the three-part 

model with examples of various transcription practices positioned at the points of the 

diagram. 

 

 
Fig. 39. Proposed three-part model for artist transcription with examples. 

 

Schön would distinguish the method through which this new model emerges as the result 

of, ‘…modelling the unfamiliar with the familiar…’ to arrive at, ‘…a new description of the 

phenomena…by reflecting-in-action on an earlier perception of similarity…’ Schön (1983, 

p. 187). In attempting to adapt a model of practice to support identification of parallel and 

contrasting activities across the two subjects I have, in addition to a model of practice 

useful to Fine Art, unexpectedly also realised a new model for theorising conservation 

retouching approaches.  

 

Evaluating research methods 
       
Based on models of practice in conservation, I constructed three conceptual frameworks 

for analysis and evaluation of my research outcomes. Each framework is located within an 

aspect of drawing and conservation retouching that became apparent as the project 

progressed towards interpolated drawing. The frameworks accuracy and difference, 

territory and boundary, transposition and reintegration, were each established within a 

chapter as research themes developed. Chapter Two investigates accuracy and 

Archaising
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Example: 
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difference of the copy against the original model, charting shifts in studio practice towards 

an exploration of connections between transcription drawing and recovery of lost visual 

elements highlighted through conservation retouching. Engaging in retouching processes 

through selected workshops established a space in which to investigate concepts of 

authored and non-authored drawing. 

 

In Chapter Three activities and outcomes within a framework of territory and boundary 

were tested. Spatial and temporal concerns – represented by the lacuna in conservation 

retouching, and the enclosed space within a drawing -  were investigated as an approach 

in which separate drawing events might be expressed and interpreted within a single 

work. Examining conservation technical photographic processes presented a method for 

temporarily altering and separating visual information. This led to transposition and 

reintegration for interpolated drawing, the focus of Chapter Four, in which I discuss the 

principle theme of interpolation in drawing practice. Finally, conceptualising interpolation 

as drawing that is introduced to another aspect of itself. The concluding chapter assesses 

the significance of my findings and contribution to the field of contemporary drawing and 

wider art practice, and their relevance to conservation of works of art on paper.  

 
Chapter summary  
 

In this chapter I have outlined theoretic approaches to copy, and proposed copy as a 

useful method of enquiry. Aligning research activities to first, second- and third-person 

enquiry added rigour to my investigation in ensuring opportunities for a range of research 

outcomes to be analysed, evaluated and acted upon. Triangulation of research themes 

created a structure within which to negotiate exchange of ideas between areas of practice, 

more than one approach to the research question, and alternative perspectives from 

which to evaluate developments and outcomes. Reflecting on each research activity from 

a position of triangulation enabled me to recognise threads of association, parallels and 

divergences between activities. Working in this way the varied threads of investigation 

moved from initial exploratory experiments towards repositioning of ideas as the thrust of 

my investigation became clear. I have also explained my rationale for selecting the Sims 

archive as an area of focus and identified a change in role for the archive from 

investigation of copy practices other than my own, to becoming the source for a number of 

practical investigations.  
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A three-part theoretic model for transcription, and parallel model for conservation 

retouching, supported articulation of transcription types and retouching techniques. This in 

response to a need recognised in, and developed through, studio practice. These models 

allowed a means not only to articulate types of transcription, but to think through diverse 

modes of production. Aligning work undertaken to the theoretic models in this way, 

conceptual parallels and divergences between drawing and conservation retouching were 

examined. Finally, to provide clarity I aligned my research activities to three conceptual 

frameworks that became the criteria by which project outcomes were critiqued. 

 

Parallels of practice and theory between transcription drawing and conservation 

retouching suggests that boundaries between the research areas are porous, with further 

possibilities for one field to usefully inform the other. I began to explore this promising 

proposition in the next chapter in which I set out my first conceptual framework. 
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Chapter Two 
 

Accuracy and Difference in Transcription 
 

The implicit structural relationships and comparative visual characteristics of drawing after 

another drawing are explored in this chapter in terms of shared concerns of accuracy and 

difference between transcription drawing and retouching works of art on paper. To 

experience some of the overriding issues conservators face, engagement in practical and 

theoretical workshops allowed for various techniques to be examined and applied to 

theories of authored and non-authored drawing. The temporal differences and 

comparative visual qualities between a previous drawing and its later copy were then 

combined and examined against a set of criteria presented below. 

 

• In what ways do conservation retouching approaches contribute to understanding of 

accuracy and difference for drawing after other drawings?  

• What are the implications of employing conservation retouching methods for 

examining types of drawing? 

 
Retouching workshop 
 

Whether adaptive (visible) or archaising (invisible), a retouched drawing contains both 

artist gesture and an area of translation developed using a selected technique or style. 

The periphery of any localised losses within a damaged drawing impacts significantly on 

the visual aesthetics and interpretation of specific areas of the composition. Losses can 

be filled with appropriate paper, but how to blend damage at the lacuna edge where 

media remains intact is a constant dilemma for the conservator as retouching over the 

original is strongly discouraged in professional practice. This dichotomy was experienced 

in the retouching workshop performed on a reproduction of a 19th Century hand-coloured 

engraving by H. Weir. Distinct losses to support and media were  evident, but at the 

periphery some design remained (Figs. 40 & 41). There was a choice whether to 

implement an adaptive or archaising approach or a hybrid of the two. A decision to adopt 

a fusion of visible and invisible techniques was taken. The main loss was reintegrated 

accurately and the boundary edges blended in lighter tones so that intervention was 

visible only under closer scrutiny (Figs. 42-45). The retouching process also included the 

addition of metameric colours, that is pairs or groups of colours that appear identical 

under one type of illumination, though vary when observed under another. This technique 
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is used in conservation to allow for identification of interventions to the pictorial surface 

(Poulsson, 2008; Johnston-Feller, 2001). Even for a distinctly archaising outcome, the 

intent for the contemporary conservator in retouching an artwork on paper is not 

necessarily complete camouflage of that activity, but instead a disclosure of temporal and 

visual separations (Muñoz Viñas, 2005); Poulsson, 2008; Burnett, 2010).42 43

 
Fig. 40. Retouching workshop: facsimile giclee 

print of 19th Century hand-coloured engraving, The 

Proboscis and Other Monkeys, H. Weir (c.1880) 
with large lacuna visible in lower centre of image. 

 
Fig. 41. Retouching workshop: Large lacuna and 

smaller loss. 

 

 

         
Fig. 42. Retouching workshop: Infill of lacuna. 

First brush strokes.  

Fig. 43. Retouching workshop: Addition of ivory 

black/cadmium red mix to lacuna.  

 
42 Contemporary good practice also includes a clear record of retouching interventions (Poulsson, 2008). 
43 Supplementary documentation including additional photographic records accompanying this exercise may 
be found in Appendix 2. 
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Fig. 44. Retouching workshop: Completed 
retouching of infill.  

 
Fig. 45. Retouching workshop: Completed 

retouching of infill (detail).

 

Workshop evaluation  

 

The findings of the retouching workshop support a comment by conservator Isabelle 

Brajer (2015) that electing to retouch a drawing has potential to significantly expand the 

subjective element for paper conservation interventions, and consequently the risk of 

making inappropriate choices. Planning integration of new media to any loss is complex 

as it involves the addition of extraneous visual information which is reliant on imagination, 

visual references, problem solving skills and manual dexterity. With no record of what was 

once within the missing areas, possibilities for discrepancy in retouching must inevitably 

increase. Far from my initial assumptions, there were numerous points at which empirical 

decisions were made, and for which another outcome may arguably be equally advanced.  

 

The large scale of missing media at centre of the image required meticulous problem 

solving, with several empirical decisions based on surrounding pictorial information. My 

approach to infilling must inevitably have similarities and differences to other 

interpretations of the same artwork. Despite intent towards a scrupulously technical 

approach, it may be argued that an alternative more visible version of the lacuna contents 

is equally valid. For example, infilling missing media with a distinctly sottotono (paler 

pigmented area) makes it easier to identify the extent of retouching. Equally, rather than 

an attempt to imagine angles of limbs and areas of pictorial volume, the conservator may 
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instead retouch a lacuna with a simple overall pattern of fur that accords with the likely 

general tone and hue suggested by intact parts of the image. This implies that whatever 

approach is adopted in the field of conservation, non-expressive modes of retouching are 

paramount to ensure precision and consistency. Decisions and approaches informed by 

visual information at the periphery of the lacuna supported ideas for later drawings.   

 
Application of conservation retouching techniques in drawing practice 
 

Drawing on the retouching workshop, the next studio experiment involved working to scale 

and exploring various methods for copy drawing using a single study from the Sims 

archive as a source. The intent of this phase was to re-enact various conservation 

retouching techniques, to examine types of copy in relation to authored drawing. In 

addition, the process prompted wider questions about ways visual information of one type 

might be introduced to another, progressing the enquiry toward identification of 

interpolated drawing. 

 

Selected historic and contemporary techniques for conservation retouching were applied 

to transcription in studio practice and examined against a proposition for drawing by 

German Art historian Benjamin Buchloh (2000) as either an expressive or suppressed 

activity. Expressive drawing containing the authors gesture, was first identified by Buchloh 

as grapheme, and copying the working methods of another as a suppressed or matrix 

model. Buchloh goes on to describe a condition of drawing that contains both artist 

gesture and processes of another maker, identified within drawings by contemporary 

American practitioner Raymond Pettibon (b.1957) (Fig. 46).44 Buchloh identifies the visual 

and textual languages of comic strip and wider media used by Pettibon as a matrix model 

of drawing which asserts a suppression of personal impulse and negation of individual 

style. The opposing grapheme model of drawing is described as the mark of individual 

experience evidenced in the subjective gesture. Buchloh proclaims the drawings of 

Pettibon to include an exciting hybrid containing a synthesis of distinct elements of both 

matrix and grapheme. Where Buchloh asserts integration of competing matrix and 

grapheme models of drawing, I propose to explore another viewpoint in which matrix and 

grapheme models of drawing are not in opposition but enmeshed one in the other.  

 

 
44 Drawings by Raymond Pettibon are an example of art production that incorporates freely circulating images 
of others, a phenomenon identified in wider terms by curator and art critic Nicolas Bourriaud (2002) as 
‘postproduction’. 
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Fig. 46. Raymond Pettibon (2003) No Title (The 

Bright Flatness…) [watercolour on paper] 

99.1x97.8cm. Image © Raymond Pettibon. 

Courtesy the artist and David Zwirner. 

 
Applying retouching techniques to Benjamin Buchloh’s model for drawing 
 

Charles Sims sketchbook study Woman Holding a Mirror (Fig. 47) is the source for this 

investigation. A small sketchbook composition study drawn with graphite, blue ink, brown 

ink and wash, this study is itself a copy or development of an earlier thumbnail sketch in 

the same sketchbook. At the centre a kneeling female figure facing right inclines forward 

appearing to consider a mirror held in the left hand. To the right of the composition a 

second vertical border is drawn at the periphery of the paper. Within this extended area a 

sketched figure emerges, wearing possibly a cape and feather hat. A child, or putto, walks 

out of frame to left looking back at the stooping central figure.  

 

Two drawing procedures were utilised for this investigation. Firstly, a digital copy of a 

selected Sims sketch photographed in the archive was traced on a light box. Colour is 

difficult to assess in transmitted light, and where clarity was lost a second procedure of lift 

and memorise was pursued in tandem. Useful in allowing a clear view of the Sims sketch, 

to lift and memorise requires the copyist to raise the drawing paper to view and remember 

the Sims sketch beneath. In addition, and as a base-line drawing, a direct in-situ 

transcription was made as a model of my instinctive copy practice. Adaptive (visible) 

conservation retouching techniques were applied in transcribing the sketch, including 

tratteggio, chromatic selection, chromatic abstraction, and sottotono. This was followed by 

archaising (invisible or illusionistic) approaches commonly known in conservation as 

facsimile or imitative retouching techniques.  
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Fig. 47. Charles Sims (c.1915) Woman Holding a Mirror 
[graphite, ink and wash on sketchbook page] 140x100mm, 

Charles Sims archive. 

 

Tratteggio is an image reintegration method employing optical theories that uses only 

vertical strokes of pure primary colours, red, yellow, blue, to replace lost pigment (Muñoz 

Viñas, 2005). This controversial technique was proposed by conservation theorist Cesare 

Brandi (1906-1988) in Rome in response to damage to artwork during the Second World 

War (Muñoz-Viñas, 2005, Burnett, 2010). A response to material loss of media, in its most 

precise form, tratteggio employs individual vertical lines (Burnett, 2010). This method was 

the predecessor of other adaptions explored below, which in part were a criticism of what 

was at that time a revolutionary technique. Optically, not unlike Pointillist techniques of 

French artist Georges Seurat (1859-1891), tratteggio is used with intent to increase visual 

legibility at a distance, aiming to make clear on close observation that an intervention has 

occurred.  

 

Evoking tratteggio methods to transcribe Sims’ study, lines of graphite and brushstrokes 

of primary watercolour were applied with a sweep of vertical strokes. The upright marks 

appear to work best where tone and colour intensity were applied correctly at first sweep, 

so that a confident approach with light touch was required from the start. Observed even 

at arms-length the tratteggio copy has obvious differences to the Sims sketch. Rather than 

the original artist visual language, the tratteggio technique has mapped a framework of 

line, tone, and hue using only primary colour and graphite (Figs. 48 & 49). This resulted in 

a move away from familiar copy practices concerned with likeness or artist methods, to a 

focus on visual legibility within the constraints of the technique. In terms of Buchloh’s 

theory, following a tratteggio drawing method is a suppression of personal impulse, an 

example of the matrix model. 
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Fig. 48. Caroline Ali (2015) Conservation Retouching Technique: 

Tratteggio [watercolour, graphite on paper] 14x10cm. 

 

 
Fig. 49. Conservation Retouching Technique: Tratteggio (detail).

Chromatic selection is a variant of tratteggio, adapted by conservators Umberto Baldini, 

Ornella Casazza and others in the second half of the 20th Century with the aim to increase 

comparative levels of visual cohesion (Muñoz Viñas, 2005). Chromatic selection uses 

processes like tratteggio, but in addition allows for secondary colours and a mix of angles 

for marks made. These cross-hatched primary and secondary colours have similarities to 

examples of 1930s Danish wall painting conservation retouching known as basket-weave 

or herringbone technique (Brajer, 2009). To follow this technique falls under the matrix 

model of suppressed gesture. 
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Although colour and tone are lighter in some areas than the original, a greater choice of 

pigment and direction of line built up in hatched and cross-hatched layers allows for a 

more accurate colour match to that of the earlier work. On close inspection differences 

between the Sims sketch and the transcription study using chromatic selection remain 

plainly visible, reinforcing a separation between Sims and this subsequent drawing event 

(Figs. 50 & 51).  

 

 
Fig. 50. Caroline Ali (2015) Conservation Retouching Technique: 

Chromatic Selection [watercolour, graphite on paper] 14x10cm. 

 

 
Fig. 51. Conservation Retouching Technique: Chromatic Selection (detail).
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Processes for chromatic abstraction follow the Sims sketch as before, but with the 

addition of black to the primary and secondary colours employed for Conservation 

Retouching Technique: Chromatic Selection above. Black pigment offers greater 

possibilities to increase depth of tone, allowing closer correspondence with Sims, Woman 

Holding a Mirror. Observing at a distance, individual marks made with this adaptive 

retouching method are comparatively less discernible (Figs. 52 & 53).  

 

Conservation retouching techniques of tratteggio, chromatic selection and chromatic 
abstraction as examined above, have a singular visual aim to map where colour and tone 

once were, rather than record the character of the artist’s mark. Each of these drawings 

transcribed with techniques informed by conservation retouching appear to display 

Buchloh’s matrix model of drawing, suppressing as they do, the expressive gesture. 

 

 
Fig. 52. Caroline Ali (2016) Conservation Retouching Technique: 

Chromatic Abstraction [watercolour, graphite on paper] 14x10cm. 
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Fig. 53. Conservation Retouching Technique: Chromatic Abstraction 

(detail). 

 

Sottotono is a more pragmatic retouching method in that while carefully following the 

artists’ original mark making, less saturated cooler colours are employed. Executed in 

paler hues, this version of Sims, Woman Holding a Mirror allowed for a greater range of 

drawn marks to be included. Techniques for sottotono were already familiar in my own 

drawing practice yet remained ‘other’ in that there was a draw towards precision rather 

than expressive gesture (Figs. 54 & 55). Each adaptive or visible retouching technique 

investigated above, visually charts to a greater or lesser extent, that activity has taken 

place at a time separated from the original drawing event.45 

 

 
45 Other retouching tactics not selected here include a neutral technique in which application of muted colours 
such as greys and sand are considered inactive in relation to the wider pictorial image (Poulsson, 2008, p. 56; 
Mittone, 2010). Burnett notes that ‘Pointillist dots or freer macchie, the technical term for a brushwork of 
specks and splotches, may also be considered’ (Burnett, 2010, unpaginated). However, Bouyer (2017) argues 
that the term neutral retouching has many meanings including the use of colour that matches the original or 
surrounding colour. 
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Fig. 54. Caroline Ali (2016) Conservation Retouching Technique: 

Sottotono [watercolour, graphite on paper] 14x10cm. 

 

 
Fig. 55. Conservation Retouching Technique: Sottotono (detail).

 

Finally, invisible (archaising) retouching aims for an exact match of artist colour, tone and 

technique using layers of media to build a copy close to the original. Though visually 

appearing as a skill based ‘close copy’ outcome, two processes are aligned, firstly in 

pursuing artist technique, and secondly adopting an archaising conservation retouching 

method. Both required suppression of expressive impulses and one’s own usual visual 

language. Reproducing Sims’ drawing in the methods described above allowed a shift 

from uncritical following of an artists’ style towards analytical pursuit of both artist gesture 
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and conservation retouching matrices. This critical separation from the original prevented 

me from getting lost in unconscious copy methods (Figs. 56 & 57).  

 

Invisible techniques have also been adapted in part as an alternative approach to infilling 

large areas of loss to prints, drawings or decorative wall panels. Reliant on the existence 

of quality photography prior to damage or repeating patterns of design, printed facsimiles 

are placed beneath the area of damage to show through the cavities in the paper. Digital 

technology may also be used to print a copy of the missing media - where known - to 

semi-transparent Japanese paper, which is then laid over the area of loss (Udina, 2015). 

 

 
Fig. 56. Caroline Ali (2016) Conservation Retouching Technique: 

Invisible [watercolour, graphite on paper] 14x10cm. 

 

 
Fig. 57. Conservation Retouching Technique: Invisible (detail). 
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In contrast to conservation retouching, for the next two experiments artist techniques were 

employed. Blind Stylus Trace involved sandwiching a sheet of non-carbon copy paper 

between the image to be copied above, and a fresh sheet of paper below.46 Widely 

practiced by Sims and others throughout art history, in tracing over an image the blind 

stylus puts pressure on the non-carbon paper sandwiched beneath, resulting in the 

transferal of ink onto the paper below. With the aim to literally follow the drawn lines of the 

facsimile Sims sketch, blind stylus tracing recalls Buchloh’s matrix model of drawing in its 

control of gestural marks. The character of each line is followed, using different levels of 

pressure, to express a range of tones. Touch is at the core of this copy drawing method, 

as the stylus leaves no visible marks other than incidental indentation. A tactile response 

allows nuanced gradations of tone to be recreated by means of pressure alone (Figs. 58 & 

59). It is not until the paper is lifted that impressions of traced marks are uncovered.  

 

Blind stylus tracing was employed as a contrasting method of transcription in exploring 

Buchloh’s theory of matrix and grapheme models for drawing. In the continuation of my 

own work, pressure of a blind stylus would inevitably disrupt irreversibly the surface of the 

original Sims sketch so that a scale facsimile was employed. With potential to impair 

rather than repair an artwork, use of a blind stylus in this way is unacceptable and the 

antithesis of conservation retouching. 

 
Fig. 58. Blind Stylus Trace of Sims facsimile, progress: blue non-carbon 

paper is placed between a facsimile of the Sims sketch and my copy. 

 
46 Non-carbon copy paper is coated with pigment on one side. Other media such as chalk or charcoal may be 
similarly applied to one side of a sheet of paper. 
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Fig. 59. Caroline Ali (2016) Blind Stylus Trace of Sims sketch facsimile 

[ink on copy paper] 14x10cm.

In contrast to the application of retouching techniques and alongside the blind stylus 

method above, my instinctive drawing technique was employed for an in-situ scale 

transcription of Sims, Woman Holding a Mirror pursued over numerous visits to the 

archive (Fig. 60).47

  
Fig. 60. Transcribing Sims, Woman Holding a 

Mirror [graphite on sketchbook page] Charles 
Sims archive (2016).

 
47 Further information about this study and the Conservation Retouching Technique sequence is found in 
Appendix 3 
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Analysis and implications of the Conservation Retouching Techniques series 
 

In employing numerous conservation retouching methods, I have attempted transcription 

as a means to re-enact retrieval of imagined losses in ways other than my instinctive own. 

This position is supported by Blackman (2007) who proposes re-enactment in wider art 

and social practices to be a source of innovation. Conservation Retouching Technique: 

Sottotono and Conservation Retouching Technique: Illusionistic also closely re-enact the 

style used by Sims in sketching his small composition study. Every conservation 

retouching and artist copy drawing method examined above, be it in-situ copy drawing, 

blind stylus tracing, adaptive or archaising conservation retouching, employs in its own 

way a matrix model for drawing, but there is potentially more to consider. Each approach 

employed for the Conservation Retouching Techniques series creates a layer of 

separation from the original, not just in terms of alternative techniques, but also because 

each has a different motivation to that of Sims. Although not always an obvious visual 

shift, the intent for the drawings in this series create a significant conceptual separation to 

any intent of Sims. According to Buchloh’s definition, the matrix model for drawing must 

exclude expressive marks of the maker, yet in performing copy of another drawing new 

outcomes that represent my own concerns and intentions were produced.  

 

The term matrix as proposed by Buchloh (2000), suggests a separation from originally 

authored or grapheme drawing and implies something static. Cambridge English 

Dictionary (2019) defines matrix as, ‘a substance in which other things are fixed, buried, 

etc.’ and also, ‘the set of conditions that provides a system in which something grows or 

develops’. Collins English Dictionary (2019) develops this further in describing matrix as, 

‘a substance, situation, environment in which something has its origin, takes form, or is 

enclosed’. Matrix may then be understood as a source of innovation, coming into being 

before an original or grapheme drawing event. This concurs with Petherbridge (2014) for 

whom the elements of an earlier drawing are active in a new work and have potential to 

modify thinking in various subtle ways. Copy invites change in the copyist, a different point 

of view. 

 

Buchloh asserts that the drawings of Pettibon be understood as hybrid in which two types 

of mark making are combined. Elements of earlier drawings within the comic strip images 

and texts of Pettibon, whether graphic gestures like Spanish artist Francisco de Goya 

(1746-1828) or cartoons of late 20th Century contemporary American culture, become part 

of the new drawing. These elements, whether copied or collaged, are integrated within the 

drawing. More accurately they are re-integrated from one drawing into another with the 
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earlier drawing becoming a dynamic presence in the later piece. Elements of earlier 

drawings are re-purposed, and intention altered. What Pettibon appears to have produced 

is an example of contemporary drawing that inverts the model of original as paramount 

with copy in a subordinate position. The traditional paradigm of the copy in relation to the 

original is turned around so that the earlier drawing becomes a positive extension or 

earlier supplement of the later transcription.  

 

I do not suggest that in copy drawing the critical practitioner will simply absorb a technique 

to be later unconsciously articulated as self-expression, although of course that may 

occur. I am proposing an alternative view that where matrix is synthesised with grapheme, 

the older drawing remains a dynamic presence when practical manoeuvres of copy 

drawing, and conservation retouching, are performed. What was once matrix has become 

enmeshed in grapheme, or perhaps more accurately, there is always an aspect of one in 

the other. More specifically, whilst studio practice highlights ways in which a single 

drawing may simultaneously show a hybrid of distinct categories identified as either re-

presented or authorial (matrix or grapheme), the drawings nevertheless possess potential 

for a complex relational moment of becoming something other, so that the polarities of 

matrix and grapheme fall away. 

 

This more complex articulation is less about moving progressively forward in authoring 

new outcomes, but instead an engagement with other artworks. In relation to copy 

drawing this may be described as a loosening of usual drawing routines and activities, to 

engage with those habits evident in an earlier drawing or even another discipline such as 

paper conservation. Disengaging with what is known in order to engage with the activity of 

another also allows space to experiment with elements of another work. Deleuze and 

Guattari (1987, p. 10) describe interchange such as this as moving beyond imitation 

towards, ‘a capture of code’. To paraphrase in terms of this project there is potential for 

two elements, the earlier drawing and later detailed transcription to go beyond copy or 

similarity, circulating more intensely as hybrid. 

 

Looking to literary theories of translation, poet and essayist Yves Bonnefoy (1989) states 

that if the translation is not merely lifted from the original nor an attempt to emulate style, 

but rather an investigative and experimental enquiry, then translation will be inseparable 

from the individual work of the translator with each area enriching the other. If copy is 

accepted as a form of translation, then this recursive position for copy similarly differs from 

older influential models of creativity. Instead it is possible to understand matrix and 

grapheme from the viewpoint of translation not as two competitive models of production, 
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but as enmeshed one in another. Similarly, Walter Benjamin theorises literary translation 

as,  

 
a vital connection…a translation issues from the original – not so much from its life 
as from its afterlife. For a translation comes later than the original, and since the 
important works of world literature never find their chosen translators at the time of 
their origin, their translation marks their stage of continued life. The idea of life and 
afterlife in works of art should be regarded with an entirely unmetaphorical objectivity 
(Walter Benjamin, 1923, p. 73). 

 

Overlay 
 

As investigated in workshop and studio practice, conservation retouching highlights 

complex approaches to accuracy and difference together with the notion that an artwork 

such as a drawing might have a life in some new form. The concept of difference, even a 

small visual shift, as a pre-requisite for retouching was also a revelation that expanded my 

early narrow conjecture for the aims of a conservator. Use of trace in re-performing 

processes of drawing led to further investigation of this activity. 

 

Researching cultural uses of trace, artist Eirini Boukla (2013) studied the position and 

function of trace in past and present-day drawing practice. Alongside technical values of 

tracing Boukla notes amongst contemporary drawing practitioners its ‘prominence and 

currency as a mode of invention’ (Boukla 2013, p. 142). Trace as used by Sims (see 

Introduction) was also employed by 19th Century artist and conservation critic John Ruskin 

(1857), who describes a way in which copy tracing may be used in learning to draw.48 

Transparent tracing paper is placed over a copied line drawing, outlines are traced, and to 

test for accuracy the tracing paper subsequently positioned over the original drawing.  

 

For the next sequence of experiments I adapted this transcription activity to compare and 

contrast my in-situ studies of drawings with corresponding Charles Sims sketches. The 

pull to absolute accuracy is explored in relation to adaptive methods of conservation 

retouching such as tratteggio and chromatic abstraction as investigated above. Also 

evident in restored wall paintings, Isabelle Brajer (2015) records the use in Denmark 

during the 1930s of variants of this approach using a basket-weave or cross-hatching 

technique employed to differentiate earlier wall painting from later conservation 

interventions. A similar basket-weave cross-hatching method was explored in mapping out 

 
48 A demonstration of a copy drawing lesson by Ruskin may be found at Farthing (2013). 
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both the original and transcribed versions of a Sims drawing of which two from a 

sequence of six, referred to as Overlaid Drawings, are highlighted below.  

 
Overlaid Drawing series 
 
Overlaid Drawing 4 begins with in-situ transcription of Charles Sims Fêtes Galantes 

(c.1918) (Figs. 61 & 62). Likely a study for a painting, Sims composition Fêtes Galantes 

was selected for its’ incorporation of monochrome layers of wet and dry drawing methods. 

Media includes conté crayon, two tints of brown ink (possibly sepia and bistre) applied 

with a pen nib over graphite under-drawing.49 Fêtes Galantes also includes a layer in 

central areas of what appears to be white chalk. The range of media within this Sims 

drawing adds complexities for copying, but also offers potential for a two-part experiment 

in which a range of media for overlaying a drawing is compared with use of graphite only.  

 

 
Fig. 61. Charles Sims (c.1918) Fêtes 

Galantes [graphite and ink on paper] Charles 
Sims archive. 35x45cm. 

 

 
Fig. 62. Caroline Ali (2014) In-situ Sketch of 

‘Fêtes Galantes’ by Charles Sims [graphite on 

paper] 23x25cm. 

 

With the aim to amplify small differences, both the Sims Fêtes Galantes and my in-situ 

transcription were scanned and enlarged to approximately A1 size. My larger copy was re-

transcribed (Figs. 63 & 64) then the enlarged Sims’ Fêtes Galantes was overlaid and 

likewise traced (Fig. 65). Visibly different to the original artist technique, for both layers I 

employed small, regular graphite marks to map the width of each enlarged line rather than 

follow its direction. Creating lattice-like layers of cross-hatching in this way allowed partial 

 
49 The materials observed are confirmed in analysis by Colbourne (2011). 
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visibility of marks beneath the new layer, though progressive obscuring occurred as the 

paper surface became increasingly laden with media. Opportunities to visually separate 

the drawn layers came from varying the weight and size of lines and the range of graphite 

selected. Differing direction for overlaid and adjacent marks also enhanced visual clues of 

the separate layers. However, the drawing thickened as the two layers of activity merged 

and my drawing under the Sims composition became increasingly obscured (Figs. 66 & 

67).  

 

Using the same Sims sketch as a source for the next study, Overlaid Drawing 5 followed a 

similar procedure, this time mapping out Sim’s own sketch with layers of graphite, ink and 

chalk (Figs. 68-70). The separate layers of media allow for some differentiation between 

my enlarged in-situ copy in graphite and the likewise expanded Sims composition. 

However, despite the range of media for Overlaid Drawing 5, the two drawn layers were 

again absorbed one into the other to present as a singular pictorial image (Figs. 71 & 72).  

 

 
Fig. 63.  Overlaid Drawing 4, progress: first layer, 
light box trace of enlarged in-situ sketch of 

Charles Sims Fêtes Galantes [graphite on paper]. 

 
Fig. 64. Overlaid Drawing 4, progress: first layer 
(detail). 

 

 
Fig. 65. Overlaid Drawing 4, progress: second 

layer, light box trace of scanned, enlarged 

Charles Sims Fêtes Galantes [graphite on paper]. 

 
Fig. 66. Overlaid Drawing 4 (detail).  
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Fig. 67. Caroline Ali (2015) Overlaid Drawing 4  [graphite on paper] 56x76cm. 

 

 
Fig. 68. Overlaid Drawing 5, progress: first layer, 
light box to trace scanned, enlarged in-situ sketch 

of Charles Sims Fêtes Galantes [graphite on 

paper]. 

 
Fig. 69. Overlaid Drawing 5, progress: layer two, 
light box trace of scanned, enlarged Charles Sims 

Fêtes Galantes [chalk, graphite on paper]. 
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Fig. 70. Overlaid Drawing 5, progress: layer three, 

light box to trace scanned, enlarged Charles Sims 
Fêtes Galantes [ink, chalk, graphite on paper].  

 
Fig. 71. Overlaid Drawing 5 (detail). 

 
 

Fig. 72. Caroline Ali (2015) Overlaid Drawing 5 [ink, chalk, graphite, on paper] 

56x76cm.
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Developed in a similar way, other experiments in this series include sketches by Sims in a 

range of media. Overlaid Drawing 2 explores the accuracy of my copy against Sims 

charcoal sketch, Study in reverse for ‘June’ (c.1924) (Fig. 73); Overlaid Drawing 3 tests 

overlay of an ink and graphite composition by Sims, Mother and Child with Glove (1924) 

(Fig. 74); Overlaid Drawing 6 also investigates accuracy of the copy against Study for 

Studio of a Painter of Fêtes Galantes (c.1925) (Fig. 75). This charcoal, chalk, and 

watercolour composition is also the source for the next group of drawings, Layer 

Periphery series below.50 

 

 
Fig. 73. Caroline Ali (2015) Overlaid Drawing 2 [graphite on paper] 76x56cm. 

 

 
Fig. 74. Caroline Ali (2015) Overlaid Drawing 3 [graphite, ink on paper] 76x56cm. 

 
50 Further documentation for the full Overlaid Drawing sequence is provided in Appendix 4.   
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Fig. 75. Caroline Ali (2015) Overlaid Drawing 6 [graphite, variously 

coloured inks on paper] 76x56cm. 

 
Overlaid Drawings analysis  
 

The Overlaid Drawings series began as a way to explore competing conservation 

concerns of accuracy and difference, re-enacting a conservation retouch technique to 

map areas of media. This and the earlier Conservation Retouching Technique series 

relocated my practice away from core concerns for skills-based accuracy toward an 

exploration of more complex conservation retouching in which absolute accuracy is 

balanced against discernible difference.  

 

On reflection, I realised that whilst the process of mapping out one drawing over another 

was a two-part activity, each layer of drawing was so intrinsically bound together with the 

other to become indistinguishable in its final form. Differences between layers of drawing 

may be observed in numerous areas of the drawings and on reflection the discrepancies 

proved to be the most interesting aspect of this sequence. 

 

Boukla (2013) emphasises the activity of tracing will inevitably produce error, suggesting 

this to be a possible location for significant new outcomes. Yet, unintentional shifts in 

pictorial elements as a means for progression do not wholly explain potential for copy 

drawing. Such palimpsestic procedures of layering drawings inevitably imply temporal 

attributes.51 Yet Boukla highlights that overdrawing without erasure, as I have done for the 

 
51 Fay (2014) has employed drawing and erasure in interesting ways to explore the temporal position of old 
master paintings and their restoration histories. 
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Overlaid Drawing series, is a move away from the palimpsest wherein visual or linguistic 

content is superimposed onto an effaced earlier entry (Boukla, 2013). In response to this, 

and the findings of the Overlaid Drawing series, I took a different approach in the following 

series of drawings to explore layers of drawing as a sequence of isolated manoeuvres. A 

Sims composition was separated into bands of drawing activity and new connections 

uncovered with conservation retouching of missing media.  

 

Layer and periphery  

 

Also the source for Overlaid Drawing 6 above, a colourful composition study by Charles 

Sims, Studio of a Painter of Fêtes Galantes (c.1925), formed the basis for the Layer 

Periphery series in which separate seams of media that make up a single drawing were 

excavated (Fig. 76). Employing an archaeological approach to the selected Sims 

composition, my objective was to identify, examine and record separate layers of media.  

 

A digital image of the Sims study taken in the archive was enlarged to enable close 

scrutiny. Twelve possible layers of drawing activity by Sims were distinguished on 

inspecting Fêtes Galantes.52 Accordingly, twelve watercolour drawings were produced for 

the series, one for each pigment observed.53 One example from the series, Layer 

Periphery: Raw Sienna, is analysed here. Reflecting on the first stage, the separated 

element made little visual sense (Fig. 77). In response, I studied other areas of media in 

the Sims composition immediately beyond each margin of separated colour, and these 

adjacent zones were then carefully mapped out. Coded as Payne’s Grey, these additional 

areas do not overlap the separated stratum of colour which was in turn enclosed, or 

partially enclosed, by those connected peripheral marks (Figs. 78-80). Only one drawing 

in this series differs; Layer Periphery: Payne’s Grey has no other elements (Fig. 81). 

Distinguished as the under-drawing for the Sims composition, this initial layer of pigment 

would not have had any other surrounding visual information at that stage.  

 
Layer Periphery sequence analysis  
 
My response to the Sims composition began as an investigation of separate elements, 

moving instead to relational instances of boundary. The significance of periphery and 

 
52 100gsm Zerkall Book Paper is used for the Layer Periphery series. 
53 Poulsson (2008) notes that watercolour, like other media, is largely irreversible. Practice has shown that 
very little retouching is reversible. Though partially removed by water, a light stain will remain, the more so if 
not removed immediately as molecules of pigment and paper enmesh more deeply over time. 
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adjacency between layers of drawing emerged in the shift from recording a single element 

of a drawing, to exploring ways in which each discrete layer is embedded within and 

between adjacent areas. In an unanticipated way the Layer Periphery series touched on 

parallel infilling interventions in which a lacuna of lost media is retraced. 

 

On reflection these outcomes showed distinct visual areas, one enclosed within another. 

Setting out to explore the many elements that make up a drawing, artist and curator Philip 

Rawson includes a definition of a two-dimensional enclosure as ‘an area of the surface of 

a drawing the shape of which is in some way defined’ (Rawson, 1969, p. 141). Various 

ways in which an enclosure may be characterised are detailed by Rawson. First, closed 

outlines that define an exact shape. Second, partially closed outlines with sections implied 

rather than visible, allowing one area to run into another. A third type of enclosure is one 

that is conceptualised in the mind or understood as a collection of parts wholly or partially 

enclosed.  

 

Rawson goes on to describe three main functions for the enclosure within a drawing. First, 

a positive enclosure containing media and defining presence. Second, a negative 

enclosure without media that defines a void or empty space. A third type, the 

conceptualised enclosure defines smaller zonal details within a larger visual unit. The 

patterns of pigmented skin, feathers and scales are examples of this idea. Applying 

Rawson’s definitions, each in the Layer Periphery series included a positive enclosure, 

initially isolated and subsequently surrounded in mapping out the position of other media. 

In contrast, the lacuna prior to conservation retouching is a negative enclosure with 

drawing media at its periphery. These contrasting properties are investigated further in 

Chapter Three.54 

 

Outcomes for the Overlaid Drawing and Layer Periphery sequences are larger scale than 

both the Sim’s compositions and my in-situ transcriptions. Though this enlargement 

supported analysis of small differences between related drawings in the first instance, and 

for identifying separate layers of drawing activity, there was no precise approach as to 

how large is large enough. This is addressed in subsequent studio practice and discussed 

in Chapter Three.  
 

 
54 Further details of the twelve drawings that make up the Layer Periphery series are also provided in 
Appendix 5. 
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Fig. 76. Charles Sims (c.1925), Study for Studio of 

a Painter of Fêtes Galantes [charcoal, chalk, 

watercolour, on paper laid on card] 38x43cm, 
Charles Sims archive. 

 

Fig. 78. Layer Periphery: Raw Sienna, progress: 

mapping adjacent areas of media with Payne’s 

Grey.  

Fig. 77. Layer Periphery: Raw Sienna [watercolour 

on paper] (detail). 

 
 

 

 
Fig.79. Caroline Ali (2015) Layer Periphery: Raw 

Sienna. 76x56cm. 

 

 
Fig. 80. Layer Periphery: Raw Sienna with 

Payne’s Grey [watercolour on paper] (detail).

 
Fig. 81. Layer Periphery: Payne’s Grey 

[watercolour on paper] (detail).   
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Chapter evaluations and conclusions 
 
In this chapter I sought to establish ways in which conservation retouching approaches 

contribute to an understanding of accuracy and difference for drawing after other 

drawings. The retouching workshop emphasised a conservation viewpoint from which to 

investigate temporal relationships and comparative visual characteristics within an artwork 

and subsequent retouching interventions. Undertaking processes for the Conservation 

Retouching Technique series highlighted a balance between camouflage of temporal and 

visual separations with a competing viewpoint of disclosure.  

 

These competing positions suggested the subsequent area for focus of accuracy and 

difference in this chapter. A variety of conservation retouching techniques were applied in 

examining a binary drawing theory of matrix and grapheme, uncovering a more complex 

reading of difference in which aspects of one model is present with the other. Accuracy 

between drawings was studied in a series of overlaid drawings and finally, in separating 

layers of a single composition relational aspects between discrete visual zones, types of 

enclosures and peripheral elements were brought to the fore.  

 

The findings arising from these threads of enquiry were significant in establishing the 

foundation for Chapter Three in which an emerging thematic focus of territory and 

boundary leading toward interpolation is brought to light.  
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Chapter Three 
 

Territory and Boundary 
 
Implications of conservation retouching for territory and boundary in drawing practice are 

explored in Chapter Three through a variety of approaches including technical 

photographic conservation analysis processes and magnification. A theoretic framework 

of territory and boundary is established in terms of space and enclosure, and interpolative 

drawing is identified as it came to the fore during studio practice. The themes of this 

chapter are also explored in various and contrasting approaches to visual manipulation 

and via methods of presentation. Criteria for evaluating my research within the framework 

of territory and boundary are set out below: 

 

• How might technical examination procedures inform ideas of territory in drawing? 

• In what ways could magnification advance possibilities for creating visually altered 

areas within a drawing?  

• What are the implications for territory and boundary of retouching a lacuna in drawing 

practice? 

• What does exhibition of selected research drawings reveal about territory and 

boundary? 

 

Enclosure 
 

In conceptualising the idea of enclosure within a drawing Rawson (1969) (cited in Chapter 

Two) builds on the work of French art-historian Henri Focillon who proposed two 

distinctive forms of space, ‘space as a limit and space as an environment’ (Focillon, 1934, 

p. 79). Space as limit is understood by the author as bounded, confining expansion of 

forms much as a hand pressing against a windowpane, so that everything outside that 

space is extraneous. This concept of space when applied by Rawson to drawing, may be 

rhythmically subdivided to create other visually bounded enclosures, be it the outline of a 

figure, building or other assemblage.  

 

Segmented and enclosed approaches may be found in drawings that respond to tantric 

traditions.55 A seminal exhibition curated by Philip Rawson in 1971 exhibition of tantric art 

 
55 Tantra is ‘…a body of beliefs and practices that enables individuals to conjoin with something larger than 
themselves…’ (Heald, 2016, p. 5). 
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‘Tantra: The Indian Cult of Ecstasy’ at Hayward Gallery, London. Rawson (1973) notes 

the typically modest size tantric drawing, characterised by standardised details freely 

drawn that directly imitate earlier work, with shape, repetition and colour all containing 

significant meanings. More recently the significance of traditional and contemporary tantric 

inspired drawing was explored in the exhibition ‘Thinking Tantra’ (curated by Rebecca 

Heald with Amrita Jhaveri) at Drawing Room, London, and Peninsula Arts, Plymouth 

(2016-2017).56 An untitled drawing by Indian artist Prabhakar Barwe (1976) is typical of 

this tradition, composed of variously shaped delineated tantric inspired abstracted forms 

(Fig. 82). Contemporary drawings by Shahzia Sikander also typically refer to such 

traditionally closed space systems (Fig. 13). Outlined shapes are also evident in the tightly 

bounded figures delineated in drawings by Barbara Walker and Andrea Bowers, within 

whose figures further closed areas are described (Figs. 17 & 18). A result of repositioning 

and reworking figures for Reproduction Drawing IV (After the Leonardo Cartoon) (2010) 

Jenny Saville has created bounded fields with complex smaller zones within, and partially 

bounded, loosely rendered lower limbs outlying pictorial areas (Fig. 15). 

 

 
Fig. 82. Prabhakar Barwe (1976) Untitled [brush and  

ink on paper] 74x54cm. Image © Prabhaker Barwe and  

DAG Galleries. 

 
56 See Macfarlane (2016b) for additional writing in association with traditional and contemporary tantric 
inspired drawing displayed at ‘Thinking Tantra’ at Drawing Room, London, and Peninsula Arts, Plymouth 
(2016-2017).  
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At the opposite end of the spectrum, Rawson suggests space as environment is implied in 

drawings that use visual formats extending beyond any fractional or undetermined visual 

field. This is typically expressed as forms that may link but are never more than partially 

bounded, as in a depiction of a mountain range by Chinese artist Qiao Zhongchang who 

was active at the turn of the 12th Century (Fig. 83). Contemporary Japanese artist Chiharo 

Shiota (b.1972), known for her large-scale thread installations, explores similar concerns 

for visually ambiguous spaces. An example of both space as environment and space as 

limit within the same work is evidenced in a Shiota lithograph of 2018, where a delineated 

figure - space as limit - is held or tied to an amorphous form with indeterminate boundary - 

visualising space as environment (Fig. 84). A recent installation, typical of the artist’s 

work, physically expresses both types of space, with a piano and chairs - each a defined 

form delineating space as limit - enveloped by a nebulous environment of extending 

threads – expressing space as environment (Fig. 85). 

 

With an emphasis on space as limit, ways in which visual enclosures and boundaries 

within a drawing are temporarily changed under technical photographic conservation 

analysis processes are explored. This is followed by an examination of its implications for 

the integration of aspects of combining ‘one drawing into another’.  

 

… 
Fig. 83. Qiao Zhongchang (early 12th Century) Illustration to the Second 

Prose Poem on the Red Cliff [ink on paper handscroll] Image © The 

Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art, Missouri.  
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Fig. 84. Chiharu Shiota (2018) Relationality [lithograph drawn direct onto 
stone plate]. Image © Chiharu Shiota and Yorkshire Sculpture Park. 

 

 
Fig. 85. Chiharu Shiota (2002/2019) In Silence [burnt piano, burnt chair, 

Alcantara black thread] Installation view: Shiota Chiharu: The Soul 
Trembles, Mori Art Museum, Tokyo, 2019. Courtesy of Kenji Taki Gallery. 

Photo: Sunhi Mang, Photo Courtesy: Mori Art Museum, Tokyo © DACS, 

London, 2020 and the artist.    
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Technical analysis of Charles Sims (c.1915) Woman Holding a Mirror  
 

Conservation technical examination procedures involving differing wavelengths of light are  

used in this field to detect areas of damage, changes in media and to isolate areas of 

retouching on an artwork. With technician support at Northumbria University, I undertook a 

series of technical examinations of Charles Sims Nude Holding a Mirror (Figs. 86 & 87).57 

Selected for its small scale, range of media and mark making, this Sims composition 

continued as a starting point for all investigations in Chapter Three. Investigations of the 

sketch included observations under raking light, Ultraviolet Fluorescence (UVF), Infrared 

Reflectography (IRR) and Infra-Red False Colour Photography (IRFC). Each technical 

examination process conveyed fresh information about the pictorial image, altering the 

appearance of drawing media, so creating new and unexpected visual territories. The 

photographic images generated are examined below, followed by evaluation of their 

findings.  

 

 
Fig. 86. Preparing Sims sketchbook for technical 

examination.  

 
Fig. 87. Sims sketchbook secured to vertical board 

in reflected light.  

 

Raking light 
 

The raking light image, which involved directing a light source at an oblique angle of 

approximately 30 degrees, highlighted distortions in the paper and provided clearer 

visibility of the drawing surface imperfections (Fig. 88). Suggestive of its interaction with 

Sims chosen media, the paper appeared rougher under areas of colour and trace lines of 

the nib could be seen. A change in texture was principally noticeable on the back and 

 
57 Technical examinations of Charles Sims (c.1915) Nude Holding a Mirror were undertaken with support of 
Senior Conservation Technician Panos Galatis at Burt Hall, Northumbria University. 
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thigh of the female figure kneeling at the centre of the drawing. Raking light also 

highlighted small areas of impact damage to the top right of the paper. This information is 

not only useful for the conservator in terms of condition and working practices, but for any 

artist seeking to understand methods of execution. Significantly for this enquiry, under 

raking light zones of contrasting texture created an alternative way to separate areas of 

the drawing, in other words applications of wet and dry types of media are signified by 

contrasting rough and smooth paper surfaces.  

 

In a similar investigation of a drawing by Paolo Uccello Study of a Chalice (c.1450), artist 

Richard Talbot (2014) discusses his experience in examining the work. Compared to its 

earlier photograph the myriad of indented lines were hardly visible in the original, 

suggesting perhaps an unfortunate and overzealous pressing procedure by the 

institution? Talbot relates the indentations to the artists working methods and highlights 

the importance in observing and retaining subtle artistic traces.58 The concept of visual 

and material alterations for this enquiry was further developed using alternative 

wavelengths of light. 
 

 
Fig. 88. Raking light photograph highlighting nuances in 

the paper surface and traces of the artists working method. 

 

Ultraviolet fluorescence  
 

UVF photography, in which a digital camera is set up with a lens that screens out 

ultraviolet reflected light, records only the transmitted visible light fluorescence (Fig. 89). 

On reaching the surface of a drawing ultraviolet light does one of three things. It will either 

absorb light to appear dark or black, reflect light to appear purple (which is the colour of 

 
58 A transcription by Vija Celmins of Paolo Uccello Perspective Study of a Chalice (c.1450) may be found in 
Fig. 18. 
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the ultraviolet light source), or fluoresce in a bright or distinctly different colour. Examining 

this drawing under UVF revealed no obvious reflection or fluorescence, but significant 

areas absorbed appearing dark brown or black. This together with the IRFC indicated the 

artists’ use of carbon black and earth pigment.59 It also radically altered the pictorial tonal 

values so that the figure at right of the sketch is almost completely obscured, whilst the 

painted border is enhanced.
  

 
Fig. 89. Charles Sims Nude Holding a Mirror, 

photograph under UVF.

Infra-Red False Colour 
 

IRFC is a digital colour rendering technique. Two digital photographs were taken and 

subsequently aligned. Firstly, using a standard full spectrum camera set to greyscale, and 

a second photograph with an infrared blocking filter (Figs. 90 & 91). By means of a series 

of digital procedures, filters and colour channels were selected and the two photographs 

aligned to produce the final IRFC image (Fig. 92). Light is absorbed to show as dark for 

bistre ink and sepia ink, indicating these may have been used. 

 

Layers of wash appeared much lighter under IRFC so that previously obscured marks 

drawn beneath were more discernible. At lower right of the pictorial image a foot at the 

base of the standing figure is more clearly seen. Dark green lines appear to describe a 

cloak and feathers in a hat, worn by the figure to right. There are also indications that the 

vertical edge to right of the image has been extended.  

 

 
59 Studio discussions with Jane Colbourne (2016). 
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Fig. 90. Stage 1 in creating IRFC image. IRR seen 

as a greyscale image. 

 
Fig. 91. Stage 2 in creating IRFC image. Infrared 
and reflected light images superimposed, not yet 

aligned.

Fig. 92. Stage 3. Completed IRFC photograph. IRR and 

reflected light images overlaid and aligned. 

 

Evaluation of technical photographic conservation analysis findings  
 

Technical examination of Nude Holding a Mirror presented new visual information. The 

various ways in which the drawing was examined created shifts in pictorial emphasis. 

Alternative territories and boundaries were revealed, and previously inconspicuous media 

came to the fore as other areas were obscured. Not visible in reflected light, the new 

visual boundaries suggested a parallel for archaising or ‘invisible’ retouching where 

interventions may not be visible unless under close scrutiny such as magnification. The 

technical photographic images served as integral elements in later studio practice, and 

combined with localised magnification, led to compositions where temporary shifts in 

visual zones were explored. 
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The role of a magnifying lens in testing visual peripheries within a drawing  
 

An opportunity arose when undertaking technical examination for temporary placement of 

a small glass magnifying lens over the Sims sketch - one of several bespoke lenses used 

previously in other observational studies (Figs. 5 & 6). Magnification was used as a non-

invasive method to alter the pictorial image and as a symbol of close attention to detail 

and studious copy drawing. The pictorial similarity of Sims composition, that of a figure 

appearing to look into a mirror, also parallels this approach.  

 

For this series of drawings, the magnifying lens was used to manipulate visual peripheries 

within Sims’ composition. Variously positioned on the surface of the sketchbook page, the 

lens created a temporary shift in composition, a new internal structure and two distinctive 

pictorial boundaries (Figs. 93 & 94). The lens assisted a move away from previous 

theoretic concerns which focused on transcript of lost areas of media, to exploring pictorial 

aspects within a drawing.  

 

Each manoeuvre was recorded and then rendered with graphite, reflecting the role of this 

media as the safest to use in an archive setting.60 During the creation of the Lens 

Enclosure series, I observed that whilst the central area under magnification expanded 

and was brought into sharper focus, the periphery is obscured due to the curve of the lens 

(Figs. 95 & 96). This, in contrast to the retouching performed on the Proboscis and Other 

Monkeys (Chapter Two), meant that the area just within its margin was liable to include 

the least visual information. For the conservator, it is the centre of a lacuna, the area 

furthest from the boundary, that is likely to have least information to guide a retouching 

intervention. The point of reference that guides the conservator in accurately recreating 

the image therefore diminishes as the act of retouching progresses towards the interior of 

the lacuna. Either way, the boundary is a place of exchange and a somewhat porous 

threshold.61  

 

In the context of this enquiry the boundary defines the edge of a structure (drawing and 

lens), the limit of visual information and knowledge, the point of contrast between historic 

positions and ideas. For film and art critic Carrie Rickey (1978) the border that limits a 

space brings both interest and hesitancy about what lies beyond. Visual boundaries are 

 
60 Strict conservation protocols were observed whilst in the archive and one which forbids the use of other 
more permanent drawing media such as ink or watercolour. 
61 See Appendix 6 for further details of the complete Lens Enclosure series. 
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sensed by Rickey as neither start nor finish of a zone, but instead the crossing point to 

something elsewhere.62  

 

Evaluating the Lens Enclosure series  

 

Reflecting on the drawn outcomes of the Lens Enclosure series, I saw that studio 

investigations did not fully succeed in advancing the movement of ideas within the 

conceptual frameworks of territory and boundary as the process was too concerned with 

visual outcomes created by the magnifying lens. The series did however highlight new 

internal zones created by the magnifying lens, each visually bounded by a complete 

circular contour. This then led to an investigation where spaces within and beyond a 

bounded area were explored using photomontage elements. 

 

 
Fig. 93. Charles Sims Woman Holding a Mirror 

under received light with a glass lens at centre.  

 
Fig. 94. Charles Sims Woman Holding a Mirror under 
reflected light with a glass lens at left.  

 
Fig. 95. Caroline Ali (2016) Lens Enclosure 2 

[graphite on paper]. 

 
62 Rickey (1978) is writing in the context of an exhibition of paintings and collage by American artist Joyce 
Kozloff (b.1942). 

 
Fig. 96. Caroline Ali (2016) Lens Enclosure 3 

[graphite on paper].
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Photomontage experiments      

 

Photomontage is a natural addition to the aggregation of imagery, materials, and multi-

temporal concerns that are distinct characteristics of this project. Exploring territory and 

boundary through photomontage involved cutting the lens area away from each printed 

copy of the magnification experiments for the Lens Enclosure series and inserting into the 

lacuna combinations of images from previous studio investigations (Figs. 97 & 98). Similar 

experiments were made with facsimiles of my transcriptions of the Sims sketch and the 

Conservation Retouching series described in Chapter Two (Fig. 99). Earlier tests with a 

range of nebulous shapes - referencing the often-irregular contours of damaged lacunae - 

were also explored (Appendix 7, image 1). Due to their added complexity in developing 

conceptual concerns with enclosure and territory, the irregular shapes were soon 

abandoned in favour of the circle, which served to represent a repeatable form and once 

again referenced the magnifying lens. 

 

As with my previous drawing sequences, the borders separating or fragmenting the 

drawings into zones for the Photomontage Experiments were distinctly defined, 

expressing space as limit, and also what Rawson (1969) would categorise as being 

positive and fully enclosed.63

 

Imagining new material within the physical Sims sketch, I was reminded of the 

photomontage experiments of Anna Barriball in which bubble mixture and ink was blown 

onto found photographs. Not only because of the circular shapes produced, but because 

the ink left behind was interpreted as a later event, with contrasting intentions and 

meaning (Fig. 100).  

 

 

 
63 See Appendix 7 for further information about the Photomontage Experiments. 
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Fig. 97. Caroline Ali (2016) Photomontage 

Experiment 6 [cut and inset inkjet prints of scanned 

Sims sketchbook page] 30x21cm. 

 
Fig. 98. Caroline Ali (2016) Photomontage 

Experiment 7 [cut and inset inkjet prints of scanned 

Sims sketchbook page] 30x21cm.

 
Fig. 99. Caroline Ali (2016) Photomontage 

Experiment 8 [inkjet print on cut-out copy paper] 

30x21cm.  

 
Fig. 100. Anna Barriball (2004) Untitled Vll [ink 
and bubble mixture on found photograph]. 

Courtesy Anna Barriball and Frith Street Gallery, 

London. 
 

My series of photomontage experiments highlighted above, envisaged an intervention on 

an already existing drawing that I identified as visual accretion, that is where additions to a 

drawing are made later by another.64 In conservation however, accumulation of new 

material has wider connotations. ‘Accretions may be unintentional (dirt, salts, corrosion, 

insect deposits, guano, drips, burial deposits) or intentional (expansion, alteration) 

additions that change the appearance of the object.’ (Conservation and Art Materials 

Encyclopedia Online, 2016, unpaginated). It is intentional laying down of material for 

retouching areas of missing media, to increase legibility within an area of loss, or for 

aesthetic considerations that I contend has parallels with visual accretion.  

 
64 The term is used in philology by American researcher of Eastern Languages and Culture E. Bruce Brooks 
(1993a) and others, meaning to grow a text in response to further demand, so that additions are latterly made 
by another author. I have applied this term to drawing practice. 
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A contrasting contemporary and contentious example of visual accretion is Insult to Injury 

(2003), Francisco de Goya, Disasters of War (1810-1820) Portfolio of Eighty Etchings 

Reworked and Improved, by Jake Chapman (b.1966) and Dinos Chapman (b.1962) (Fig. 

101). Painted additions by the Chapman brothers, including the heads of clowns and 

various animals, were added to Goya’s originals. 

 

In contrast I distinguish a mutually co-operative approach, in which two or more 

individuals contribute to a single work at or around the same time to be collaborative 

manipulation.65 Taking turn to respond to the activity of the other, the Exquisite Corpse 

series by Jake and Dinos Chapman is an example of such collaboration (Fig. 102). 

Inspired by the traditional game of drawing parts of the body, folding the paper then 

handing it on to the next player who in turn adds subsequent elements, resulting in a 

bizarre figure of combined juxtapositions. 

  

 
Fig. 101. Jake Chapman, Dinos Chapman (2003) 

Insult to Injury 21 [watercolour, Goya etching on 

paper] Image © Jake and Dinos Chapman. 
 

 
 

Fig. 102. Jake Chapman, Dinos Chapman (2000) 
Exquisite Corpse [etching on paper]. Part of the 

Exquisite Corpse Series. Image © Dinos Chapman, 

Jake Chapman and Tate Galleries.

Other examples surrounding the themes of visual accretion and collaborative manipulation 

are the American artists Marcel Dzama (b.1974) and Raymond Pettibon (b.1957) who 

 
65 Collaborative manipulation originates in philology, meaning a contribution by two or more people to a single 
text or group of texts (Brooks, 1993b). I have also applied this term to drawing. 
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began to collaborate in 2015, exchanging drawings each to be completed by the other.  
Only segments were revealed by the other artist as each drawing developed using 

collage, text, and a variety of media including ink, watercolour and acrylic (Fig. 103). 

Dzama and Pettibon also co-curated their work, a visual example of a linguistic term 

identified by Brooks (1993c) as assembled manipulation in which already existing items 

are compiled together (Fig. 104).66 Visual accretion, collaborative manipulation and 

assembled manipulation are each highlighted as forms of visual manoeuvre that contrast 

with interpolation as it finally emerges in this enquiry.

  

 
Fig. 103. Marcel Dzama and Raymond Pettibon (2016) The land of the bat [pencil, 

ink, watercolour, acrylic, and collage on wallpaper. 104.5x110.5. Image © Marcel 
Dzama and Raymond Pettibon. Courtesy the artists and David Zwirner. 

 

 
Fig. 104. Marcel Dzama and Raymond Pettibon (2016) Let Us Compare 

Methodologies, David Zwirner, London (installation view). Image © Raymond 

Pettibon and Marcel Dzama. Courtesy the artists and David Zwirner. 

 
66 Beyond contemporary drawing practices, historic artists such as Peter Paul Rubens (1577–1640) also 
collected drawings and drawn fragments, creating lively composite collages with overdrawn elements. 
Example collage drawings include (Anonymous Draughtsman after Michelangelo retouched by Rubens 
(c.1607) A Group of Eight men and Women Plagued by Serpents, The British Museum). Rather than a 
drawing surrounding a single added element, this pictorial image is made of numerous re-used fragments 
butted against parts of his own drawing.  
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Altered Territories series 
 

For the next series of drawings Altered Territories, space as both limit and as environment 

is explored. Building on the photomontage experiments above, Charles Sims Woman 

Holding a Mirror remains the source for further studio exploration. The outcomes were 

made not fully one after another, but in clusters of activity at separate stages, so that the 

first work begun was not necessarily the first completed.  

 

Employing drawing with the addition of inkjet print, nineteen collages were produced in the 

first stage of this series. I began with one of my transcriptions, Conservation Retouching 

Technique: Archaising (Chapter Two) which was scanned and printed numerous times to 

scale. A circle was cut at the centre of each transcription at a diameter equivalent to the 

magnifying lens used for the Lens Enclosure series above. In addition to its previous 

associations with detailed observation, the simple shape of the circle offered a clearly 

defined boundary with which to investigate distinct areas within a drawing. Segments from 

one of three previous responses to the Sims sketches were inserted into the newly 

created circular lacunae. Enclosures included sections from one of my graphite studies of 

the Sims sketch on layout paper (Fig. 105): another from a drawing executed with graphite 

and metallic pigmented ink on heavy Kozo paper (Fig. 106), and the final scanned, sliced, 

and sanded collage details of technical photographic images of Sims Nude Holding a 

Mirror (Fig. 107). 

 

 
Fig. 105. Altered Territories 10, progress [digital 

image of transcription of Sims, Woman Holding a 

Mirror, inset: graphite on layout paper] 18x13cm. 

 
Fig. 106. Altered Territories 11, progress [digital 
image of transcription of Sims, Woman Holding a 

Mirror, inset: graphite and metallic ink on Kozo 

paper] 18x13cm. 
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Fig. 107. Altered Territories 18, progress: [digital 
image of transcription of Sims, Woman Holding a 

Mirror. Scanned, sliced, and sanded collage details 

of technical conservation photographs] 18x13cm.  
 

 
Fig. 108. Altered Territories 10, stage 1 [collage over 
Zerkall Hot Pressed 100gsm Book Paper with 

watercolour] 38x28cm. 

 

 

Fifteen of the collaged drawings, each with infilled lacuna, were individually transferred to 

separate sheets of paper approximately A3 size (Fig. 108).67 My aim was to both 

camouflage the physical and visual separateness between the sections and to create a 

connecting layer so, using a variety of media I worked with vertical strokes - reminiscent of 

the conservation retouching technique tratteggio - to map a mesh-like overlay across each 

collaged drawing (Fig. 109). Visually pinning down images beneath, the overlaid marks 

partially obscured the area within and just beyond the shared pictorial space, adding a 

degree of visual cohesion between territories of drawing, whilst also partially concealing 

those areas.  
 

Several experiments within the Altered Territories series included additional drawing 

beyond the rectangular mesh of overlaid marks. This wider layer of drawing was made by 

using small basket-weave marks to trace enlarged sections of my transcriptions of the 

Sims study. Arranged over and across the earlier stages, this final layer was considered 

complete once all enlarged sections had been recorded. The resulting drawings were 

densely rendered, with a partially obscured core area within a wider, less defined 

framework of amorphous elements outlined with line or tone, or both (Figs. 110-112). New 

territories and peripheries developed as contrasting aspects of drawing were variously 

included, one illusionistic, one mapping, another creating discrete stretches of vertical 

marks.  

 

 
67 Zerkall paper was selected because it has a simple, smooth off-white surface often used in bookmaking. It 
will accept a variety of wet and dry media allowing for experimentation. The paper is also acid free providing a 
resistance to aging. 
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Fig. 109. Caroline Ali (2017) Altered Territories 8 

(detail). 

 
Fig. 110. Caroline Ali (2017) Altered Territories 1 

[collage, graphite and watercolour on paper] 

38x28cm.

 
Fig. 111. Caroline Ali (2017) Altered Territories 8 
[collage, graphite and ink on paper] 38x28cm. 

 
Fig. 112. Caroline Ali (2017) Altered Territories 7 

[collage, ink and watercolour on paper] 38x28cm. 

 

To test wider dispersal of drawing elements the remaining four collaged drawings were 

transferred to larger paper approximately A1 size (Figs. 113 & 114). All aspects within 

each of these drawings were in some way linked via expansive and nebulous mapping of 

tone and line, even where core elements are situated towards the margins of the paper 

(Figs. 115 & 116). For a detailed overview of the Altered Territories series please see 

Appendix 8. 
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Fig. 113. Altered Territories 19, progress: adding 

watercolour over collage, ink and graphite on 

paper. 

 
Fig. 114. Caroline Ali (2017) Altered Territories 16 

(detail) [collage and watercolour on paper] 76x53cm. 

 

Fig. 115. Caroline Ali (2017) Altered Territories 18 

[collage and watercolour on paper] 76x53cm. 

 
Fig. 116. Caroline Ali (2017) Altered Territories 19 

[collage, metallic pigmented ink and watercolour on 

paper] 76x53cm. 

 
Analysis of the Altered Territories series 
 

What emerges from the Altered Territories series are discrete territories of visual 

information in which one element of an older drawing is transposed and re-integrated into 

a new work. These are instances of drawing with boundaries between zones demarcating 

spaces with visually different characteristics, more than one author, another viewpoint with 

differing historical positions. Several spaces are limited by clearly defined borders, and 

others by more nebulous boundaries that extend into the wider visual environment. These 

territories may appear both stable and mutable at the same time.  

 

Each infilled lacuna for the Altered Territories series is surrounded by what remains of the 

figures on the periphery of my transcription drawing. The infill drawing segments create 

new internal relationships at the perimeter of the central lacuna of the Sims transcription, 
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now positioned as surrounding other pictorial details. But, how to read a drawing that 

encases another visual element? The inset details appear as if surrounded by an 

elaborate filigree mount containing figures newly functioning as ornamental grotesques. 

Simultaneously part of one drawing, also framing another, the now seemingly unstable 

peripheral image could be understood as merely a supplement to the insert at centre.68 

This references 15th and 16th Century collectors such as Giorgio Vasari (1511-1574) who 

amassed many drawings by key artists of the period. To harmonise contrasting artist 

styles, ornately embellished drawn or engraved paper mounts with architectural features 

surrounded each work which in turn were then bound into albums. An example of this is a 

pen and wash study by Vittore Carpaccio (c.1465-1525) in Vasari’s Libro de’ Disegni 

(Fig.117). 

 

In contrast, and generating impossible spaces within the picture plane, the finely wrought 

collage and graphite Floor Plan 1 (2019) by American artist Milano Chow (b.1987) also 

includes figures framed by architectural features (Fig. 118). Situated at intervals, photo-

transferred figures at the periphery of the drawing leave a plain white rectangle at its 

centre. Frame and pictorial image are reshuffled, disconnecting established functional 

differences. The enclosed and enclosing segments for Vasari’s Libro de’ Disegni, and as 

seen in the architectural features of Chow, function as equally supporting and supported.  

 

 
Fig. 117. Page from Giorgio Vasari (c.1456-1523) 
'Libro de' Disegni': Allegorical Scene (attributed by 

Vasari to Carpaccio) [Pen and grey-brown ink, mount 

in pen and brown ink, with brown wash over black 
chalk] British Museum. Image © British Museum.  

 
Fig. 118. Milano Chow (2019) Floor Plan I [graphite, 

ink, Flashe (a matte vinyl acrylic paint), and photo 
transfer on paper] Photograph © Milano Chow. 

 

 
68 For detailed analysis of the supplemental in relation to the frame as applied to art and craft see Adamson 
(2007). 
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Altered Territories exhibition 
 
Informed by paper conservation equipment, materials, processes and protocols, the 

exhibition aimed to explore ways in which the Altered Territories series might be 

presented to express more fully its various connections to conservation retouching. In 

curating, the possible inclusion of the Sims sketchbook alongside numerous drawings 

from the series was considered.  

 

Fifteen drawings were chosen for the display within a contingent space in the 

conservation studios at Burt Hall, Northumbria University. The studio offered both interest 

and challenges in that it remained fully equipped and was set within complex 19th Century 

architecture embellished with multifarious stained-glass windows. Accoutrements common 

to the daily tasks of a conservator such as paintings, easels, solvent extraction units, all 

remained as part of the setting.69 The choice of exhibition venue allowed for a mix of both 

careful preparation and improvisation in response to available conservation materials and 

equipment (Fig. 119). Alongside magnification, the opportunity to incorporate fibre optics, 

and binocular microscopes added fresh layers to the viewers’ experience and additional 

opportunities for interaction.  

 

Drawings were presented horizontally across seven workstations. Arranged in this way 

the viewer was encouraged to look closely at each work, so re-enacting the studious 

observation required in both transcription and conservation retouching interventions (Fig. 

120). Drawings were displayed unmounted on large sheets of thick white blotting paper. 

More typically utilised as a practical surface for conservation activities, the large sheets of 

paper assisted in imagining its potential for the drawing to expand in relation to the space 

beyond and where boundaries were less well defined. This contrasts with the enclosing 

effect of a frame, cutting each work off from the next. Each drawing was pinned to the 

blotting paper with small glass weights, a method once again echoing conservation 

practice. 

 

 
69 Other than moving a number of chairs out of the workspace the conservation studio furniture was left as 
found. 
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Fig. 119. Altered Territories (2017), Burt Hall, 

Northumbria University, installation view. 

 
Fig. 120. Altered Territories (2017), Burt Hall, 

Northumbria University, installation view. 

 

Across the exhibition, drawings were variously and individually magnified. Articulated 

table-mounted magnification lamps aimed to encourage viewer scrutiny of small details. 

The lenses refracted the drawings, appearing in part to pull and distort marks and areas of 

detail (Fig. 121). One drawing was alternatively displayed with a hand-held lens that 

allowed free movement for the viewer across the work (Fig. 122). It was interesting to note 

the movements of the viewer alternating between direct and lens-based inspection. Verbal 

feedback from visitors to the exhibition underlined how differences in magnification altered 

the image, creating new abstracted visual subdivisions. 

 

Access to a table-top microscope and to a large standing binocular microscope allowed 

for observations at a much higher magnification x 40mag (Figs. 123 & 124). Whilst 

blocking examination of the whole drawing, increased magnification at a fixed view offered 

a different visual experience of abstracted marks and a greater appreciation of the 

material thickness of the drawing media and collage elements (Fig. 125). The lenses and 

microscopes offered a range of innovative viewing opportunities and appeared to 

encourage study of each drawing for a sustained period. Most of all, magnifying lenses 

created new visual territories and enclosures.  

 

Although the exterior light levels changed through the day, the magnification lamps and 

fibre optics, which flood-lit the field of view directly under each microscope, were sufficient 

to illuminate the drawings so static overhead lighting was not required. This arrangement 

had a subtle effect on how metallic pigments came in and out of view, and as one visitor, 

to the exhibition commented, evoked parallels with certain pigments which exhibit 

metamerism when viewed under different light sources. An example of yet another 

association applied from one field of study to another. 
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Fig. 121. Altered Territories (2017), Burt Hall, 
Northumbria University, installation view. 
 

 

 

 
Fig. 122. Altered Territories (2017), Burt Hall, 

Northumbria University, installation view, handheld 

magnification lens. 
 

 
Fig. 123. Altered Territories (2017), Burt Hall, 

Northumbria University, installation view, large 
microscope. 

 
Fig. 124. Altered Territories (2017), Burt Hall, 

Northumbria University, installation view, looking 
through table-top microscope lens. 
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Fig. 125. Altered Territories (2017), Burt Hall, 

Northumbria University, installation view, Altered 

Territories 8 detail seen through table-top 
microscope. 

 

 

 
Fig. 126. Altered Territories (2017), Burt Hall, 

Northumbria University, installation view. Charles 

Sims sketchbook presentation.

The addition to the exhibition of the Sims original sketchbook was not part of the initial 

plan as I awaited permission for the work to be temporarily removed from the archive (Fig. 

127). However, the opportunity was taken to experiment with inclusion of the sketch 

alongside my research drawings (Figs. 126 & 128).70 My own drawings were located at a 

distance and made clear from the sketchbook’s remoteness that it was functioning as the 

source material for the transcription and development of my own enquiry connecting 

territory and boundary. The sketchbook also became a point of discussion regarding the 

activities that took me from the position of studious archaising transcription to the practical 

outcomes presented. Supplementary exhibition images, including alternative methods for 

presentation of the Sims sketch, may be found in Appendix 9. 

 

In planning the contents of an exhibition catalogue, discussion with conservation students 

and staff led to a change of emphasis for the information included, so that more detailing 

of materials used in creating each drawing were contained in each caption.71 Feedback 

from conservators suggested this information added value to those concerned with 

conservation and collection care, and to Fine Art practitioners who have a shared interest 

in materiality. Notably, this attention to material detail is mirrored in A Slice Through the 

World: Contemporary Artists’ Drawings (2018), a recent group exhibition across two sites 

 
70 My thanks go to Jane Colbourne for permission to include the Sims sketch in the Altered Territories 
exhibition. 
71 Further details of the Altered Territories catalogue may be found in Appendix 10. 
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at Drawing Room, London, and at Modern Art Oxford.72 Displaying a commitment to the 

tangible materiality of making conceptually rigorous artwork with paper and drawing 

media, works presented were described by curator Kate Macfarlane as instances of, 

‘thinking through material encounter’ (Macfarlane, 2018, p. 81). 

 

 
Fig. 127. Caroline Ali (2017) Initial Plan for Altered Territories exhibition at 
Burt Hall, Northumbria University. 30x21cm. 

 

 
Fig. 128. Caroline Ali (2017) Charles Sims sketchbook included in final 

plan for Altered Territories exhibition at Burt Hall, Northumbria University. 

30x21cm.

 

 
72 A Slice Through the World: Contemporary Artists’ Drawings, Drawing Room, London (13 June-5 August 
2018) and Modern Art Oxford (16 June-9 September 2018). 
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Altered Territories exhibition analysis  
 

My aim in curating the Altered Territories exhibition was to test ways in which presentation 

of research drawings in a conservation setting might uncover new connections between 

conservation retouching and my practical outcomes through the manner of their display. 

My overall sense was that the Altered Territories series contributed to the studio space 

and the exchange between all elements elevated the viewing experience, serving to more 

fully express the intention of the artwork exhibited. Anticipatory connections were made in 

journeying to the conservation studio through a building and all its contents that evidences 

this field at every turn. The exhibition space and methods of display added new layers of 

meaning for the research presented and informed presentation of final research 

outcomes, and most importantly extended the interpolative creativity of these works on 

paper. 

 

In the above, I am reminded of American artist Mark Dion (2018) whose individual and 

sometimes elaborate curatorial approaches examine museological practices, with the aim 

to subvert accepted linear subject categories in museum collections. Dion’s curiosity 

cabinets are characteristic of museum furniture modelled on 16th and 17th Century 

Wunderkammen, containing surprising juxtapositions of items from museum collections. 

Items are typically installed on shelves or in draws that share a space with objects found 

elsewhere, allowing viewers to devise their own associations. Figure 129 shows a 

representative plan for a cabinet of curiosities, in this instance filled with a wide range of 

objects in some way associated with fortification. Dion’s cabinets may be situated within a 

museum or included in installations that imagine a seemingly contingent space with 

entailing ephemera such as a curiosity shop, a vivarium, a studio. Atypical alignments of 

objects and specimens are also at hand in Dion’s installation, The Department of 

Tropical Research: Aquatic and jungle field stations in 2 parts, shown in Figure 130.  

 

Exhibiting drawings from the Altered Territories series I likewise aimed to articulate my 

engagement in another field of knowledge and practice, with juxtapositions of objects - 

research drawings and collage - in a working conservation studio. This in contrast to the 

ubiquitous pristine white walled gallery space examined by Irish artist and writer Brian 

O’Doherty (1976), in which artworks are presented within what he describes as the ‘white 

cube’. Isolated from any trace of the world outside, the sparsely furnished interiors of the 

white walled gallery are, ‘usually seen as an emblem of the estrangement of the artist 

from a society to which the gallery also provides access’ (O’Doherty, 1976, p. 80).  
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Fig. 129. Mark Dion (2012) Presidio Cabinet [coloured pencil on paper] 

33x39.1cm. Image © Mark Dion and Tanya Bonakdar Gallery, New York/ Los 
Angeles. 

	

 
Fig. 130. Mark Dion (2017) The Department of Tropical Research: Aquatic 

and jungle field stations in 2 parts. [mixed media] 246x427x213cm. Image © 

Mark Dion and Tanya Bonakdar Gallery, New York/ Los Angeles. 

 
Chapter summary 
 
Chapter Three has set out a conceptual framework of territory and boundary in which to 

investigate ways drawing is informed by conservation retouching methods. The 
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sequences of activity and series of work highlighted in this chapter - Conservation 

Technical Examinations, Lens Enclosure series, Photomontage Experiments and Altered 

Territories series - each use conservation interventions as a common starting point to 

engage with different aspects of territory and boundary.  

 

Practical outcomes embrace various scales, materials and manoeuvres to investigate 

ways in which aspects of one drawing might be altered in relation to another. There are 

shared characteristics in visual manipulation, including bounded zones with clear or more 

nebulous, even temporary peripheries. Interactions and connections between technical 

photographic conservation analysis imagery and magnification, collage and abrasion, 

accretion and juxtaposition of pictorial content and drawing methods, infer both temporal 

and spatial qualities.  

 

The potential to develop territorial concepts beyond the drawing itself emerged as an 

outcome of the Altered Territories exhibition. The influence of conservation processes are 

manifest in horizontal presentation of selected drawings and use of magnification to invite 

studious inspection and access to drawings in a working conservation studio. Detailed 

material information recorded for the exhibition catalogue (available to view in Appendix 

10) emphasised these associations.  

 

Analysing the common ground intersecting strategies and themes explored in this chapter, 

my working methods remained aligned to conservation retouching interventions in my 

focus on concepts of enclosure and boundary, the studious application of retouching 

techniques, and appropriation of sympathetic media.  

 

It is in reflecting on my practice and the subsequent physical move of research drawings 

into Burt Hall for an exhibition venue that I more closely identify transposition as an 

important framework for further study. I recognised that being an interloper or outsider and 

bringing something in from beyond the field of conservation was a paradigm for my 

practical research activity to this point and presented a clear way forward for my research. 
The very activity of exhibiting within the conservation studio space was an instance of 

interpolative thinking, although not articulated until later in the project. The development of 

these working methods underpinned the emerging conceptual framework of transposition 

and reintegration in which, in the following chapter, interpolated drawing was defined and 

examined in studio practice. 
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Chapter Four  

 

Transposition and Reintegration for Interpolated Drawing 
 

The implications of post-first-author interventions and ways in which an older drawing may 

be transposed and reintegrated into the new are examined in this chapter. The relational 

domain of interpolative practice and defense of transcription as a means of interpolation, 

is also presented. To illuminate this theory, characteristics of interpolation are contrasted 

with other types of visual manipulation, and studio practice is tested within a framework of 

transposition and reintegration. 

 

 The following key questions will be posed: 

 
• In what ways might transcription advance possibilities for interpolated drawing?  

• How does interpolated drawing contrast with other forms of creative practice?  

• What might studio practice reveal about forms and characteristics of interpolation? 

 

Toward interpolated drawing 

 

The word interpolation is derived from Latin interpolat, meaning refurbished or altered, 

while the verb interpolare is made from inter- ‘between’ and -polare, related to ‘polish’ 

(Oxford University Press, 2019). The term interpolate more generally defines insertion of 

something into another entity, often to enlarge or alter. Synonyms include to add, 

augment, broaden, expand, imbed, incorporate, intercalate, interpose, introduce, 

supplement, widen and transfuse (Cambridge English Dictionary, 2019). Less positively 

the term is associated with interruption, prevention, giving a false impression, and the 

interpolator is negatively described as, ‘one who corrupts or spoils’ (Online Etymological 

Dictionary, 2019). More positively, the synonym transfuse is identified as the act of 

injecting a quantity of something new and powerful, effective, or important into an 

organisation, group or place (Cambridge English Dictionary, 2019).  

 

Interpolation is also used in the context of a mimetic conservation retouching technique. 

Described by Isabelle Brajer (2015), the aim of this technique is to present an image in its 

found condition, but where a loss is considered disturbing adopt a more subtle approach 

to retouching. Based on existing points of information at the periphery of a loss, the 

process comprises infilling missing media using groups of marks, dots or lines, which 
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mimic the appearance of the original work. This is faded to neutral retouching towards the 

centre of a lacuna where less information is available to be interpreted. The aim of this 

technique is that retouching is immediately evident on close inspection, yet imperceptible 

at a distance of one metre. Brajer notes, ‘There is no fixed way to achieve interpolation – 

the type of retouching can vary…the desirable effect can be realized by dots in one case, 

cross-hatching in another’ (Brajer, 2015, unpaginated).73 

 

I propose the term interpolate usefully takes on an expanded meaning in drawing practice 

to identify interventions in which an aspect of drawing is integrated into a newer work. This 

contrasts with visual accretion of new material into an older drawing as accounted for in 

Chapter Three. I also explore language adequate to expressing diverse ways interpolation 

has emerged in studio practice and then evaluate what the various approaches reveal 

about this sphere.  

 

Identifying terms appropriate to interpolated drawing  
 

Whilst tacit or embodied knowledge may be developed without language, attempting to 

analyse types of interpolation occurring in studio practice I was aware that descriptive 

terms tended to be vague and lacking definition. My three-part model of transcription 

drawing (Chapter One) is useful in identifying approaches to transcription but, how to 

theorise interpolative drawing methods? Philological analysis of linguistic interpolation and 

other types of visual manipulation in historic texts supported identification of three 

interpolative drawing approaches emergent in studio practice. 

 

Revised for application to visual practice, these are first framing interpolation and second 

juxtaposed interpolation. A third visual type layered interpolation does not have a direct 

parallel with any singular form of linguistic interpolation. Instead, this term emerges from 

loosely connected modes of manipulation. All three types of visual interpolation are 

evident across the Interpolated Drawing series and each is examined below. 

 

Layered interpolation 
 

Visual layered interpolation evokes both overlay of newly re-integrated elements and 

drawing over elements brought in from elsewhere. This differs from visual accretion 

introduced in Chapter Three, in which various contributions are made over time to an 

 
73 This type of retouching is also identified variously as ‘camouflage or simulative retouching.’ (Brajer, 2015, 
unpaginated). Brajer writes in the context of medieval wall paintings in Denmark.  
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existing item. Directly informing the Interpolated Drawing series are the pages of two 18th 

Century pattern books from Leeds pottery firm Hartley, Green and Co. The first, Pattern 

Book 1, whose annotated loose sketches are pasted into used ledgers, displays designs 

for domestic tableware (Figs. 131 & 132). The sketches frequently include repetitions with 

slight design variations that appear to be the work of numerous contributors over time, 

drawing attention to a variety of interpretations for movement and repetition of visual 

material.  

 

 
Fig. 131. Design for a tureen. Pattern Book 1. Hartley, 
Green & Co. (c.1778-92) Pattern Book [sketches pasted into 

ledger] 35x23cm. Victoria and Albert Museum. 

 

 
Fig. 132. Tableware designs. Pattern Book 1. Hartley, Green 

& Co. (c.1778-92) Pattern Book [sketches, pasted into 
ledger] 35x23cm. Victoria and Albert Museum. 

 

Interpolated Drawing 1 has parallels to a page in Pattern Book 1 in which the central 

design for a soup tureen is surrounded by hand-written English and French text (Fig. 131). 

There is a clear demarcation between drawn and written aspects and my aim for 

Interpolated Drawing 1 was to imagine a similar positioned central theme with addition of 
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new information across the page. The drawing began with a studiously rendered 

transcription of Sims’ Woman Holding a Mirror. Enlarged details of the sketch were 

subsequently drawn over the transcription, appearing as lines of filigree extending across 

and outward beyond the pictorial border. A tonal network in watercolour recording 

enlarged sections of tone in the earlier drawing was then added, onto which small, regular 

vertical lines were laid over the central image (Figs. 133-135).  

 

Densely woven in parts with an archaising central image alongside other more adaptive 

layers of contrasting visual information, Interpolated Drawing 1 investigated possibilities 

for reintegrating elements that were entirely transcribed. 

 

 
Fig. 133. Caroline Ali (2017) Interpolated Drawing 1 [watercolour and graphite on paper] 38x28cm. 

 

 
Fig. 134. Interpolated Drawing 1 (detail 1). Fig. 135. Interpolated Drawing 1 (detail 2). 
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Interpolated Drawings 2, 3, and 4 are each informed by Hartley, Green & Co. Pattern 

Book 2 (Figs. 136 & 137).  

 

 
Fig. 136. Hartley, Green & Co. (c.1792-1804) 

Pattern Book 2 [pen, ink, and wash on paper] 
33x21cm. Victoria and Albert Museum.  

 
Fig. 137. Hartley, Green & Co. (c.1792-1804) 

Pattern Book 2 [pen, ink, and wash on paper] 
33x21cm. Victoria and Albert Museum.

Figure 138 shows Interpolated Drawing 2, which includes two archaising studies of the 

same Sims sketch, each containing an infilled circular pictorial lacuna.  

 

 
Fig. 138. Caroline Ali (2017) Interpolated Drawing 2 [graphite and watercolour on 
paper] 76x53cm.
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Inset at left is a detail of a basket-weave graphite transcription based on the Sims sketch 

(Fig. 139) and to the right, executed in watercolour, a transcription of the technical 

photographic images completed earlier in this enquiry (Fig. 140). These inserted infills 

correspond visually with elements within the Altered Territories series (Chapter Three) 

and one which represents framing interpolation next described. 

 

 
Fig. 139. Interpolated Drawing 2 (detail 1). 

 

 
Fig. 140. Interpolated Drawing 2 (detail 2).

Framing interpolation   
 
For philology framing interpolation occurs where additional material by another author is 

added to the beginning or end of a text (Brooks, 1993d). I propose a parallel for 

interpolated drawing where the visual element within a framed area may be interpolated 

from another work, or in contrast the interpolation may frame aspects of new drawing. In 

studio practice, the first steps for the Altered Territories series each show visual details 

surrounded by another pictorial image (Figs. 105-107). Clearly defining one part of the 

work in relation to the other, to perhaps create some visual or conceptual order, or to 

highlight a pictorial zone. A framed interpolation may be completely or partially enclosed 

with a boundary sharply defined or more subtly integrated into the wider scheme. Framed 

interpolation also usefully describes retouching interventions undertaken for the 

conservation workshop outlined in Chapter Two.

 
Juxtaposing interpolation 
 

Another form of interpolation – juxtaposing interpolation - is also evident in Drawings 2 

and 3. For philology, juxtaposition occurs where two existing works are situated together 

one after another (Brooks, 1993e). This suggests one drawing element directly or closely 

adjacent to another, that is situated alongside, perhaps above or below, but always 
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connected or proximal along a plane. The border between juxtaposed zones may be 

clearly defined or appear more nebulous. 

 
The next in this series, Interpolated Drawing 3, involves three transcriptions of the Sims 

sketchbook study in vertical formation (Fig. 141). As with Drawing 2,  juxtapositions are 

proximal, and the composition also includes layered and framing interpolated elements.  

 

 
Fig. 141. Caroline Ali (2017) Interpolated Drawing 3 [watercolour and graphite on paper] 
76x106cm. 
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Analogous to Drawing 2, the three accurate transcriptions of the Sims sketch for this 

drawing also have a lacuna infill, the first inset includes transcriptions of technical 

photographic images completed earlier in the enquiry, the second contains a written 

transcript from my notebook that considers interpolation (Fig. 142 & 143). The third inset 

includes a detail from a basket-weave graphite transcription based on the Sims sketch. 

Not unlike Drawings 1 and 2, the three transcriptions remained partially uncovered under 

a layer of tratteggio-style vertical lines and basket-weave mark-making.  

 

Whilst integral to the development of the research so far, it is not my intention to entirely 

tie-down the theory of ‘interpolation’ exclusively to the three modes layered, framing, and 

juxtaposing, rather to identify them as contributors to this emerging concept. 
 

       
Fig. 142. Interpolated Drawing 3 (detail 1). 

 
Fig. 143. Interpolated Drawing 3 (detail 2).

 

In contrast to the digitally printed to-scale collages within Altered Territories, and the 

direct-to-support transcriptions for Interpolated Drawings 1, 2 and 3, the next in this series, 

Interpolated Drawing 4, is distinguished by insertion of material transcribed onto separate 

paper supports. 

 

Interpolated Drawing 4 includes three transcriptions positioned in horizontal formation on 

the lower third within a landscape format, each collaged to the main paper support (Fig. 

144). The transcriptions were drawn to scale on separate paper toned to match the 

corresponding Sims sketchbook page, each with a lacuna incised with a circle-cutter. One 

lacuna was inset with an enlarged segment of the same Sims drawing rendered in 

graphite (Fig. 145); the second included sliced and assembled details based on previous 

technical photographs of Sims Woman Holding a Mirror (Fig. 146). The third contained a 

written section from one of my notebooks (Fig. 147). Broader, more nebulous stretches of 

drawing were contained in the top two thirds of the pictorial space. 
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Fig. 144. Caroline Ali (2017) Interpolated Drawing 4 [watercolour and graphite on paper, 

inset: graphite on notepaper, ink and graphite with sliced sections of printed technical 
photographic images of Sims, Woman Holding a Mirror] 106x76cm.

Fig. 145. Interpolated Drawing 4, progress, Kozo 

paper inserted behind lacuna.  

  
Fig. 146. Interpolated Drawing 4, progress [sliced 

sections of technical images behind lacuna. 
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Fig. 147. Interpolated Drawing 4 (detail). 

Analysis of the Interpolated Drawing series 
 
In making the Interpolated Drawing series, both collaged transcription elements and 

drawing applied directly to its support were assessed in studio practice with diverse and 

sometimes multiple instances of interpolation emerging through these activities. 

Investigating comparative visual qualities of transcription and transposed material work in 

studio practice, I observed that transcribed areas rendered direct to the main support were 

less clearly defined as a separate visual zone. Compellingly, these outcomes evidence a 

more complex relationship in which the potency of an interpolation, whether material or 

transcribed, was more varied and ambiguous than first envisioned. See Appendix 11 for 

details of the Interpolated Drawing series.

Transcription as a mode of transposition for interpolation  
 
What has emerged through studio practice is the potential for transcription methodologies 

to inform the core practices of interpolation. Certainly, transposition which has amongst its 

meanings to transfer and to exchange, also suggests that both material and transcribed 

methods for interpolation are useful to drawing. There may be little opportunity or even 

inclination for a practitioner to reintegrate original material from one drawing into another, 

therefore a working hypothesis must allow for interpolation of transcribed elements.74

 

The term interpolation is currently used in other disciplines. In classical music, 

interpolation identifies a sharp break into which new elements are inserted, followed by 

resumption of the first theme. For jazz, interpolation applies to inclusion of material from 

 
74 For example, a drawing may be of historic, cultural or monetary value; it may be held in the collection of an 
archive, museum or gallery. 
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other compositions (Dolmetsch Music Dictionary, 2013). Also used in hip-hop music to 

identify re-performance of an existing piece of recorded sound rather than a directly 

sampled piece of actual work, interpolation is audio copy. Adapting the notion of audio re-

performance to visual art, transcribing a drawing or part of a drawing into another may be 

understood as a re-performance forming part of a new work. This would suggest it is in 

‘re-performance’ of a drawing and its reintegration into an unfamiliar space that 

transcription becomes an extended form of interpolation, generating the practical outcome 

of an interpolated drawing.75 Collage of original drawing material is therefore not 

automatically the only way to include earlier work. 

Where earlier material by another practitioner is included within a new drawing, the notion 

of original aura must come into play. In his influential essay, German philosopher and 

critical theorist Walter Benjamin (1935) argued that an original work of art, such as a 

painting, will contain a potency or special aura that is diminished by machine-made 

reproduction. However, any proposal that an original composition is of greater 

consequence than its transcription may have less significance where the concept of 

introducing one aspect of drawing to another is uppermost. Certainly, for artists such as 

Jenny Saville (Figs. 14 & 15), Barbara Walker (Figs. 9 & 17) and other contemporary 

practitioners who use transcription of works by other artists within their practice, the notion 

of original aura may not be significant in itself as fresh intentions for the artwork come into 

play.  

 

Art historians Nagel and Wood (2010) discuss material insertion of spolia in Renaissance 

religious art.76 Spoliation in this context is expressed as plunder from a work of art or 

architecture that is removed and reused within a new setting. Examples include the 

removal of stones from a ruined building to be used again as part of a new construction. 

Nagel and Wood argue that insertion of an older artefact into an artwork alters the 

meaning of the new work in which it appears. As an example of this phenomenon, Nagel 

and Wood highlight the introduction of an actual icon inserted into a painting by Sandro 

Botticelli (c.1480) Portrait of Youth Holding an Icon. This is perceived by Nagel and Wood 

as an awkwardness, even a deficiency in the Botticelli painting. Subsequently, Wood 

(2013) proposes other more positive possibilities for a work in which something from the 

world is physically embedded, as having capacity to analyse that relationship in its own 

terms. Wood (2013) suggests that where a work of art contains a spolium, it becomes a 

 
75 Not to be confused with inbetweening or filling-in, also known as interpolation, for computer graphics and 
animation in which frames connect key frames. 
76 Spolia (the plural form of Latin. Spolium: plunder), denotes reuse of artifacts in secondary contexts. 
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boundary between the world beyond its’ perimeter and the part of the world that is the 

spolium contained within. Wood discusses alternative ways in which spolia within an 

artwork might function. Firstly, a spolium holds potential to enhance a hesitant work of art; 

the Botticelli portrait described above is presented by Nagel and Wood as an example of 

this. If an earlier drawing by another maker is accepted as an instance of spolia, then such 

a grafted element must possess similar potential to positively develop an arguably 

indifferent depiction. Conversely, an assured artwork may require the influence of the 

physical world that is the spolium, to concede its’ own imagistic nature. In Jenny Saville 

(2010) Reproduction Drawing IV (after the Leonardo cartoon) a charcoal transcription of 

the Leonardo cartoon is embedded together with Saville’s own family group, creating a 

study full of both visual and conceptual movement between new drawing and the 

interpolated Leonardo elements (Fig. 15).  

 

I propose another compelling function for intrusion of one drawing into another that is less 

about attempts to either enhance weaker work, or create discrepancy in a distinctly 

developed piece, but instead the introduction of drawing to another aspect of itself. Taking 

this position, another bravura study by Saville (2011) Study for Pentimenti V (Velázquez, 

Picasso, de Kooning) in which a segment of a female portrait after a larger work by 

Velázquez is extended with transcriptions in the diverse styles of Picasso and de Kooning, 

may be understood as introducing one historic maker and technique to another (Fig. 14).  

 

However, just as Walter Benjamin (1935) argued that an aura particular to the original 

work of art cannot be repeated, so the proposition above by Nagel and Wood (2010) 

suggests that material spolia within a work is a more powerful presence than its 

replication. If the earlier drawing, especially that of another maker, is understood as part of 

the world, then a close transcription directly into the new must be considered in 

comparison as virtual, a substitution. As such, from the standpoint of Nagel and Wood it 

will be less compelling than physical integration of earlier material into a later drawing. At 

first this viewpoint seems problematic, complicating the argument for this enquiry that 

interpolation may usefully take the form of either material presence or transcription. 

 

To advance the use of transcription as a means of interpolation I turn to the archaising 

model of transcription, one of three types presented in Chapter One. The meaning of the 

archaising model may be developed by applying to it a theory of repetition detailed by 

Nagel and Wood (2010) who propose two competing models for replication. In the first 

model, restorative interventions applied to a Renaissance religious artwork after the 

original event of making are understood as being part of an authentic chain that goes 
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back to a point of origin. A ‘magical bond’ that perceives the original as remaining despite 

subsequent mediations (Nagel and Wood, 2010 p. 49). This action of replacing is 

identified as substitutional. The authors argue that copy, when not substitutional can only 

be understood within a competing model of repetition, that is separate from the original 

event of making. However, as neither model wholly accounts for often powerful 

anachronic qualities within such works of art, the possibility of holding both models of 

origin in suspension is also proposed. Perhaps a less binary model may allow a more 

flexible definition helpful to this enquiry.  

 

Nagel (2012) presents potential for Medieval replicas to reproduce rather than exhaust 

aura, suggesting that construction of multiples was not a refusal of authorship, but instead 

an alternative application of the term. However, I see possibilities for a model of repetition 

expanded beyond the arena of religious objects to include substitution as a type of 

suspension of disbelief regarding the interpolated element of artwork. To suspend 

disbelief is defined as to, ‘temporarily allow oneself to believe something that is not true’ 

(Oxford University Press, 2019). This notion is supported by author Caroline Fowler 

(2010) who suggests a mingling of the secular with substitution for the tourist visiting 

rebuilt UNESCO World Heritage sites such as central Warsaw to be an example of 

‘…secularized substitution…’ (Fowler, 2010 p. 131).77 Despite a contemporary Western 

view often at odds with religious Renaissance as described by Nagel and Wood, 

archaising transcription holds possibilities that can suggest in a secular mind an authentic 

link to an earlier artefact. More than this, a suspension of disbelief that hovers unresolved 

with the lived experience of the transcriber or observer of an interpolated drawn element. 

Therefore, this expanded meaning of substitution is useful in regarding the potentially 

powerful presence of the interpolated by means of transcription.   

Contrasts between interpolation and remediation  
 

Interpolation may be further clarified by contrasting this term with remediation, a concept 

associated with conservation of multimedia artwork. The challenges of conserving 

contemporary artworks made of multiple elements including technology-based media, 

photography, sculpture and painting are considered by conservator and curator Hanna 

Hölling (2017). Hölling discusses the decision of the curatorial and conservation team at 

Zentrum für Kunst and Medientechnologie (ZKM, Centre for Art and Media) to reconstruct 

 
77 More widely, Eastern perceptions of conservation as a repeating of an original or earlier activity of making 
(as opposed to the preservation of material) would suggest an alternative conception of substitution by means 
of repetition. 
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a damaged element of a multimedia artwork Canopus (1989) by South Korean artist Nam 

June Paik. A damaged component hubcap that included the artists signature and other 

handwritten inscriptions was retouched by conservators, whereas technological elements 

were more readily accepted as exchangeable without undermining the identity of the 

artwork. This led Hölling to question the often received consensus that only one instance 

of an artwork, generally the first, is the most important or relevant version. Refusing the 

notion of an artwork as authentic in only one version or moment in time, Hölling proposes 

that conservation of multimedia artworks be viewed as a dynamic response to the work. 

As technologies advance, or a work is installed in a fresh context, each new instance of a 

multimedia piece is recognised by Hölling as contributing additions to an archive of 

possibilities. Engaging with novel methods and materials in response to inherent problems 

of continuing obsolescent technology in multimedia artwork, Hölling argues it is possible to 

produce something new, whilst still ensuring the initial artist concept and intent is 

maintained. More than this, the latter iteration of a multimedia artwork is inevitably in a 

two-way relationship with every earlier version, thus becoming part of its own archive. 

Hölling does not suggest an attempt to return the physical artwork to a perceived earlier 

state, but rather to bring the original intentions of the artist into the contemporary setting. 

 

Certainly, the work of interpolation for this drawing research is not time-based and 

includes no media technology, yet to substitute by means of transcription does evoke 

another type of remediation. Interpolation is a means to fetch the older work and bring it to 

a new setting, be this a material graft or an archaising transcription. Transposed aspects 

within the wider interpolated drawing must inevitably take on additional new form and 

meaning in relation to the rest of the artwork. Visual and conceptual intentions of the 

earlier artist may remain wholly or partially evident, yet the contrast with remediation lies 

in the changed role of the earlier artwork now positioned within the new. For remediation 

the power of the curator lies in interpreting the meaning of the original artist which may or 

may not be clearly stated. For the contemporary drawing practitioner, the power of 

interpolation lies not only in interpreting visual information and intention of the older 

drawing from a contemporary point of view, but in bringing it within another aspect of 

drawing that is the practitioner’s own. Equally, the newly interpolated drawing has the 

potential to emerge as part of a fresh and singular original artwork that nevertheless 

reaches back to the earlier composition, and in turn brings that composition in part or 

whole, into a contemporary situation. The potential for an archive of versions also 

remains. 
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Two-sided interpolated drawing 
 
A cause of unintentional addition of extraneous material, Brooks (1993f) distinguishes a 

category of manipulated text that is incorporated matter. Typically, unintended 

incorporation of other textual material from notes made in the margins of a book page and 

subsequently included in later copies. I apply the concept of unintended incorporated 

matter to interpolated drawing via conservation concerns for various media to absorb over 

time through the paper substrate. Unintentional sinking of media, pigment or binder from 

one side of a paper support to the other is known in conservation as strike-through (Van 

der Reyden, 1994). The back-to-back images of the two-sided Passarotti sketch 

highlighted in the introduction to this enquiry shows evidence of ink migrating through the 

paper support and is an instance of incorporated visual matter (Figs. 11 & 12).  

 

I aimed to explore ways in which interpolation may manifest using the same material 

properties within paper that are a cause of inadvertent integrated matter. Two-sided 

Interpolation 1 began by folding a sheet of paper and working both sides of the paper in 

turn (Figs. 148-151). I imagined the four folded pages as part of a book constructed of 

folded sheets of paper, each containing information that is disjointed, but nevertheless 

connected in theme (Figs. 152 & 153). Aspects of drawing from one side were first 

temporarily introduced to the other by loosely folding the sheet (Figs. 154 & 155).  

 

 
Fig. 148. Two-sided Interpolation 1, progress: 
Zerkall paper 100gsm folded. 

 
 

 

  
Fig. 149. Two-sided Interpolation 1, progress: left 
inside page. 
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Fig. 150. Two-sided Interpolation 1, progress: 
inside left page [watercolour and graphite] mapping 

enlarged elements of the Sims sketchbook page 

with technical photographic images as an infill. 
 

Fig. 151. Two-sided Interpolation 1, left inside page 

(detail).  

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
Fig. 152. Caroline Ali (2018) Two-sided Interpolation 1, inside pages [graphite, 
watercolour on paper] 106x76cm. 
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Fig. 153. Caroline Ali (2018) Two-sided Interpolation 1, outside pages [graphite, 

watercolour on paper]. 

 

 
Fig. 154. Two-sided Interpolation 1, testing loose 

folds (1). 

 
Fig. 155. Two-sided Interpolation 1, testing loose 

folds (2). 

To explore more opaque media, paper for Two-sided Interpolation 2 was folded vertically 

at its centre and drawn with dense brown bistre ink, black oil-based printing ink and 

graphite (Figs. 156 & 157). A small degree of media sinkage through the substrate was 

faintly visible in reflected light at top left of this piece, and it is likely the printing ink will 

continue to traverse the paper substrate through the passage of time to show more clearly 

on the reverse. Oil bound pigment also increases levels of transparency through the paper 

itself and further changes are likely in future when oil leaches from the film, turning brown 
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through processes of oxidation.78 79 Engraved illustrations of an 18th Century English 

kitchen ware pattern book shows this phenomenon with at left, media strike-through from 

illustrations behind the page, and on that same page ghost imprints from the images to 

right (Fig. 158).  

 

 
Fig. 156. Two-sided Interpolation 2, outside pages [ink on paper] 106x76cm. 

 

 
Fig. 157. Two-sided Interpolation 2, inside pages [ink and watercolour on paper] 
106x76cm.  

 
78 Artist Sarah Casey (2012) has also examined the use of oil for a series of drawings that explore qualities of 
delicacy. 
79 Discolouration and oil migration is a common occurrence in collections, particularly artworks enclosed in 
folios or other confined spaces. Studio discussion with Jane Colbourne, 2016. 
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Only to a small degree is media visible in reflected light between the folded layers of Two-

sided Interpolation 1, but with a light box beneath, the paper became a semi-transparent 

substrate, enabling transient visual interpolation through the paper support (Fig. 159). The 

drawing was regularly viewed in transmitted light as the composition developed, with 

visual material on all four folded sides creating both a layered and a four-fold work.  

 

 
Fig. 158. Pattern book with engravings depicting 

kitchen wares. England (c.1780). Unknown maker. 

Victoria and Albert Museum. 
 

 

 
Fig. 159. Two-sided Interpolation 1, paper folded on 
light box.

To increase paper transparency, clear picture varnish was applied to two sections of Two-

sided Drawing 2 (Fig. 160). Although making little difference to the level of transparency in 

reflected light, the varnished area appeared more transparent under transmitted light, 

allowing a clearer view of media beneath (Fig. 161). The two folded drawings were then 

brought together as a single piece with pages like a palimpsest to create fresh groupings 

of visual information (Fig. 162). Two-sided Drawings 1 and 2 show potential for exploiting 

characteristics of paper useful to interpolation that are its manipulability and various levels 

of transparency. Investigating semi-transparency in paper is the focus for the next in this 

series. 80

 
80 Other combinations of Two-sided Interpolation 1 with Two-sided Interpolation 2 may be found in Appendix 
12. 
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Fig. 160. Two-sided Interpolation 2 progress: 

applying clear varnish. 

 

 

 
Fig. 161. Caroline Ali (2018) Two-sided Interpolation 

2, paper folded over light box. Varnished area at 

lower right.  

 

 
Fig. 162. Caroline Ali (2018) Two-sided Interpolation 1 with Two-sided Interpolation 2 folded 

and overlaid.
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Two-sided Drawing 3 was worked in turn on both surfaces of a sheet of semi-transparent 

Japanese paper (Figs. 163 & 164). I aimed to work equally on each side of the paper in 

turn, with responses to two drawings selected from the Sims archive, Woman Holding a 

Mirror 81 (Fig. 47) and a small sketchbook portrait study also by Sims (Fig. 165). Related 

to Two-sided Interpolation 1 and 2, the third in this series includes various zones of 

drawing, some with distinct boundaries, others with nebulous edges that emphasise 

confined and partially confined enclosures as described by Rawson (1969), and territories 

that Focillon (1934) would recognise as space as limit and space as environment.  
 

 
Fig. 163. Caroline Ali (2018) Two-sided Interpolation 3, side A, progress: view 

prior to addition of collage [graphite, ink and collage on paper] 97x62cm. 

 

 
Fig. 164. Caroline Ali (2018) Two-sided Interpolation 3, side B, progress 

[graphite, ink and collage on paper].  

 
81 This portrait is possibly a copy of another work as the garments worn by the sitter appear to belong to an earlier era. 
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Fig. 165. Charles Sims (c.1910) Female Portrait 

[chalk on sketchbook paper] Sims archive.  

 
Fig. 166. Two-sided interpolation 3, loosely folded 

over transmitted light. 
 

 

Rather than a codex format, this piece was rolled out for viewing. The progress of work 

was regularly observed under transmitted light and the open-ended nature of interpolation 

once again explored with loose folding creating layered, framing, and juxtaposing 

interpolations (Fig. 166). Subsequently, experiments were made by the addition of new 

pieces of paper, partially obscuring sections of drawing, creating an open area for new 

additions of media (Figs. 167-169). In addition, new layers of interpolation were created as 

drawing on one side was visible on the other (Fig. 170). 
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Fig. 167. Two-sided interpolation 3, progress: side A prior to addition of collaged paper 
(detail). 

 

 
                 Fig. 168. Two-sided Interpolation 3, addition of paper collage to lower right of side A. 
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Fig. 169. Two-sided Interpolation 3, addition of paper collage to side A (detail). 

 

 
Fig. 170. Two-sided interpolation 3, progress: side B showing drawing absorbed into 
paper support and visible on the reverse at lower left (detail). 

 

 

What distinguishes and contrasts the research drawings for this enquiry is the position of 

interpolation as informed by conservation retouching practices and theories, and a specific 

focus on reintegration of other drawings. Parallels however do exist with other artists 
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work, including Ellen Gallagher (b.1965) whose drawings embrace migrating media 

together with cutting and collage of existing images (Armstrong, 2013). For the Morphia 

series (2008-2012) Gallagher allowed ink and watercolour to sink through the paper, 

partially emerging on the back to create a base for further responses by the artist. 

Annotated records made when developing Two-sided Interpolation 3 note initial intent to 

include distinguishable aspects of the Sims sketches (Authors notebook, p. 152). A 

different approach to relative readability of interpolated material is explored in the final 

drawing for this enquiry Two-sided Interpolated Drawing 4. Charles Sims Study for Studio 

of a Painter of Fêtes Galantes (Fig. 76) provides the source, together with two in-situ 

studies of the same composition (Figs. 171 & 172). This drawing was selected for its detail 

and relative complexity. A mix of tratteggio-style marks and Sims’ own technique were 

employed to map out segments of both the artists composition and my two transcriptions. 

Graphite and watercolour were applied to a semi-transparent paper (Figs. 173-176). A 

second sheet was attached, allowing the drawing to extend beyond the confines of a 

single page. The larger scale was more appropriate to this experiment which aimed to 

explore a continuously unfolding series of interpolations with consistent, evenly balanced 

elements on both sides of the paper (Figs. 177 & 178). 82 I also investigated how more 

adaptive copies of the drawing might be distinguished within the later work. Further details 

of the Two-sided Interpolation series may be found in Appendix 12. 

 
Fig. 171. Initial in-situ sketch after Studio of a 

Painter of Fêtes Galantes by Charles Sims 

[graphite on sketchbook paper] 25x19cm. 

 
82 Methods for paper adhesion followed specific techniques learnt in Conservation Adhesives workshops at 
Northumbria University and may be found in Appendix 2. 

 
Fig. 172. Second sketch of Studio of a Painter of 

Fêtes Galantes by Charles Sims [graphite on 

paper] 22x20cm. 
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Fig. 173. Two-sided Interpolated Drawing 4, 

progress: applying graphite. 

 

 
Fig. 174. Two-sided Interpolated Drawing 4, 
progress: applying watercolour. 

 
Fig. 175. Two-sided Interpolation 4, side A  
(detail 1).  

Fig. 176. Two-sided Interpolation 4, side A (detail 2)

 
Fig. 177. Caroline Ali (2018) Two-sided Interpolation 4, side A (partially rolled) 1194x62cm.  
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             Fig. 178. Caroline Ali (2018) Two-sided Interpolation 4, side B (partially rolled) 1194x62cm.

Analysis of the Two-sided Interpolation series 
 
The Two-sided Drawings series was an exploration of drawing conveyed on both sides of 

the page. Framing, layering, and juxtaposition are present, although where interpolation 

occurs within a loosely defined boundary it is not always immediately discernable. The 

flexible material properties of paper extended the ways in which interpolation could be 

manipulated via curving, folding, scoring, cutting, collage, and various levels of 

transparency. The variety of paper types and weights employed for the series suggest 

further investigation where comparisons of media, binder, and adhesive absorption, 

across short and extended periods of time, could be visually exploited.  

In practice interpolation has potential to both expand and diminish territories of drawing. 
To allow space for interpolated visual material there is typically a reduction of other visual 

elements, so that parts of a pictorial image may be cut away or become obscured by the 

incorporation of interpolated matter. Reintegrated elements may also have areas 

diminished by excision or obscuration. Instances of interpolation are therefore 

characterised by irregularity, disjointedness, and diminished areas, even where 

interpolation is more subtly integrated.  
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Chapter summary

In this chapter I have uncovered the role of interpolation within other disciplines and 

emphasised a significant distinction between sampling and re-performance as contrasting 

ways to include the work of another. Strategies for interpolation were presented, including 

both drawing that is materially relocated within a new work, and transcription by 

exchanging one version of an earlier drawing with another. Tested in studio practice, this 

proposition allows the possibility for a suspension of disbelief when making or viewing an 

archaising transcription. I do not propose that transcribed interpolation will take the viewer 

or transcriber back to the original event of making, yet substitution by means of 

transcription is an active link to that event. By whatever means, interpolation is the second 

of a two-part movement in which transposition from the earlier drawing is the first.  

 

An aspect of an older drawing brought into the new has the potential to be reconfigured as 

part of another artwork that also extends back to its own previous configuration. The 

connections between a drawing that was once independent, and its newly interpolated 

situation may therefore be expressed as spatial and temporal. For the older drawing it is a 

transitional event between independent identity and a novel role as part of something 

new. 

 

Investigating the historic role of spolia within art and architecture led to consideration of 

the core function for interpolation. Going beyond potential to either support or disrupt 

another drawing, interpolation emerged through studio practice as the introduction of 

drawing to another aspect of itself. The work of interpolation has archival characteristics in 

that clear connections with an older composition are made. Even so, interpolation is not a 

nostalgic attempt to return to the first event of making the earlier drawing, but instead 

bringing an older composition into a new situation to be interpreted by the later 

practitioner.  

 

Interpolated drawing, as explored in the Altered Territories and Interpolated Drawings 

sequences, was contrasted with the concept of remediation of obsolete technologies in 

multi-media artworks as articulated by Hölling who focussed on a video sculpture 

Canopus (1989) by Nam June Paik. The core aim of remediation is a fair representation of 

original artist intention in curating a fresh iteration of a multi-media artwork. This in 

contrast to the potential for the interpolative drawing to freely comment on the relationship 

between the earlier work and its new setting. Even where the first drawing, or an element 
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of it, is materially interpolated, it is inevitably modified by its fresh situation as part of 

another composition.  

 

In this chapter I have moved in studio practice from completely enclosed territories that 

separate my work from the earlier artist, towards open and amorphous spaces in which 

those distinct visual relationships begin to untie. These sometimes complex and 

multifaceted characteristics do not limit what this sphere might include, but instead 

highlight instances of interpolative drawing practice as informed by conservation 

retouching strategies. I have not attempted to present a complete methodology for 

interpolation, instead to identify distinctive attributes that further clarify this domain. 

Articulated through studio practice, these are layered, framing, and juxtaposing models 

that may vary, interconnect and overlap, even connect through paper substrate. Evident in 

various degrees there may be elements of more than one interpolative type within an 

artwork.  
 

To allow space for interpolated visual material there is typically a reduction of other 

elements, so that parts of a pictorial image may be cut away or become obscured by the 

incorporation of interpolated areas. Interpolation therefore has potential to both expand 

and diminish territories of drawing so that both a reintegrated element and the drawing 

into which it is interpolated, may have areas diminished by excision or obscuration.  

 

The nature of interpolated drawing is a relational domain where contrasting visual aspects 

are recalibrated in response to one another, holding possibilities for more than one 

narrative, or another perspective. The intended nature of the interpolation may be 

collaborative, it may be eristic in nature. It may dominate or be dominated by the 

pervading or surrounding visual language of the composition into which the interpolation 

has taken place. Whatever its nature, the internal unity of the later drawing, its logic or 

meaning, is altered by aspects of the other drawing re-integrated and enclosed within.
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Chapter Five 

 

 Evaluation and Conclusions 

 

This concluding chapter brings together the ideas that frame this study, evaluating 

research undertaken in view of what has been discovered. To begin I review how the 

research was planned and implemented, then evaluate what was accomplished with this 

approach. In the final section the significance and timeliness of the research findings to 

Fine Art drawing practice and to conservation retouching of artwork on paper are 

considered and the implications of my findings more widely. 

 

Overview  

The themes of this enquiry emerged from two areas of focus in studio practice. First, an 

exploration of causes of damage and decay to paper and second, in-situ drawing of 

existing drawings by others. In the introduction I recounted questions of conservation 

prompted by exhibition of a fragile laser burn and graphite drawing, and an unexhibited 

pen and ink study by Bartelemeo Passarotti showing evidence of complex visual 

interplays between the original maker and subsequent conservation mediations. Evidence 

of conservation was an indication that processes and protocols within that discipline might 

have useful commonalities with drawing.  

Practitioners who employ drawing to investigate the often fragile and unstable nature of 

objects in museum contexts directly impacted this enquiry. The physical presence of 

objects and their care is the theme of numerous drawing projects by Siân Bowen. 

Thoughtful and innovative drawing outcomes highlight potentials of engaging in trans-

disciplinary discourses with those whose research and practice may touch on care of 

collected objects - curators, archaeologists, historical researchers, botanists, geologists 

and conservators. This approach encouraged my own conversations with paper 

conservators during this enquiry, and my participation in conservation workshops. These 

activities added rigour to my practice in drawing attention to critical conservation practices 

and questioning previous assumptions I had made. Participation highlighted potential for 

alternative approaches to articulating the project themes, and ultimately facilitated 

identification of territory and boundary as a significant focus for my research. 
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Other research in this context also prompted cross-disciplinary exploration with 

conservation. Sarah Casey (2012) investigated qualities of delicacy made tangible 

through drawing, partially in response to protocols for care of costume collections. The 

importance placed by Casey on in-situ records of conservation processes for historic 

objects held resonance with the direct observation studies of drawings I had undertaken in 

museums, and the context and interest in causes of damage and decay to paper objects. 

Utilisation by Casey of an historic costume collection underlined the potential value of this 

approach and encouraged inclusion of the Sims archive within my own methodology.  

 

Tracing anachronic status and transient qualities of paintings with documented histories of 

damage and conservation, Brian Fay (2014) began with a comparative analysis of 

parallels between drawing and conservation practices. This suggested a similar starting 

point for my own exploration although with my particular focus on conservation of works of 

art on paper the intersections differed significantly. Notably, Fay, Bowen and Casey, each 

focused on a small selection of objects as a source from which to investigate their 

research themes, and I followed a similar trajectory in exploring ideas for my own study  

through a small number of drawings selected from the Sims archive.  

 

Numerous informative workshop experiences highlighted the variety of areas of expertise 

commensurate with conservation retouching of works of art on paper and demonstrated 

that retouching is a discrete area of activity among other possible interventions. Other 

conservation procedures and treatments experienced have substantially added to my 

material responses and provided new insights to the behaviour and manipulation of a vast 

range of media and supports which can only benefit my practice in future. The processes 

in themselves, their seamless link with copy, transformative and adaptive issues, has 

therefore helped enormously to formulate the conceptual ideas that surround interpolation. 

 

Situated within this arena my principle aims were to uncover methodological intersections 

between the fields of drawing and of conservation retouching, and to develop a body of 

work articulating new knowledge in response to conservation of works of art on paper. 

The processes involved in conservation retouching emphasised a position from which 

specific territories within and between drawings were the focus. It drew attention to an 

array of possible transcription techniques, it fostered awareness of the lacuna as a sight of 

interest and indicated fresh approaches to exploring the subject themes. Theoretical 

principles developed through extensive studio practice, supporting progress of ideas from 

territory into interpolation. I distinguished alternative methods of interpolation as collaged 
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and transcribed, and identified modes of interpolation as layered, framing, juxtaposing, 

and two-sided. This finally evolved into interpolation conceptualised as drawing that is 

introduced to another aspect of itself.  

Three main areas of investigation for this enquiry were transcription drawing, the work of 

the conservator, and the Sims archive. Aligning reflective studio practice with various 

conservation activities presented a way to negotiate challenges and respond to 

developments as the enquiry progressed. Employing a range of research activities 

encouraged a deeper analysis of processes and outcomes. Triangulating these methods 

prompted a range of starting points in support of the main research themes. This 

approach allowed the focus of the project to be more clearly defined, encouraged a review 

of processes in one area in light of activities undertaken in another. It also fostered 

alternative modes of working, adding objectivity to the project findings. For example, the 

technical examination of the Sims sketchbook led directly to use of magnification to 

construct discrete visual territories within a drawing. 

Combining first, second, and third person enquiry across the project also supported 

research rigour through a variety of problem-solving approaches. At the start, participating 

in various conservation workshops enabled me to position retouching within a broader 

conservation context. As a result, valuable insights into the importance of documentation 

and technical examination were made alongside understanding of a variety of treatment 

procedures. I was also able to utilise new techniques learnt in the workshops on adhesive 

preparation and application, lining, infilling and tear repair to resolve challenges in studio 

practice. Selection of paper types and media employed in studio practice also reflect 

application conservation processes and archival protocols to drawing.  

 

In turn, drawing was informed by conservation technical analysis and interventions, with 

transcription emerging as a critical tool central to exploring the research themes. 

Transcription was also a means to analyse theoretic models of drawing. In this way I 

adapted a model of transcription drawing (Petherbridge, 2010) - already an adaption of a 

model of Renaissance literary imitation (Pigman, 1980) - to be useful to conservation 

retouching. This modified model for retouching was in turn applied to transcription 

practices with a consequent change of emphasis. Initially appearing as a marginal move, 

in modifying transformative transcription to archaising for the new model, the conceptual 

shift established a clear direction that looks back to the earlier work. Equally, a move from 

eristic to adaptive transcription expresses a shift from an essentially contentious intention 

to include a pragmatic view of adjustment. The newly adapted three-part model for 
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transcription became a framework to think through diverse modes of practice undertaken 

for this enquiry. In addition, the process by which the modified model for transcription 

drawing was developed unexpectedly brought to light a parallel three-part model for 

conservation retouching. Together the two models illuminate shared material and visual 

concerns and establish a means to make connections between the areas. 

 

To ensure I did not get lost in my own automatic copy practices, conservation retouching 

techniques were employed as modes of transcription. Retouching approaches analogous 

to drawing methods included vertical lines of tratteggio, hatching and cross-hatching 

aligned to chromatic selection and chromatic abstraction, the lighter tones of sottotono, 

and meticulous matches for illusionistic or invisible retouching. Addressing a binary notion 

of matrix and grapheme drawing as understood by Buchloh (2000) in Chapter Two, 

practical conservation procedures were distilled for application to drawing in the 

Conservation Retouching Techniques sequence. Testing a selection of retouching 

methods alongside my own mode of copy, techniques were evaluated within a framework 

of authored and non-authored drawing with findings that suggest a more subtle relation 

between drawing types in which polarities suggested by Buchloh are diminished.  

 

Informed by these findings the subsequent Overlaid Drawing sequence explored 
comparative accuracy between a transcription and an overlaid trace of the original. 

Challenges in distinguishing separate layers of drawing led to an archaeological approach 

for the next sequence, Layer Periphery. Employing a retouching technique, this series of 

experiments began as an attempt to separate layers of drawing activity within a single 

work, becoming instead a mapping of lost visual connections between adjacent areas. On 

reflection the twelve drawings, each with a separated layer of transcribed colour, were 

illegible without any other visual information. In response I looked again to conservation 

retouching processes and envisioned infilling of missing media around the periphery of 

areas already marked out. The Sims study was scrutinised for marks adjacent to the 

specific area of colour already transcribed. These peripheral areas were added to each 

transcription creating new connecting zones. Undertaking this final manoeuvre for the 

Layer, Periphery series my focus had shifted from accuracy in transcription to notions of 

territory and boundary within a drawing.  

 

Territory and boundary were the conceptual focus for Chapter Three, in which technical 

analysis procedures were applied to create visible alterations to a selected Sims 

sketchbook composition study, including raking light, UVF, IRR and IRFC photography. 
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Numerous drawing sequences were subsequently supported by visual records of these 

processes. Significantly, application of a magnifying lens during technical examinations 

led to an unanticipated way to create visual enclosures. Novel approaches to investigating 

separate and bounded visual areas came to the fore in evaluating these manoeuvres, 

progressing from the closely rendered Lens Enclosure sequence to the provisional 

Photomontage Experiments. These processes were identified as instances of visual 

accretion, in which interventions to an existing drawing are made subsequently by another 

practitioner. In distinguishing the research findings other types of visual manipulation were 

also highlighted as contrasting operations.  

 

Evaluating these outcomes, I identified an opposing range of approaches in which 

elements of an older drawing might be included within a contemporary situation. This led 

to the subsequent mixed media Altered Territories series. Application of an existing 

pictorial element within a new drawing was explored, with infilled lacunae and 

experimental cut and paste, some with clearly demarcated peripheries, others with more 

expansive, blurred boundaries. A solo show, Altered Territories at Northumbria University, 

built on these findings. The exhibition explored ways in which selected drawings could be 

presented to express more fully the interpolative intent of the work. Negotiated within the 

main conservation studio, presentation of the Altered Territories series was informed by 

paper conservation equipment, materials, processes, protocols and studio setting. 

Exhibiting within a contingent space, innovative modes for presenting selected research 

outcomes were explored, with methods including magnification, unframed and unmounted 

horizontal staging set across numerous workstations. The exhibition itself emerged as a 

wider instance of interpolative thinking. Whilst the term interpolation is used here, at that 

time I identified the work as exploring changed territories of drawing. The need to express 

these visual ideas more distinctly emerged most keenly in reflecting on this endeavour. 

 

Characteristics of transposition and reintegration of existing artwork into a new drawing 

were identified in Chapter Four and contrasted with other types of visual manipulation. 

Finally, from exploration of territory and boundary, and transposition and reintegration, the 

concept of interpolated drawing evolved. A working hypothesis allowing for interpolation of 

transcribed elements was proposed, and the position of interpolation in other disciplines 

including music was investigated. Transposition and reintegration were the focus for the 

Interpolated Drawing series which articulated interpolative possibilities for transcription of 

an earlier sketch as either transposed then reintegrated within a new work, or as 

transcription rendered directly to the page of the new work.  
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Contrasting types of visual manipulation included remediation, in which the curator is 

charged with replacing obsolete technological elements of multi-media artwork with new 

iterations, whilst also interpreting the meaning and intent of the original artist. Interpolated 

drawing was distinguished from remediation in that the power of the practitioner lies not 

only in interpreting visual information by another maker, but in bringing those external 

aspects of drawing within the practitioner’s own. Transposition and reintegration, the two 

moves that comprise interpolation, were thus expressed as relational and temporal. 

Theorised in relation to modes of textual manipulation, forms of interpolative activity were 

advanced as framed, juxtaposed, and layered.  

 

Research findings suggest retouching of artwork on paper and other conservation 

strategies may be negotiated in drawing practice in more ways than initially supposed. 

The final sequence for this enquiry, Two-sided Interpolated Drawing, investigated 

interpolative approaches that exploit comparative paper properties of transparency and 

absorbency to media. Drawings have been folded and interlinked, with overlay and media 

strike-through, a feature captured in both reflected and transmitted light. These final 

sequences bring this investigation full circle in resonating with aspects of the pen study 

displaying three profiles, discussed in the Introduction, that initiated this enquiry.  

 
Primary research findings  

 

Distinct to this project is a body of work informed by conservation retouching of artwork on 

paper, with identification of terms appropriate and distinct to that domain. It articulates 

interpolated drawing as a relational proposition, so that the drawn outcomes for this 

enquiry are instances of interpolative theory rather than setting definitive boundaries for 

interpolation in drawing practice. The findings of this research do not therefore, assign 

limits in approaching this domain, but instead reflect visual attributes that express 

interpolative characteristics in drawing practice.  

 

Interpolation uncovers a role for transcription that goes beyond examining and absorbing 

techniques of another artist, or even attempts to empathise with another practitioner or 

earlier drawing event. This approach also moves away from transcription as a means to 

shore up a weaker work, or to interrupt a confident depiction. Instead, the interpolator 

manipulates a relational threshold in which aspects of an older drawing are reconfigured 
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into the new. Finally setting out a critical interpretation of this domain as drawing that 

introduces another aspect of drawing to itself.  

 

Beyond the capacity to support or de-stabilise another work, interpolation operates to 

create a new viewpoint with a novel conceptual framework to consider. Therefore, this 

research negotiates a relational domain that demonstrates the capacity to develop 

drawing in intriguing ways. The work is held in suspension, with visual elements that 

compete or collaborate, mediate or provoke. The role of the interpolator is therefore to 

comment on that relationship. 

 

In addition, a modified three-part model of transcription drawing - tested for application to 

conservation with subsequent changes applied to studio practice - brought a fresh 

viewpoint that made a significant contribution to this study as a theoretic framework 

supporting identification and analysis of transcription approaches. The model is a useful 

resource for further investigations in this field.  

 

Whilst remaining grounded in Fine Art drawing, this thesis also contributes to the field of 

conservation. An unanticipated outcome of developing the model for transcription drawing 

is a parallel three-part model applicable to conservation retouching. Useful as an 

alternative means to identify and theorise retouching approaches, the model also 

contributes an original point of reference for cross-disciplinary discourses concerning 

conservation and drawing practice. Together, the two models support identification of 

parallels and contrasts between transcription drawing and conservation retouching of art 

on paper, so contributing to a framework for future research relating to these subject 

areas.  

 

Contemporary conservation of drawings tends towards a conservative and well 

documented archaising approach to retouching. However, broader aspects of historic and 

contemporary approaches to retouching of drawings are reflected in the Conservation 

Retouching Technique series (Chapter Two). Undertaken in response to research of 

conservation retouching, the drawings as a group are a visual supplement for practitioners 

and students, contributing a useful means to visualising diverse retouching approaches 

and to compare methodologies. Together with the three-part model for conservation 

retouching, practice and theory may be visually and conceptually expressed. 
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Secondary findings emerging from research  

 

In the process of my research other outcomes not directly connected to the thrust of the 

project have emerged. The methodological approach to testing an idea within one 

discipline for relevance to another, bringing consequent modifications back to be analysed 

in the originating field, is a process that has implications for drawing research and 

contemporary practice more widely. It encourages an outward-looking position, an 

alternative viewpoint in response to challenges and provocations in studio practice.  

 

This is the first Fine Art research project to explore the Sims archive at Northumbria 

University. Initial sketches made in the archive, developmental drawings that evidence my 

thinking and problem-solving, and the final practical research outcomes, are the first body 

of work to employ drawings and notebooks selected from the archive as a source for Fine 

Art research activity. During the course of this project I also uncovered threads of iterative 

practice in the Sims archive that appear to connect a series of his sketches by means of 

redrawing, overdrawing and trace. Exploring the archive in this way presents an 

alternative approach to investigating Sims oeuvre, creating new knowledge of his working 

methods, with the potential for further archival exploration. In addition, fresh connections 

linking sketches and compositions to a ceiling painting by Sims, previously unknown to the 

archive, are an additional source for future art historians, archival and conservation 

research. A summary of these findings is available to view in Appendix 1. 

 

Impact of findings on my own practice 

 

This enquiry prompted an intensive investigation of relationships between drawing 

approaches, encouraged use of transcription in innovative ways to explore conservation 

retouching methods, and subsequently interpolative drawing practice. Strategies garnered 

from theories and practices for conservation retouching encouraged novel approaches to 

the questions and challenges presented. Practical skills in handling and manipulating 

paper have been honed, broadening my visual language, allowing new ways to approach 

practical and philosophical questions posed in response to research findings.  

 

I began to think about my wider research methods for this enquiry in terms of 

interpolation, including participation in conservation workshops and presentation of the 

Altered Territories series of drawings within a conservation studio. Methods employed 
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continue to be a significant influence and are evident in subsequent modes of display. 

While undertaking this enquiry I was invited to exhibit selected drawings from the Altered 

Territories and Interpolated Drawing series at Birmingham Museum and Art Gallery 

(BMAG). Displayed horizontally and unframed within two large cases, this method of 

presentation was directly informed by the conservation studios and procedures for 

retouching (Figs. 179-183).83   

 

 
Fig. 179. New Art West Midlands: Five Years On, BMAG (2018). Plan view, 

Case A. 

 

 
Fig. 180. New Art West Midlands: Five Years On, BMAG (2018). Plan view, 

Case B. 

 

 
83 A catalogue accompanied the exhibition New Art West Midlands: Five Years On at BMAG (Khanna, 2018). 
A page from the catalogue is also available to view in Appendix 13. 
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Fig. 181. New Art West Midlands: Five Years On, 

BMAG (2018). Installation view 1, Case A. 

 

 
Fig. 182. New Art West Midlands: Five Years On, 

BMAG (2018). Installation view 2, Case B.  

 

 
Fig. 183. New Art West Midlands: Five Years On, 

BMAG (2018). Installation view 3, Case A. 

 

Further research 
 

Further lines of investigation are suggested in light of this enquiry. There is a rich seam 
still to be mined exploring other ways in which conservation might inform drawing and 

Fine Art practices more widely. It would also be timely for further research exploring 

eclectic instances of interpolated drawing amongst contemporary practitioners, 

illuminating interpolative methods and motivations for such practices. Investigation of 

individual artist approaches and responses would support evaluation of potentials for 

drawing practice and pedagogy. For example, seen through the lens of the project 

findings, Reproduction Drawing IV (after the Leonardo cartoon) (2010) by Jenny Saville is 

an instance of interpolative drawing practice within a wider research theme (Fig. 15). 
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Research citing the positive value of transcribing after other drawings in teaching of 

drawing within higher art education is highlighted in the introduction to this thesis. 

Transcription drawing in a museum setting may be viewed as a discrete activity with its 

own challenges and rewards, but there is also potential to incorporate in-situ museum 

activities within other areas of studio practice. It would be informative to explore potential 

research applications for interpolative practices (transposition and reintegration) in the 

teaching of drawing within higher art education, including its role and value in developing 

innovative interplays between a practitioner and the work of another. For example, a 

challenge may be set in the context of a wider project to develop new drawing into which a 

transcribed study might be wholly or partially interpolated. The interpolated element may 

take form as a material transcription made in an archive or museum context, or a copy of 

those in-situ outcomes (printed/transcribed). Reflecting on the position of the older work in 

the new drawing has potential I suggest, to produce thoughtful visual and conceptual 

outcomes. Dissemination of such research findings has potential to inform and enrich 

student experience and practice.  

 

Whilst the focus of this project is firmly within the field of drawing research, findings also 

suggest wider investigation of ways in which interpolation is expressed in and between 

other visual media such as paint, print, installation, 3D, and time-based outcomes. 

Application of the modified model for transcription drawing to other iterative processes in 

Fine Art would contribute to discourses within these fields. Similar application of the 

parallel three-part model for conservation retouching of works of art on paper to 

conservation of other media and objects also has potential to contribute to dialogues 

concerning contemporary practices.  

 

Conclusion 

 

This study was developed in the context of a renewed interest amongst numerous 

contemporary practitioners in archives and artworks of the past, and interactions between 

drawing and existing imagery in the form of photography, painting, print and other 

drawings. I also observed a curatorial interest in the often complex interplay between 

drawing and imagery from elsewhere. The project methodologies, including exploration of 

the Sims archive, and the transdisciplinary reach of these findings are therefore a timely 

and pertinent contribution to this field.  
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Informed by strategies for conservation retouching of works of art on paper, a specific 

area of drawing was uncovered and identified in terms appropriate and distinct to that 

domain. Distilled through studio practice the key findings of this enquiry contribute new 

knowledge to drawing research in illuminating an area of practice identified as 

interpolation, theorised as drawing that is introduced to another aspect of itself. 

Corresponding terms appropriate to examining instances and characteristics of 

interpolative practice are also identified. In addition, project methodologies contribute a 

modified model for transcription drawing and a parallel three-part model for conservation 

retouching that not only differentiate tactics and outcomes in those areas but are also a 

source for transdisciplinary dialogue. By material means or transcription, the final 

interpolated drawings for this enquiry are distinguished as instances of interpolative 

theory. Strategies employed in this investigation reflect the position of transcription as a 

method for enquiry. Most of all, the practical outcomes of this thesis distinguish a means 

of innovative thinking about the rich complexities of conservation retouching of works of 

art on paper, of transcription in drawing practice, and of interpolated drawing itself. 
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Glossary of Terms 

 
Adaptive transcription: Identifies a type of copy drawing practice that does not attempt 

to exactly transcribe every aspect of the model. The transcriber chooses instead a 

strategy that creates a visual shift, perhaps to acknowledge a different perspective (see 

transcription).   

 
Adaptive retouching: Describes a comparatively loose approach to translating an area of 

missing media within a damaged drawing. Mid 20th Century retouching theories suggested 

that an area of missing media should be infilled in a manner that remains visible on close 

scrutiny, so that colour or technique must be different in some way to the original artwork. 

 
Anachronic: Describes the ability of an artwork to contain more than one event of 

making, so that separate contributions to an artefact over time may be subsequently 

presented as having a singular, even static, temporal status.  

 
Archaising retouching: A term presented for this study as to retouch a damaged or lost 

area of media within a drawing by emulating the style of the original. Commonly known 

amongst conservators as facsimile, imitative or invisible retouching, the term archaising 

brings to the fore the underlying reference towards an earlier state. Visual and textual 

records chronicle the changes made to ensure the areas of retouching do not become 

lost. 
 

Archaising transcription: To closely follow the style of the original drawing, whilst being 

careful to identify the copy as such. 

 
Chromatic abstraction: An image retouching method, using cross-hatched primary and 

secondary colours, like chromatic selection but with the addition of black.  

 

Chromatic selection: An image retouching method employing crosshatching of primary 

and secondary colours similar to the original work surrounding the area of media loss. 
 
Conservation retouching: A process of replacing damaged or lost areas of media with 

the aim to reduce visual discontinuities. Retouching may be applied to the original drawing 

or on to a paper infill (Poulsson, 2008).  
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Copy: In this thesis copy refers to, ‘repetition of another work of art, executed without 

dishonest intention’ (Duro, 2016) According to Duro, non-fraudulent copy may be divided 

into three distinct categories that are: copy to duplicate; copy as part of art education; and 

copy as a starting-point for the creation of another artwork – also known as an artist copy. 

In this thesis alternative categories for copy are considered in highlighting different 

approaches to this drawing activity. 

 
Dissimulative retouching: Part of a three-part model for conservation retouching of 

works of art on paper, dissimulative retouching is to fraudulently conceal or disguise a 

retouched element to appear as an undamaged original work. It is possible that retouching 

may become less discernible, becoming dissimulative as material and media alter over 

time. Equally, a dissimulative area of retouching may become more obvious as pigments 

and media age in different ways. 

 
Dissimulative transcription: One of a three-part model of transcription types, adapted 

for copy by Deanna Petherbridge (2010), itself an adaption of a model of Renaissance 

literary imitation (Pigman, 1980). Plagiarism or forgery is closely associated with 

dissimulative transcription. However, there is not necessarily always intent towards 

dissimulation on behalf of the artist, and dissimulation may also be an unintentional 

consequence of aged drawing over time.  

 
Grapheme: One of two opposing models proposed by German art historian Benjamin 

Buchloh (2000) for drawing, of which matrix is the other. The grapheme model of drawing 

is identified by Buchloh as the expressive gesture of the maker as opposed to what 

Buchloh describes as a suppression of personal impulse. 

 
Grotesque: A grotesque defined as, ‘a style of decorative art characterised by fanciful or 

fantastic human and animal forms often interwoven with foliage or similar figures’, ‘a piece 

of work in this style, an ornate structure, embellished with grotesques.’ Merriam Webster 

Dictionary (2017). 

 
Infilling: This term is used to identify several conservation procedures. Where part of a 

paper support is missing it may be infilled with paper or pulp; a missing area of media may 

also be infilled.  

 
Interpolation: Interpolation commonly defines insertion of something into another entity, 

often to expand or modify. I present interpolation in this thesis as the transposition of 
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elements of one drawing to be reintegrated into another. This is conceptualised as 

drawing that is introduced to another aspect of itself.  

 
Kozo Paper: A traditional Japanese paper, Kozo is made from mulberry bark. Mulberry, 

has strong and durable long fibres and is commonly used in conservation. Also known as 

washi paper. 
 
Lacuna: Oxford University Press (2019) describes the lacuna as ‘An unfilled space…a 

missing portion’ with an origin in the ‘Mid 17th Century: from Latin, 'pool', from lacus 

'lake'’.  Mirriam Webster Dictionary (2017) defines a lacuna as, ‘A blank 

space…discontinuity’ with synonyms that include: ‘inadequacy, insufficiency, lack, 

deficiency, paucity, scantiness, scarcity’. Synonyms of lacuna include break, gap, space, 

hiatus, interval, cavity, opening. Other words related to lacuna found in Thesaurus.com. 

(2019) include: hole, interval, discontinuity, pause, space, interruption.  
 

Matrix: A term coined by Benjamin Buchloh (2000) to identify what he understood as non-

authored drawing, that is drawing that copies another artwork. Buchloh proposes matrix to 

be a negation of individual style that suppresses any personal impulse. See also 

grapheme. 

 
Metameric colour: Pairs or groups of colours that appear identical to the eye but are 

composed of different combinations of wavelength light, though vary when observed 

under another light source (Poulsson, 2008). This particularly effects blue and green 

pigments. 
 
Philology: Analysis of the history and development of oral language and written texts 

over time to establish meaning and authenticity.   

 
Putto (plural, putti): A representation of an infant or small boy, sometimes with wings. 

 

Raking light: Illumination on one side of a drawing or other surface from an oblique angle 

of approximately 30 degrees. Raking light is employed to reveal textures such as warping 

in the paper surface.  

 
Reintegration: Another term for retouching that is common in the UK. In this thesis the 

term reintegration identifies the second of a two-part movement in which an aspect of one 

drawing is situated within another. Transposition is the first part of such a move. 
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Reversibility: Considered a key principle in Paper Conservation thinking since the middle 

20th Century, reversibility continues to be a source of debate as the well-acknowledged 

absorbent, friable nature of paper makes this nearly impossible. Today the notion of 

absolute reversibility in Paper Conservation is considered an illusion. 
 
Sottotono: A technique of integration employing a figurative approach with hues less 

saturated than the surrounding areas, and neutral retouching employing an average 

colour that is inactive in relation to the whole such as greys and beige. 
 
Spolia: Spoils of war. Nagel and Wood (2010) use the term spolia (singular: spolium) to 

mean the architectural elements and antiquities found to be reused in more modern 

buildings and settings. In this thesis I consider an existing drawing that is reused in 

another to be a type of spolia. 

 
Strike-through: Media sinking through the paper substrate to become visible on the other 

side. Also linked to the deterioration of certain pigments such as verdigris and iron gall ink. 

 
Transcription: In relation to visual practice, this is another term for copy drawing. 

Practitioner Patricia Cain (2010) considers transcription to be one of three distinct types of 

copying, referring to transcription as a means to examine questions in the artists own 

practice. Stephen Farthing (2011) also infers different levels of critical thinking, identifying 

transcription as a process of investigation rather than copy as a purely skills-based 

activity. Studious transcription is also an important mode of enquiry for this project. 

 

Transposition: To change the position, order of sequence of something. For this thesis I 

focus on transposition of a drawing or an element of one drawing into another, and argue 

for transposition of both collaged and transcribed, that is re-performed material to be 

useful forms for interpolated drawing.  

 
Tratteggio: An image reintegration method that employs small, regular, vertical strokes of 

primary colours red, yellow, and blue. The aim of the tratteggio technique is to increase 

visual legibility at a distance, whilst making clear on close inspection that a conservation 

intervention has occurred. 
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Appendix 1 
 

New entries for the Charles Sims archive 
 
During the process of this research, previously unknown compositional connections with a 

ceiling mural (previously unknown to the archive) at the headquarters of the Institution of 

Civil Engineers (ICE) were made with several of Sims sketchbook entries and auctioned 

sale items. 

 

Sims was commissioned in 1920 to paint a decorative ceiling for the Great Hall, at 1, 

Great George Street, London, as a gift from the President, Sir John Purser Griffiths (see 

Fig. 1) The painting entitled Figure of Renown, is commemorated with a tablet which 

reads:  

 

The decorated ceiling of this Hall was given by Sir John Purser Griffiths, 
President in 1920, to commemorate the part taken by The Institution in the 
Great War. The Central Panel, by Mr. Charles Sims, R.A., is emblematic of 
the various services in which members were enrolled, and shows the figure 
of Renown, wearing a mourning veil and holding out a wreath of bays with 
a gesture of crowning. (ICE, 1920, p. 215).84 

  

An internal report completed at the time noted details on its construction. ‘The mural was 

painted onto canvas then glued onto the large flat expanse of plasterwork in the centre of 

the ceiling...’ (McCarthy, 2017).   

In addition, a painted study was identified as being sold at a recent Bonham’s sale in 2012 

were it appears to show a French cockade (roundel) to tip of the aircraft wing (Fig. 6). For 

the final painting Sims adjusted the cockade to depict the Royal Flying Corps (RFC) which 

was formed in May 1912.85    

 
 

 
84 ICE Council records (1919) chronicle the acceptance of a donated gift: …’ the Council accept the offer of Sir 
John Griffith, The President, to complete the ceiling of the great Hall by providing for the decoration of the 
central panel a painting emblematic of the Civil Engineers’ war-time efforts, and that the cheque for £1,000, 
paid on this account by Sir John Griffith be gratefully accepted.’ (Institution of Civil Engineers, 1919, 
unpaginated). See Fig. 14.  
85 ‘At the start of the First World War [British] aircraft bore no markings to denote their nationality, and thus 
often came under fire from British troops on the ground. From late August the Union Jack was painted on the 
undersides of aircraft, but this proved unsatisfactory, as from a distance it resembled the cross, worn by 
German aircraft and thus still drew ‘friendly fire’. In December 1914 the [Royal Flying Corps] (RFC) followed 
the example of their French Allies and adopted red, white and blue circles - the French roundel has blue in the 
centre and red on the outside, so the RFC reversed the order to give the roundel which (in differing forms) has 
distinguished British military aircraft ever since.’ (Trustees of the Royal Airforce Museum, 2018). 
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Fig. 1. Charles Sims ceiling panel Figure of Renown (1920), Great Hall, One George Street, 

London. Image © Paul Dawson (2008). 
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Fig. 2. Charles Sims Figure of Renown (1920) ceiling panel, The Great Hall, One Great George Street, 
London. Image © Jodi Hanagan (2016). 

 

 
Fig. 3. Charles Sims Figure of Renown (1920) ceiling panel, The Great Hall, One Great George Street, 

London. Image © Jodi Hanagan (2016). 
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Fig. 4. Charles Sims Figure of Renown (1920) ceiling panel (detail), The Great Hall, One Great George 

Street, London. Image © Jodi Hanagan (2016). 
 

 

Fig. 5. Charles Sims Figure of Renown (1920) ceiling panel (detail), The Great Hall, One Great George 

Street, London. Image © Jodi Hanagan (2016). 
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Fig. 6. Study for the Ceiling Painting in the Great Hall of the Institute [sic] of Civil Engineers, signed ‘SIMS’ 

lower left, oil on canvas, 45.5x109.5cm. Unframed (1919). Image © Bonhams Auctioneers. 

 

A composition study bearing close resemblance to the ceiling appears in Sims sketchbook 

found in the archive (Figs. 7 & 8). It depicts a figure moving from right to left with arm 

outstretched and right hand clasping a wreath, numerous flagpoles also appear as an 

integral part of the design, later revised in the final composition. Other design elements 

not seen in the paintings include a semi-circular shape to the far right and foliage to the far 

left. The archive study also fails to include figures to the lower periphery or the aircraft 

behind the central figure. To the left of the sketchbook page additional studies for 

machinery that closely resemble elements to the right of both ceiling panel and painting 

can be found (Figs. 7 & 9). 

 

 
Fig. 7. Charles Sims (c.1918-1920) sketchbook page showing images similar to Charles Sims Figure 

of Renown. Sketchbook GB3025/4/10 [graphite] (13x18cm) Charles Sims archive. 
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Fig. 8. Charles Sims (c.1918-1920) detail of a composition study similar to the central figure in 

Charles Sims The Figure of Renown. Sketchbook GB3025/4/10. Charles Sims archive. 
 

 
Fig. 9. Charles Sims (c.1918-1920) [graphite] small sketches similar to elements to the right of 
the ceiling painting Figure of Renown and its study. Sketchbook GB3025/4/10. Charles Sims 

archive. 
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Fig. 10. Charles Sims (c.1918-1920) fabric study 
[coloured crayon, graphite on paper]. Sketchbook 

GB3025/4/10. Charles Sims archive. 

 
Fig. 11. Charles Sims (c.1918-1920) fabric study 
[coloured crayon, graphite on paper] Sketchbook 

GB3025/4/10. Charles Sims archive. 

 

 

Fig. 12. Charles Sims (c.1918-1920) studies of 

fabric. Sketchbook GB3025/4/10 [graphite]. 

Charles Sims archive. 

 

Fig. 13. Charles Sims (c.1918-1920) study of 

fabric and figure. Sketchbook GB3025/4/10 

[graphite]. Charles Sims archive.

The same sketchbook includes observation drawings of billowing fabric whose colour and 

pattern are suggestive of the Union Jack which surrounds the central figure (Figs. 10 & 

11). To the lower left of Fig. 11 appears to be a suggestion, in different rotation, of the 

female figure wearing a nurse’s uniform. Two other observation drawings also connect 

loosely folded fabric to the ceiling design (Figs. 12 & 13).  

 

Correspondence with Carol Morgan, ICE Archivist, in 2017 concurs the similarity with the 

ceiling and the possibility of another preliminary watercolour composition study brought in 

for the archive team to view by an undisclosed member of the public (Morgan, 2016). 

Figure 14 shows an ICE Council Record agreeing the text for a tablet to commemorate 

Charles Sims as the maker of the ceiling painting. 
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Fig. 14. ICE archive, Council Record 20th September 1920, agreeing the 

text for a tablet for The Great Hall.  
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Appendix 2 
 

Report on the findings of Paper Conservation Workshops 
 

To better understand the position of retouching within the wider field of conservation I 

observed and participated in numerous scheduled workshops for master students 

studying Paper Conservation at Northumbria University. Led by Dr. Jane Colbourne, 

activities took place at Burt Hall, Northumbria University between 2015 and 2016. This 

report is garnered from contemporaneous notes and observations and arranged in 

attendance order. 

 

Examination and documentation  
 

Detailed assessment of artworks aims to reveal information not only of media and 

processes, but its condition. Forensic information gathered will also contribute to 

establishing provenance and attribution. During the process artist techniques are recorded 

in detail, together with information about the paper support for example its likely 

demography (British, European, Oriental), type of fibres, methods of production, weight, 

texture and depth, measured commonly with a micrometer. These details significantly add 

to conservator’s awareness of the short- and long-term behaviour of the paper and its 

reactions to planned treatment procedures. It also holds value for Fine Art practitioners as 

they are in touch with the materiality of the paper, its physical behaviour and how it may 

respond to manipulation and the application of various media.  

 

Causes of damage and deterioration to drawings on paper are many and varied, and may 

include biological infestation, structural, surface and planar damage, discoloration, soiling, 

media loss and fading, cracking, flaking and strike through.  A condition report prior to 

treatment will use descriptive terms that are specific to describing these anomalies, and 

although specific to the profession also serve to extend Fine Artist’s vocabulary.  

 

With technical examination and condition report completed, recommended paper 

conservation treatment proposals are submitted, and a detailed record of paper 

conservation treatment is logged. Conservation photography or technical examination 

using varying wavelengths of light is also fundamental in the process and recording visual 

reference information. This too has potential for Fine Art practitioners as discussed in 

Chapters Two and Three. 
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Fig. 1. Unframing workshop: student workstation prepared for initial 

examination and documentation of a work on paper.  

 

Unframing workshop  
 

Any framing is treated as part of the history of the object, offering vital information on 

condition and provenance (Fig. 1). The act of un-framing is revealing, intellectual and 

visual activity as layers of history, human presence and materials are uncovered. Frames 

may be molded, carved, gilded, painted, plastic, metal, compressed paper, so diagrams 

are valuable in recording molding profiles and dimensions. Glazing may have 

characteristics including imperfections and the addition of media such as black paint or 

gilding. Backing boards may be made from a variety of hard board, paste board, ply 

board, straw board, each having its own nuances to be considered. Mounting may include 

gilding or a line of wash, labels and adhesives may carry dust and insects. Nails and 

hanging mechanisms may be hand-made, re-used, or badly fitted (Figs. 2-4). All of these 

issues add layers of meaning, chronical the passage of time in a unique way and provide 

potential visual and material stimulus to the Fine Art practitioner. 
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Fig. 2. Example frames, backings, mounts, 
hanging mechanisms.  

 

 

 

 
Fig. 3. Foreground showing example labels, frames. 
Also nails embedded in wood in readiness for removal.  

 

 

 
Adhesives workshop   

 

A vast range of adhesives are used and encountered in paper conservation daily and 

includes animal, fish and plant proteins, synthetic polymers, cellulose derivatives and 

starches. Wheat starch is the most used adhesive and follows traditional Japanese 

techniques employed for centuries in the restoration and production of hand and hanging 

scrolls. The process of making involves numerous stages including heating, repeated 

sieving and kneading, again interesting to document and learn the art as it has unique 

properties (e.g. flexibility, good ageing properties and reversibly) and a close compatibility 

with paper and its cellulose structure (Figs. 4-6). 

 

 
Fig. 4. Adhesives workshop: A range of animal, 

fish, cellulose adhesive discussed in the 

workshop.  

 
Fig. 5. Traditional Japanese equipment for making 

starch paste.  
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Fig. 6. Kneading wheat starch paste with a noribake (paste brush) 

held in noribon traditional cedar paste bowl. 

 

Following lessons learnt during the adhesives workshop, I explored ways in which wheat 

starch paste and methyl cellulose might be used as layers of separation between drawing 

media such as graphite and watercolour. During the application of drawing media and   

alternative layers of adhesive, observations revealed that the graphite remained unaltered 

whilst there was disruption to watercolour pigments applied. Whilst no discernable visual 

changes were observed, accelerated ageing - a common conservation approach using 

heat to test the behaviour materials - could be employed in future to exploit physical and 

visual changes (Figs. 7-9). 
 

 
Fig. 7. Studio experiments: wheat starch adhesive 

(left) and Methyl Cellulose adhesive (right). 

 
Fig. 8. Studio experiments: applying methyl 

cellulose adhesive to graphite on paper.
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Fig. 9. Studio experiments: applying wheat starch adhesive to 

watercolour on paper. 

 
Tear repair workshop  

 

Using a Giclée print on cotton rag paper of an etching (copy by Jane Colbourne after 

Rembrandt), four tears (two straight and two misshapen) were made to the paper in 

preparation for repair practice (Figs. 10 & 11).  

 

1: Straight edge tear repair procedure 

Repair paper (Tosa washi) sympathetic to the object was selected, with weight, colour and 

texture examined for compatibility (Fig. 12). Various methods were tested using previously 

prepared wheat starch from straight edge cut paper and wet torn paper, a traditional 

technique which also hails from Japan (Figs. 13 & 14). Careful manipulation of the repair 

paper was required, a valuable transferable skill that also has practical implication for 

drawing.  
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Fig. 10. Tear repair workshop: Prepared 

workspace with print, tools and materials.  

 
Fig. 11. Dampening tear in preparation for repair. 

 

 
Fig. 12. Tosa washi Japanese paper selected for 

repair.     

 
Fig. 13. Preparing a straight edge strip of Japanese 

repair paper.  

 

 
Fig. 14. Applying a thin coat of starch paste to 

repair strip. 

 
Fig. 15. Pasted repair paper healed down with bone 

folder over Melinex  to impart slight gloss to surface  
in order to match  the texture of the primary support 

more effectively .  
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Preparation for the feathered edge repair included bruising dampened repair paper and 

tearing against a straight edge resulting in loose, long fibres at the periphery which were 

further separated with tweezers (Figs. 16-21).  

 

 
Fig. 16. Preparing feathered edges of paper using 

traditional Japanese methods.  

 
Fig. 17. Torn Japanese repair paper   

 

 
Fig. 18. Aligning and removing rogue fibres to 
feathered edge repair paper using tweezers.  

 
Fig. 19. Completed straight edge and feathered edge 

repairs as viewed from the verso.  

 
Fig. 20. Applying adhesive to recto to secure 

overlapped fibres.  

 
Fig. 21. Arrows point to completed and almost 

invisible repairs after pressing.  
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2: Misshapen tear repair procedure 

In addition to the straight edge tears, two crooked tears were repaired (Fig. 22). This 

involved applying paper in sections following the angle of damage (Fig. 23). The second 

tear was repaired with paper cut to follow the contours of the damage (Fig. 24 & 25).   

 

 
Fig. 22. Inspecting misshapen tears in paper. 

 

 
Fig. 23 Straight edge tear repair applied in sections. 
 

 
Fig. 24. Pressing misshapen tears: weights, glass, 
blotting paper.  

 

 
Fig. 25. Tracing contours of misshapen tear and 

cutting repair paper to shape with scalpel blade. 
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Surface Cleaning workshop  
 

Dirt may come from airborne particulates such as hair, skin, soot, or textile fibres. Surface 

particles may also become bound into the paper substrate which then attracts mould and 

insects. Surface cleaning is generally undertaken with aim to remove these particulates, 

although may pose risks of their own. Materials and tools use include soft Hake brushes 

(made with goat or sheep hair), latex sponges, grated plastic eraser, draft cleaning 

powders which are generally rolled across the paper surface (Fig. 26,27,28). Cleaning 

begins on recto avoiding media and great care is afforded by the paper conservator as not 

erase physical traces of the artists’ activity and vital forensic evidence. Having knowledge 

of the risks, benefits and procedure involved in surface cleaning is invaluable to a Fine Art 

practitioner as they are more able to correct drawing mistakes or remove unwanted 

accretions without further damage.  

 

 
Fig. 26. Surface cleaning workshop: Range of surface 

cleaning equipment and products used by paper 
conservators.  
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Fig. 27. Workspace set-up   

 
Fig. 28.  During surface cleaning   

 
 
Pulp repair and bridge repair workshop 

 
Pulp repairs are carried out to fill lacunae in the paper surface. Shredded, soaked quality 

handmade paper is blended for up to two minutes with colourants added if required (Figs. 

29 & 30). Vintage or heavily sized paper requires boiling and washing prior to this stage. 

Prepared pulp may be formed into balls and dried for future use (Fig. 31). Three methods 

for applying paper pulp were demonstrated in this workshop and included the casting box 

method, the pipette method, and the pulp method.   

 

 
Fig. 29. Pulp repair workshop: Shredded, soaked paper is blended for up to two 

minutes. Colourants to match paper are added at this point as required.  
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Fig. 30 .Examples of natural Japanese and 

European raw plant  material used in the colouring 
of paper pulp.   

 
Fig. 31. Soaked, shredded cotton/rag paper 

blended in water in beaker. Foreground: Pulp 
formed into balls and dried for future use.  

 

1: Casting box method 

A casting box made in the workshop from Melinex (75-micron polyester sheet) is placed 

over a drawing which is face-down over capillary matting, over a vacuum table at a psi 

pressure of 500. Pulp solution is poured into the casting box and drained through the hole 

which conforms to the size and shape of the loss. With the casting box removed, the 

paper fibres are then compacted using hand and a bone folder over a non-woven 

polyester material. Excess pulp is removed with tweezers or rolled away from the edge 

(Fig. 32). 

 
2: Pipette method 

To add paper pulp to a smaller loss the object is again placed recto side down on a low-

pressure vacuum table and drops of pulp are applied until the required depth is obtained 

(Fig. 33). The advantage of any pulp repair technique is their relative ease in applying, 

how seamless they infill losses, and reversibility, as adhesive are not used for attachment. 

 

 
Fig. 32. Casting box method: casting box with hole 

cut in base to conform to the size of the lacunae.  

 
Fig. 33. Pipette method: Adding pulp to infill with a 

pipette whilst on the low-pressure vacuum table. 
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3: Bridge repair method  

This method is useful for double sided, hypersensitive and pigmented artefacts. Small 

quantities of pulped paper are blended in water to make a slurry from long fibred 

Japanese paper, then partially strained. Fibres are transferred to a shallow dish (laid on 

black paper as a visual aid). Using tweezers, individual fibres are drawn up the side of 

dish and laid out straight onto a polyester sheet. Small amounts of rice starch adhesive 

are pasted to each fibre end then affixed across the tear at regular intervals (Fig. 34). 

Fibres may be trimmed to size before application of the adhesive. Crayon, pencil, very dry 

watercolour may be subsequently added to help blend the repair into its immediate 

surroundings.  
 

 
Fig. 34. Bridge repair method: Small quantity of pulped paper blended in a 

shallow dish. Using tweezers, individual fibres are drawn up the side of dish 

and laid out straight. Ends are then pasted and affixed to the tear. 

 

Retouching pulp is very different experience to retouching paper or an original surface of a 

drawing.  This is due to its porosity which can be corrected by the careful application of an 

adhesive which will act as a surface size.   

 
Retouching workshop – supplementary details to accompany Chapter Two 
 

The task of the retouching workshop was to closely follow artist technique, imitating colour 

and textures surrounding the lacuna with the aim to return the work to an imagined 

original state. Documentation of any conservation intervention is part of professional 
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practice and I attempted a similar undertaking as part of enacting the conservator role in 

this workshop.

 

A facsimile giclee print of a 19th Century hand-coloured engraving The Proboscis and 

Other Monkeys, H. Weir (c.1880s) (21 x 30cm) 86had a large lacuna at the lower centre of 

the image, with smaller losses elsewhere (Figs. 35 & 36) including at the print’s periphery. 

After initial assessment the first lacuna was retouched lightly and allowed to dry (Fig. 35) 

 

Retouching then began on a second loss (Fig. 36). My aim was to match its periphery 

using colour slightly cooler and lighter so that the lacunae would be invisible unless under 

scrutiny. Colour was carefully matched on a paper similar in tone and surface to the print 

before applying pigment. The loss was built up with raw sienna, and subsequently a raw 

sienna and ultramarine mix. Small strokes of lightly pigmented watercolour on an almost 

dry brush were slowly crosshatched until almost matching in hue. Each application of 

pigment was dried thoroughly before another was applied (Fig. 36). 

 

 
Fig. 35. Retouching workshop: Detail of loss lightly 
retouched.  

 

 

 
Fig. 36. Lacuna infilled with small brushstrokes of 
raw sienna. Shadow at lacuna perimeter untouched 

(detail). 

 

After reflecting on the outcomes of these first retouching activities the lacuna towards the 

centre of the image was finally addressed. This large loss in design was positioned across 

the near arm and thigh of a monkey (foreground left), and the thigh of a monkey 

(foreground right). Calculating how the form may have originally appeared became 

increasingly difficult in the move away from its periphery. For clues as to the width of the 

missing forearm and thigh, the width of these features in the similarly sized monkey on the 

branch was measured. Shading and direction of fur were guided by clues at the edges of 

 
86 This facsimile is printed on 310gsm 100% rag paper. 
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the lacuna and how the fur was rendered in other areas of the print. Semi-transparent 

paper used to lightly trace a plan for positioning limbs allowed for changes in calculating 

the composition and was pliable enough not to create indentation marks on the paper 

surface. Light touches of graphite broadly guided shapes and direction of fur (Fig. 37). 

 

Using small strokes, raw umber was used to suggest fur to the monkey on the right of the 

composition. Further layers of raw umber and lines composed of ivory black and cadmium 

red mix completed the effect (Fig. 38). Application of ultramarine brushstrokes to the 

monkey to the left was followed by a further coverage of raw umber and ultramarine. In 

addition, two or three strokes of cadmium blue were added to test for metameric 

appearance under different wavelengths of light (Fig. 39).87 A further application of small 

strokes of ultramarine and raw umber, followed by black and cadmium red completed the 

infill cycle (Figs. 40 & 41).  

 

My approach in using colours slightly cooler and paler than the surrounding area made it 

possible to recognise the retouched areas on close inspection yet guide the eye almost  

imperceptibly at a reasonable viewing distance, thus unaffecting the reading of the 

composition as a whole (Fig. 42). 

  

 
Fig. 37. Planning the retouching process and using 

faint traces of graphite applied in dots as guide to the 

direction of fur textures.  

          
Fig. 38. First layer of raw umber applied to lacuna. 

Direction of marks following pattern of fur. Similar 

paper was used to test match colours.  

 

 
87 Metameric colours are those that match under one light source but vary when observed under another 
Poulsson (2008). 
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Fig. 39. Second layer ultramarine and 

ultramarine/ raw umber mix applied to lacuna  

 
Fig. 40. Further layers of pigment added  
 

 

 
Fig. 41. Application of ivory black/ cadmium red  

 
Fig. 42. Application of ultramarine and raw umber 

Humidification and adhesives application workshop  
 
This workshop was an opportunity to develop knowledge and practical skills in application 

of wheat starch adhesive for collage elements and to explore humidification of various 

media on paper of various thicknesses and quality (Zerkall Book Paper, watercolour 

paper, inkjet print on plain copy paper). Firstly, a humidification chamber was assembled; 

comprising a large tray with damp blotting paper and sheet GoreTex a semi-permeable 

membrane which allows moisture vapour through to the artwork in a controlled manner. 

To retain level of humidity, each tray was covered with a clear acrylic sheet. Paper 

elements were initially placed face down and later turned over to continue humidification 

over two to three hours (Figs. 43-46). 
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Fig. 43. Preparing humidification chamber using 

wet blotting paper, supported by polyester sheet at 

the base of the tray.  

 
Fig. 44. Humidification chambers with clear acrylic 
sheet placed over tray to retain humidity.  

 
Fig. 45. Artwork in humidification chamber turned 
upwards [assorted watercolour on variously 

weights of Zerkall paper. At front graphite and ink 

on thin Kozo Paper].  

 
Fig. 46. Humidification of prepared collage 
elements made of copy paper and notebook page.  

 

Whilst humidification is underway a wheat starch paste was made. To begin the wheat 

starch granules and distilled water were heated and mixed to a thick paste. The paste was 

then twice passed through a horse-hair sieve. Water was added, a few drops at a time, 

until the appropriate consistency was achieved (Figs. 47). A large sheet of Zerkall paper 

was placed onto a supporting polyester sheet and dampened with a water spray. The 

dampened sheet was covered with another sheet of polyester and a large brush sweeping 

outwards from the middle stretched the paper evenly. The top polyester sheet was rolled 

away to allow for receiving the collage elements (Fig. 48). Each collage element was 

prepared by placing image down onto a polyester sheet and the verso applied with a thin 

even coating of wheat starch paste. Using a ball of cotton wool excess adhesive was 

removed from the polyester sheet (Figs. 49 & 50). Supported by the polyester sheet, the 

collage was registered onto the primary support of Zerkall paper (Fig. 51).  
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When all three collage elements were in place the composition was pressed using sheets 

of non-woven polyester, blotting paper and heavy weights (Figs. 52 & 53). Due to the high 

moisture content of the adhesive there was some movement of the pigment generated by 

the computer copy paper and fresh ink used to generate image for the inset. This is to be 

expected due to dye based constituents in the media. The copy paper also tore easily. 

These limitations suggested stronger papers and better- quality printing should be 

employed in further studio practice. 

 

 
Fig. 47. Prepared wheat starch paste to thick cream consistency.

 
Fig. 48. Rolling polyester sheet away from paper 
previously humidified with water spray.  

 

 

 
Fig. 49. Humidified collage placed face down on 

polyester sheet and brushed with wheat starch 

adhesive.  
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Fig. 50. Wiping excess adhesive from polyester 

surface. Image    

 
Fig. 51. Supported by polyester sheet the collage is 

placed onto paper  

 

 
Fig. 52. Three-part collage in-situ on paper. Print 

pigment bleed creating different colours  

 
Fig. 53. Humidified paper covered with blotting paper 

and weights applied. 

 

Watercolour collage elements on variously weighted Zerkall papers were also tested, 

alongside drawing media including ink and graphite on Kozo paper. Both watercolour 

pigments and inks were liable to shift when wheat starch paste was applied directly to 

pigments in readiness for insertion to back of paper lacunae (Figs. 54 & 55). Movement of 

watercolour pigments is less likely where application has occurred further back in the past. 

This is due to the ageing of the gum binder which through oxidative processes becomes 

less sensitive to moisture. 88 To avoid movement altogether a fixative could be applied to 

the ink /watercolour or to construct the college elements first then apply media in situ. 

 

 
88 Studio discussions with Jane Colbourne in 2017. 
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Fig. 54. Selection of workshop outcomes.  

 
Fig. 55. Selected workshop outcome.

To complete the exercise, additional tester pieces included a more robust Giclée printed 

on cotton paper. A shape was cut and removed from the centre of the image. Supported 

by polyester sheet, plain paper was applied to the verso of the lacuna with wheat starch 

paste and the reverse of the full image brushed with the same adhesive. The ready 

pasted image was applied to Zerkall paper, the polyester sheet was then rolled away and 

the artwork pressed (Figs. 56-58). This resulted in a positive outcome showing no visible 

signs of bleeding with paper also intact. 

 

 
Fig. 56. Supported by polyester sheet paper is applied to verso of lacuna 

with wheat starch adhesive, then reverse image brushed with wheat starch 
adhesive and applied to paper.  
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Fig. 57. Applying pressure with cotton wool to collage element through 

Melinex sheet
  

 
Fig. 58. Rolling polyester sheet away from collage element. 

 
Paper conservation workshop conclusions 
 
These informative workshop experiences highlighted the variety of areas of expertise 

commensurate with conservation retouching of works of art on paper and demonstrated 

that retouching is one discrete area of activity among other possible interventions. Other 

conservation procedures and treatments experienced have substantially added to my 

material responses and has provided new insights to the behaviour, manipulation of a vast 

range of media and supports which can only benefit my practice in future. The processes 

in themselves, their seamless link with copy, transformative and adaptive issues, has 

therefore helped enormously to formulate my conceptual ideas that surround interpolation.    
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Appendix 3 
 

Conservation Retouching Techniques – supplementary images 
 
The images below supplement those in Chapter Two in which I explore a range of drawing 

techniques informed by conservation retouching approaches. Zerkall Book Paper 100gsm 

was chosen for its smooth surface, useful for detailed graphite and light watercolour. 

Figures 1–5 show my working methods, including use of transmitted light, and ‘lift and 

memorise’ in which paper is quickly lifted so that the image below is observed, then 

replaced to allow for additions to the copy positioned above.89 Figure 6 presents a view of 

the blind stylus method in which computer copy paper is employed as a support in 

response to the practical everyday applications of carbon and non-carbon copy paper as 

materials for duplicating office invoices and receipts.  
 

 
Fig. 1. Caroline Ali (2015) Retouching Technique: 

Tratteggio, progress. 

 
Fig. 2. Caroline Ali (2015) Retouching Technique: 

Chromatic Selection, progress.

 
Fig. 3. Caroline Ali (2016) Retouching Technique: 

Chromatic Abstraction, progress. 

 
89 This method has a long tradition in Japanese and Chinese painting and remains a standard technique in the 
training of artists and scroll conservation students in the Far East. 

 
Fig. 4. Caroline Ali (2016) Retouching Technique: 

Sottotono, progress. 
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Fig. 5. Caroline Ali (2016) Retouching Technique: 

Invisible, progress.\\\ 

 

 

 
Fig. 6. Caroline Ali (2016) Blind Stylus Trace, progress. 
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Appendix 4  
 

Overlaid Drawings series - supplementary progress images 
   

This appendix visually records progress of studio methods for Overlaid Drawings not 

included in the main text. Two of this series of six, Overlaid Drawing 4 and Overlaid 

Drawing 5, are discussed in Chapter two and therefore not included here. Images of the 

completed compositions for Overlaid Drawings 2, 3 and 6 may also be found in Chapter 

Two. 

 
Overlaid Drawing 1  
 

Each drawing for this series began with a studious in-situ study of a sketch by Charles 

Sims selected from the Sims archive at Northumbria University. The in-situ studies were 

made early in the enquiry as I explored the archive. The subject matter of two figures in 

Charles Sims (c.1924) Study in reverse for ‘June’  related to my intent copy a drawing that 

employed single media, here charcoal (Fig. 1). In-situ studies undertaken in the archive 

were drawn with graphite as the media most easily removed should accidental additions 

to original items occur (Fig. 2). Magnification of the in-situ study was variously employed 

to aid close observation of my transcription (Figs. 3 & 4). 

 

 
Fig. 1. Charles Sims (c.1924) Study in reverse 

for ‘June’  [charcoal on paper] 50x30cm, Charles 

Sims archive, Northumbria University. 
 

Fig. 2. Caroline Ali (2014) In-situ sketch of Sims 

Study in reverse for ‘June’ [graphite on paper] 

30x21cm. 
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Fig. 3. Exploring use of glass lens to view my in-

situ sketch.     

Fig. 4. Exploring use of an illuminated magnifying 

lens to view my in-situ sketch.

 
Enlarged segments of both the Sims sketch and my study were traced onto Kozo paper 

(Figs. 5 & 6).90 Highlighted in the Introduction, repairs to Portraits of Three Men by 

Passarotti had the appearance of a type of Kozo paper which is commonly employed in 

conservation repair of artworks on paper.91  

 

Reflecting on Overlaid Drawing 1, my initial focus to explore sections of both original and 

copy in detail resulted in a fragmented piece that did not express the two-part aspect of 

my intentions. I noted a lack of visual separation between layers of drawing and attempted 

to address this concern across the rest of the series (Fig. 7). 

 

 
Fig. 5. Overlaid Drawing 1, progress: tracing 
enlarged in-situ sketch of Sims Study in reverse for 

‘June’ [graphite on paper]. 

 
Fig. 6. Overlaid Drawing 1 (detail).

 
90 A traditional Japanese paper, Kozo is made from mulberry bark which has strong and durable long fibres 
and is commonly used in conservation. Also known as washi paper. 
91 Subsequent research during this enquiry uncovered various types and weights of paper employed in 
conservation of works of art on paper. 
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Fig. 7. Caroline Ali (2014) Overlaid Drawing 1, [graphite on Kozo paper, 

clips] 100x80cm. Installation at Paper Studio North (PSN) Northumbria 

University (2015). 

 

Overlaid Drawing 2  
 
Employing the same Sims sketch as a source for Overlaid Drawing 1, the enlarged in-situ 

study was traced in full for Overlaid Drawing 2 as opposed to the composed segments of 

the earlier work (Fig. 8). Smooth watercolour paper was selected for Overlaid Drawing 2 

and the rest of the series to allow for paper that more closely reflected that used by Sims. 

The enlarged Sims Study in reverse for ‘June’ was then traced over the first layer of 

drawing with a heavier pencil (Fig. 9). Reflecting on the outcome, electing to use two 

types of graphite pencil increased discernibility between enlarged original and copy (Fig. 

10). Variation in media was explored further in the next drawing.  
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Fig. 8. Overlaid Drawing 2, progress: light box 

trace of scanned, enlarged in-situ sketch of Sims 
Study in reverse for ‘June’ [graphite on paper]. 

 
Fig. 9. Overlaid Drawing 2, progress: light box 

trace of scanned, original Sims Study in reverse 

for ‘June’, second layer [graphite on paper].

 
Fig. 10. Caroline Ali (2015) Overlaid Drawing 2 [graphite on smooth watercolour paper] 

(detail). 

 

Overlaid Drawing 3 progress 
 
Another sketch from the archive, Charles Sims (1924) Mother and Child with Glove was 

the source for Overlaid Drawing 3. Selected for the inclusion of two bounded figurative 

shapes and also for addition of ink to selected areas (Figs. 11 & 12). The process follows 

as for the earlier drawings in this series with two types of graphite pencil to distinguish the 

layers, but with the addition of coloured inks to map out the enlarged Sims sketch Fig. 13-

15). Reflecting on this outcome led to the question of whether similar discernibility 
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between to drawing events is possible in a more complex pictorial image, and this is 

investigated in the next drawing.

 
Fig. 11. Charles Sims (1924) Mother and Child with Glove [ink, graphite on paper] various 
dimensions approx. 50x30cm. Charles Sims archive, Northumbria University (2015). 

 

 
Fig. 12. Above: Charles Sims (1924) Mother a Child 

with Glove. Below: In-situ sketching of Charles Sims 

Mother and Child with Glove [graphite on paper] 

25x18cm, Charles Sims archive, Northumbria 

University. 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
Fig. 13. Overlaid Drawing 3, first layer, using light 

box to trace scanned, enlarged in-situ sketch of 

Charles Sims Mother and Child with Glove, layer 
[graphite on paper].
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Fig. 14. Overlaid Drawing 3, second layer, using light 

box to trace scanned, enlarged Charles Sims Mother 

and Child with Glove [blue, black and brown ink, 9B 
and HB graphite on paper]. 

 
Fig. 15. Overlaid Drawing 3, (detail 1) [blue, black and 

brown ink, 9B and HB graphite on paper]. 

 

 
Fig. 16. Overlaid Drawing 3 (detail 2). 

 

Overlaid Drawings 4 and 5  
 

Details of the progress and outcomes of Overlaid Drawing 4 and Overlaid Drawing 5 may 

be found in Chapter Two. 
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Overlaid Drawing 6   
 

A complex composition study for a painting, Charles Sims (c.1925) Study for Studio of a 

Painter of Fêtes Galantes is rendered in charcoal, chalk, and watercolour (Chapter Two, 

Fig. 70). I began by tracing in graphite an enlarged version of my in-situ study of this work 

(Figs. 17 & 18) followed by overlaid trace, using graphite and variously coloured inks of an 

enlarged version of the Sims composition (Figs. 19-21). Incremental obscuration of the 

drawing as it thickened with layers of media highlighted limitation to this method, leading 

to a change of approach in the subsequent drawing sequence.

 

 
Fig. 17.  Above: Charles Sims (c.1925) Studio of a 

Painter of Fêtes Galantes (38x43cm). Below: Caroline 
Ali (2015) In-situ sketch of Studio of a Painter of Fêtes 

Galantes [graphite on paper] 25x18cm, Charles Sims 

archive, Northumbria University. 

 

 
 

  
Fig. 18. Caroline Ali (2015) Overlaid Drawing 5, first 

layer, tracing enlarged sketch of Studio of a Painter 

of Fêtes Galantes by Charles Sims [graphite]. 
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Fig. 19. Caroline Ali (2015) Overlaid Drawing 5, [ink 

over graphite on paper] (detail 1). 

 
Fig. 20. Caroline Ali (2015) Overlaid Drawing 5, [ink 

over graphite on paper] (detail 2). 

 

 
Fig. 21. Caroline Ali (2015) Overlaid Drawing 6 [ink over graphite on 

paper] (detail 3). 
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Appendix 5 
 

Layer Periphery series – supplementary progress images 
 

This series of drawings, highlighted in Chapter Two, are completed on Zerkall Book Paper 

100gsm other than the first Layer periphery: Raw Sienna, which differs in being supported 

by smooth watercolour paper. The change was made in order to experiment with layering 

thin sheets of paper, each holding a separate layer of media, placed together on a light 

box. A change of direction recounted in Chapter Two created instead a series of individual 

works. The images below highlight eleven drawings for this series. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Layer Periphery: Alizarin Crimson, progress. 

 
Fig. 2. Caroline Ali (2015) Layer Periphery: Alizarin 

Crimson [watercolour on paper] 53x76cm.  

 

      
Fig. 3. Layer Periphery: Ultramarine, progress 

[watercolour on paper]. 

Fig. 4. Caroline Ali (2015) Layer Periphery: 

Ultramarine [watercolour on paper] 53x76cm.
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Fig. 5. Layer Periphery: Cadmium Yellow, progress 

[watercolour on paper].  

 

 
Fig. 7. Layer Periphery: Black, progress 

[watercolour on paper]. 

 
Fig. 6. Caroline Ali (2015) Layer Periphery: 

Cadmium Yellow [watercolour on paper] 53x76cm. 

 

 
Fig. 8. Caroline Ali (2015) Layer Periphery: Black 

[watercolour on paper] 53x76cm. 

Fig. 9. Layer Periphery: Burnt Umber, progress 

[watercolour on paper].  

Fig. 10. Caroline Ali (2015) Layer Periphery: Burnt 

Umber [watercolour on paper] 53x76cm.
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Fig. 11. Layer Periphery: Green mix, progress 

[watercolour on paper]. 

 
Fig. 12. Caroline Ali (2015) Layer Periphery: Green 

mix [watercolour on paper] 53x76cm.

 
Fig. 13. Layer Periphery: Payne’s Grey with Raw 

Umber, progress [watercolour on paper]. 

 
Fig. 14. Caroline Ali (2015) Layer Periphery: Payne’s 

Grey with Raw Umber [watercolour on paper] 

(detail). 

 

 
Fig. 15. Layer Periphery: Purple mix, progress 

[watercolour on paper]. 

 

Fig. 16. Caroline Ali (2015) Layer Periphery: Purple 

mix [watercolour on paper] (detail).
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Fig. 17. Layer Periphery: White, progress 

[watercolour on paper]  

 
Fig. 18. Caroline Ali (2015) Layer Periphery: White 

[watercolour on paper] (detail). 

 

 
Fig. 19. Caroline Ali (2015) Layer Periphery: 

Yellow Ochre [watercolour on paper] (progress). 

 
Fig. 20. Caroline Ali (2015) Layer Periphery: Yellow 

Ochre [watercolour on paper] 53x76cm.

 
Fig. 21. Caroline Ali (2015) Layer Periphery: 

Payne’s Grey [watercolour on paper] (progress). 

Fig. 22. Caroline Ali (2015) Layer Periphery: Payne’s 

Grey 53x76cm.
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Appendix 6 
 

Lens Enclosure series – supplementary progress images 
 

Discussed in Chapter Three with accompanying images, the Lens Enclosure series was a 

response to experiments in which a magnifying lens was carefully placed onto a small 

sketchbook composition study, Charles Sims (c.1915) Woman Holding a Mirror. With a 

plain surface suitable for graphite, Zerkall Book Paper 100gsm is the support. To-scale 

images of the sketch were variously copied and traced, alongside a method of ‘lift and 

memorise’. The images in this appendix supplement those in the main body of the thesis. 

 

Lens Enclosure 1 
 

 
Fig. 1. Lens Enclosure 1, progress: copy drawing. 

 
Fig. 2. Lens Enclosure 1, progress: lift, observe, 

memorise. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Lens Enclosure 1, progress: tracing with light 

box. 

 
Fig. 6. Caroline Ali (2016) Lens Enclosure 1 

[graphite on paper]. 
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Fig. 7. Caroline Ali (2016) Lens Enclosure 1 [graphite on paper] 38x28cm. 

 
Lens Enclosure 2 

 

 
Fig. 8. Lens Enclosure 2 progress: copying digital 

photograph of Sims sketch. 

 
Fig. 9. Caroline Ali (2016) Lens Enclosure 2  [graphite 
on paper]. 
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Fig. 10. Caroline Ali (2016) Lens Enclosure 2 [graphite on paper] 38x28cm. 

 

Lens Enclosure 3 
 

 
Fig. 11. Lens Enclosure 3, progress. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 12. Lens Enclosure 3, progress. 
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Fig. 13. Caroline Ali (2016) Lens Enclosure 3 
[graphite on paper].  

 

 
Fig. 14. Caroline Ali (2016) Lens Enclosure 3 

[graphite on paper] 38x28cm.

Lens Enclosure 4 
 

 
Fig. 15. Lens Enclosure 4, progress. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 16. Caroline Ali (2016) Lens Enclosure 4 [graphite 
on paper]. 
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Fig. 17. Caroline Ali (2016) Lens Enclosure 4 [graphite on paper] 38x28cm. 

 

Lens Enclosure 5 
 

         
Fig. 18. Lens Enclosure 5, progress. Fig. 19. Lens Enclosure 5 (detail). 
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Fig. 20. Lens Enclosure 5 [graphite on paper] 38x28cm.
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Appendix 7 
 

Photomontage experiments – supplementary images 
 

The photomontage experiments developed in Chapter Two out of investigations into 

effects of a magnifying lens placed in various positions onto a Sims sketchbook page with 

a composition study Woman Holding a Mirror (Chapter 2, Fig. 41). Printed images 

recording these manoeuvres, subsequently printed on copy paper as a source for the 

Lens Enclosure series, were cut with a blade at the pictorial perimeter of the lens, with the 

resulting lacuna inset with various related images (Figs. 1-6). Early experiments such as 

seen in figure 1 explored shapes more complex than the circle, but on reflection appeared 

to confuse the focus on separate visual areas. Printed versions from the Conservation 

Retouching series were also explored (Figs. 7 & 8). 

 

 
Fig. 1. Photomontage Experiment 1 [cut and inset 

inkjet prints of scanned Sims sketchbook page on 
copy paper] 30x21cm. 

 
Fig. 2. Photomontage  Experiment 2 [cut and inset 

inkjet prints of scanned Sims sketchbook page on 
copy paper] 30x21cm. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Photomontage  Experiment 3 [cut and inset 
inkjet prints of scanned Sims sketchbook page on 

copy paper] 30x21cm. 

 
Fig. 4. Photomontage Experiment 4 [cut and collaged 
inkjet prints of scanned Sims sketchbook page on 

copy paper] 30x21cm. 
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Fig. 5. Photomontage Experiment 5 [cut and inset 

inkjet prints of scanned Sims sketchbook page on 
copy paper] 30x21cm. 

 
Fig. 6. Photomontage Experiment 6 [cut and inset 
inkjet prints of scanned Sims sketchbook page on 

copy paper] 30x21cm. 

 

 
Fig. 7. Photomontage Experiment 7 [Printed images 
of Temporary Lens Enclosure 1 with Conservation 

Retouch Technique: Chromatic Abstraction cut and 

inset on copy paper] 30x21cm.  

 

 
Fig. 8. Photomontage Experiment 8 [Transcription of 
Charles Sims Woman Holding a Mirror [graphite and 

watercolour on Zerkall book paper] 38x27cm. 
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Appendix 8 
 

Altered Territories series – supplementary progress images 
 

Altered Territories 1 

A drawing after Charles Sims (c.1915) Woman Holding a Mirror, employed as a source for 

the series Conservation Retouching Techniques (Chapter Two), and printed outcomes of 

technical analyses (Chapter Three) are visual sources for this enquiry. The first stage for 

all in the series begins with a to-scale inkjet print on copy paper of Conservation 

Retouching Technique: Illusionistic, which is cut to create a circular lacuna infilled with 

various inset papers. Completed first stage outcomes were each collaged onto Zerkall Hot 

Pressed 100gsm Book Paper for following steps.   

 
Fig. 1. Altered Territories 1 [scanned, cut and sanded 

collage details of multi-spectral images of Charles 
Sims, Woman Holding a Mirror, cut digital image of 

Conservation Retouching Technique: Illusionistic]. 

 

Fig. 3. Altered Territories 1, completed first stage 

(see Fig. 2) collaged onto paper with graphite over 
drawing] 38x28cm. 

 
Fig. 2. Altered Territories 1 first stage completed, 

18x13cm. 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 4. Altered Territories 1 (detail). 
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Altered Territories 2 
 

 
Fig. 5. Altered Territories 2, stage 1 [inset: scanned, 
cut and sanded collage details of multi-spectral 

images of Conservation Retouching Technique: 

Illusionistic on inkjet printer paper] 18x13cm. 

Fig. 6. Caroline Ali (2017) Altered Territories 2, 
stage 1 collaged onto paper [Metal pigmented ink 

(copper alloy) with graphite over drawing] 38x28cm. 

 

 
Fig. 7. Altered Territories 2 (detail).

 
Altered Territories 3 
 

 
Fig. 8. Altered Territories 3, stage 1 [collage 

details of multi-spectral images of Conservation 

Retouching Technique: Illusionistic] 18x13cm. 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 9. Caroline Ali (2017) Altered Territories 3 
[Metal pigmented ink (copper alloy) and watercolour 

over collage] 38x28cm. 
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Fig. 10. Altered Territories 3 (detail). 

 
Altered Territories 4 

 

 
Fig. 11. Altered Territories 4 (stage 1 progress). Fig. 12. Altered Territories 4, stage 1 [inset: detail of 

earlier drawing after Sims, Woman Holding a Mirror, 

graphite and silver ink on Kozo paper behind cut 

digital image of Conservation Retouching 

Technique: Illusionistic] 18x13cm.  

 
Fig. 13. Altered Territories 4 [embossing over collage] 

38x28cm. 

Fig. 14. Altered Territories 4 (detail).
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Altered Territories 5 
 

 
Fig. 15. Altered Territories 5, stage 1 [inset: drawing 

detail of Sims, Woman Holding a Mirror [graphite and 
Mica pigmented ink on Kozo paper behind author’s 

transcription] 18x13cm. 

 

 
Fig. 16. Caroline Ali (2017) Altered Territories 5 
[Metal pigmented ink (copper alloy) and watercolour 

(black) over collage] 38x28cm. 

 

 
Fig. 17. Caroline Ali (2017) Altered Territories 5 (detail). 
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Altered Territories 6 
 

 
Fig. 18. Altered Territories 6, stage 1 [inset: detail of 
transcript of Sims, Woman Holding a Mirror [graphite, 

layout paper behind cut digital image of Conservation 

Retouching Technique: Illusionistic] 18x13cm. 

 
Fig. 19. Altered Territories 6, stage 2 [graphite over 
collage]. 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 20. Caroline Ali (2017) Altered Territories 6, 

stage 3  [graphite and watercolour (Payne’s Grey) 

over collage] 38x28cm. 

 
Fig. 21. Altered Territories 6 (detail). 
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Altered Territories 7 
 

 
Fig. 22. Caroline Ali (2017) Altered Territories , stage 

1 [inset: details of multi-spectral images of Charles 

Sims, Woman Holding a Mirror, behind digital image 
of Conservation Retouching Technique: Illusionistic] 

18x13cm. 

 
Fig. 23. Caroline Ali (2017) Altered Territories 7 [metal 

pigmented ink (copper alloy), ink, and watercolour 
(black) over collage] 38x28cm. 

 

 

 
Fig. 24. Altered Territories 7 (detail 1). 

 

Fig. 25. Altered Territories 7 (detail 2). 
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Altered Territories 8 
 

 
Fig. 26. Altered Territories 8, stage 1 [inset: collage 
details of multi-spectral images of Charles Sims 

drawing Woman Holding a Mirror, digital image of 

Conservation Retouching Technique: Illusionistic] 
18x13cm. 

Fig. 27. Caroline Ali (2017) Altered Territories 8, 
stage 2 [graphite and white ink over collage] 

38x28cm. 

 

 

 
Fig. 28. Altered Territories 8 (detail 1). 

 
Fig. 29. Altered Territories 8 (detail 2). 
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Altered Territories 9 
 

 
Fig. 30. Altered Territories 9, stage 1 [inset: detail of 

drawing of Sims, Woman Holding a Mirror [graphite, 
layout paper behind digital image of Conservation 

Retouching Technique: Illusionistic] 18x13cm. 

 
Fig. 31. Altered Territories 9, stage 2 [collaged 

overdrawn with watercolour]. 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 32. Caroline Ali (2017) Altered Territories 9 

[watercolour (Payne’s Grey) and Mica pigmented 

ink over collage] 38x28cm. 

 
Fig. 33. Altered Territories 9 (detail). 
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Altered Territories 10 
 

 
Fig. 34. Altered Territories 10, stage 1 [inset: graphite 

drawing detail on layout paper behind digital image of 

Conservation Retouching Technique: Illusionistic] 
18x13cm. 

 
Fig. 35. Caroline Ali (2017) Altered Territories 10, 

stage 2 [collage overdrawn with watercolour 

(Payne’s Grey)] 38x28cm. 

 

 

 
Fig, 36. Altered Territories 10 (detail). 
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Altered Territories 11 
 

 
Fig. 37. Altered Territories 11, stage 1 [inset: 

graphite, silver ink transcription detail of Sims, 
Woman Holding a Mirror, on Kozo paper behind 

digital image of Conservation Retouching 

Technique: Illusionistic] 18x13cm. 

 
Fig. 38. Caroline Ali (2017) Altered Territories 11, 

stages 2 and 3 [collage overdrawn with watercolour 

(Payne’s Grey) and gold coloured pencil] 38x28cm. 

 

 

 
Fig. 39. Altered Territories 11 (detail). 
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Altered Territories 12 

Fig. 40. Altered Territories 12, stage 1 [inset: 

transcription detail of Sims, Woman Holding a Mirror 

[graphite, silver ink on Kozo paper behind cut digital 
image of Conservation Retouching Technique: 

Illusionistic] 18x13cm. 

 
Fig. 41. Caroline Ali (2017) Altered Territories 12 

[white ink over collage] 38x28cm. 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 42. Altered Territories 12 (detail). 
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Altered Territories 13 
 

Fig. 43. Altered Territories 13, stage 1 [inset: 
scanned, cut, sanded collage details of technical 

images of Charles Sims drawing Woman Holding 

a Mirror on inkjet printer paper behind printed 
image of Conservation Retouching Technique: 

Illusionistic] 18x13cm. 

 

 
Fig. 44. Caroline Ali (2017) Altered Territories 13, 

stage 2 [collage overdrawn with Mica pigmented 

ink]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 45. Altered Territories 13, stage 3 [Mica 

pigmented ink and graphite over collage: technical 

images of Charles Sims drawing Woman Holding a 

Mirror, behind cut digital photograph of Conservation 

Retouching Technique: Illusionistic] 38x28cm. 

 
Fig. 46. Altered Territories 13 (detail). 
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Altered Territories 14 
 

 
Fig. 47. Altered Territories 14, stage 1 [inset: black 
biro notes on lined paper behind cut digital 

photograph of Conservation Retouching Technique: 

Illusionistic] 18x13cm. 

 
Fig. 48. Altered Territories 14, stage 2 [collage with 
blue carbon copy ink and paper cut]. 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 49. Caroline Ali (2017) Altered Territories 14, 

stage 3 [collage, blue carbon copy ink, paper cut, 

and graphite] 38x28cm. 
 

 

Fig. 50. Altered Territories 14 (detail). 
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Altered Territories 15 
 

 
Fig. 51. Altered Territories 15, stage 1 [inset: 

scanned, cut, sanded collage details of technical 
images of Charles Sims drawing Woman Holding 

a Mirror on inkjet printer paper behind cut digital 

image of Conservation Retouching Technique: 

Illusionistic] 18x13cm. 

 
Fig. 52. Altered Territories 15, stage 2 [collage 

overdrawn with white ink]. 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 53. Caroline Ali (2017) Altered Territories 15, 

stage 3 [collage, white ink and watercolour (Raw 

Umber)] 38x28cm. 

 

 
Fig. 54. Altered Territories 15 (detail). 
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Altered Territories 16 
 

 
Fig. 55. Altered Territories 16, stage 3, application 
of watercolour over graphite, over inset: scanned, 

cut and sanded collage details of technical images 

of Charles Sims drawing Woman Holding a Mirror 

on inkjet printer paper adhered to Kozo paper, 

behind cut digital image of Conservation 

Retouching Technique: Illusionistic]. 

 

 

 
Fig. 56. Caroline Ali (2017) Altered Territories 16 

[watercolour (black) over graphite, over collage] 

76x53cm. 

 

 

 
Fig. 57. Altered Territories 16 (detail 1). 

 
Fig. 58. Altered Territories 16 (detail 2). 
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Altered Territories 17 
 

 
Fig. 59. Caroline Ali (2017) Altered Territories 17 

first stage completed with application of metal 

pigmented ink (copper alloy) [inset: scanned, cut 

and sanded digital photographs of technical 
images of Charles Sims drawing Woman Holding 

a Mirror on inkjet printer paper, adhered to Kozo 

paper, behind cut digital photograph of 
Conservation Retouching Technique: Illusionistic]. 

 
Fig. 60. Caroline Ali (2017) Altered Territories 17 

[collage, metal pigmented ink (copper alloy) and 

watercolour (Payne’s Grey)] 76x53cm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 61. Altered Territories 17 (detail 1). 

 
Fig. 62. Altered Territories 17 (detail 2). 
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Altered Territories 18 
 

 
Fig. 63. Altered Territories 18, stage 1: preparing 

central collage element [shredded digital 

photographs of technical images of Charles Sims 
drawing Woman Holding a Mirror on inkjet printer 

paper, adhered to Kozo paper]. 

 
Fig. 64. Altered Territories 18 [central collage 

attached to back of cut digital image of author’s 

transcription of Sims, Woman Holding a Mirror] 

18x13cm. 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 65. Caroline Ali (2017) Altered Territories 18 

[watercolour (Payne’s Grey and Black) over collage] 

76x53cm. 

 
Fig. 66. Altered Territories 18 (detail). 
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Altered Territories 19 
 

  
Fig. 67. Altered Territories 19, stage 2 [collage, 
overdrawn with metal pigmented ink (copper 

alloy). 

 

Fig. 68. Altered Territories 19, stage 3, applying 
watercolour (black) over collaged elements and 

metal pigmented ink (copper alloy).

Fig. 69. Caroline Ali (2017) Altered Territories 19, 

[metal pigmented ink (copper alloy), watercolour 

over collage on paper] 76x53cm. 

Fig. 70. Altered Territories 19 (detail).  
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Appendix 9 
 
Altered Territories exhibition - supplementary images  

 

The images below offer additional installation views of selected drawings from the Altered 

Territories exhibited in conservation studios at Burt Hall, Northumbria University (2017). 

Discussed in Chapter Three, each drawing was placed on white blotting paper and held in 

place by small glass weights in common use in the studios. Exhibition plans may be found 

in Chapter Three, figures 120 and 121. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Altered Territories, Burt Hall, Northumbria 

University installation view. 

 
Fig. 2. Altered Territories, Burt Hall, Northumbria 

University installation view.

 
Fig. 3. Altered Territories, Burt Hall, Northumbria 

University installation view. 

 
 
 
 

  
Fig. 4. Altered Territories, Burt Hall, Northumbria 
University installation view. 
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Fig. 5. Altered Territories, Burt Hall, Northumbria 

University installation view with articulated and 

illuminated magnification lamp x 10 magnification. 

 
Fig. 6. Altered Territories, Burt Hall, Northumbria 

University installation view with articulated and 

illuminated magnification lamp x 10 magnification. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Fig. 7. Altered Territories, Burt Hall, Northumbria 

University installation view. Magnification lamp x 
10 magnification. 

 

 

 
Fig. 8. Altered Territories, Burt Hall, Northumbria 

University installation view with binocular 
microscope x 40 magnification. 
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Fig. 9. Altered Territories, Burt Hall, Northumbria 

University installation view with large binocular 

microscope x 40 magnification. 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 10. Altered Territories, Burt Hall, Northumbria 

University installation view with large binocular 

microscope x 40 magnification. 
 

 
Fig. 11. Altered Territories, Burt Hall, Northumbria 

University installation view, looking through table 
top microscope. 

 

 
Fig. 12. Altered Territories, Burt Hall, Northumbria 

University installation view. 
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Fig. 13. Altered Territories, Burt Hall, Northumbria 

University installation view. 

 
Fig. 14. Altered Territories, Burt Hall, Northumbria 
University installation view of Charles Sims  

sketchbook presentation A.

 

 
Fig. 15. Altered Territories, Burt Hall, Northumbria 

University installation view of Charles Sims 

sketchbook. Charles Sims sketchbook 
presentation B. 

 
Fig. 16. Altered Territories, Burt Hall, Northumbria 

University installation view.
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Appendix 10 
 

Altered Territories exhibition catalogue 
 

 

 

Burt H
all, N

orthum
bria U

niversity

C
aroline A

li
A

ltered Territories
26th A

pril 2017

C
atalogue

List of w
orks:

This exhibition presents a sequence of fifteen draw
ings from

 a series 
that develop earlier project investigations of C

harles Sim
s sketch, 

N
ude H

olding a M
irror (c.1915). Each collaged draw

ing exhibited 
includes a scanned, inkjet-printed, and cut transcription by C

aroline 
A

li (2016) of the Sim
s sketchbook page.

Im
age 1. [370 x 270 m

m
] 

M
edia: G

raphite and w
atercolour applied w

ith brush.
Prim

ary support: Zerkall H
ot Pressed 100 gsm

 Book Paper w
ith inkjet 

printer paper, scanned, cut and sanded collage details of m
ulti-

spectural im
ages of C

harles Sim
s draw

ing N
ude H

olding a M
irror.

Im
age 2. [370 x 270 m

m
]

M
edia: W

atercolour applied w
ith brush.

Prim
ary support: Zerkall H

ot Pressed 100 gsm
 Book Paper, detail of 

earlier draw
ing in response to Sim

s, N
ude H

olding a M
irror, 

executed in graphite on w
hite Layout Paper.

Im
age 3. [370 x 270 m

m
]

M
edia: W

hite ink applied w
ith calligraphy dipping pen.

Prim
ary support: Zerkall H

ot Pressed 100 gsm
 Book Paper, detail of 

earlier draw
ing in response to Sim

s, N
ude H

olding a M
irror, 

executed in graphite and silver ink on Japanese Kozo paper. 

Im
age 4. [370 x 270 m

m
] 

M
edia: G

raphite and w
atercolour applied w

ith brush.
Prim

ary support: Zerkall H
ot Pressed 100 gsm

 Book Paper, detail of 
earlier draw

ing in response to Sim
s, N

ude H
olding a M

irror, 
executed in graphite on w

hite Layout Paper.

Im
age 5. [370 x 270 m

m
] 

M
edia: G

raphite and silver ink applied w
ith calligraphy dipping pen. 

Prim
ary support: Zerkall H

ot Pressed 100 gsm
 Book Paper w

ith inkjet 
printer paper, scanned, cut and sanded collage details of m

ulti-
spectural im

ages of C
harles Sim

s draw
ing N

ude H
olding a M

irror.
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List of w
orks continued:

Im
age 6. [370 x 270 m

m
] 

M
edia: W

hite ink applied w
ith calligraphy dipping pen, w

atercolour 
applied w

ith brush. 
Prim

ary support: Zerkall H
ot Pressed 100 gsm

 Book Paper w
ith inkjet 

printer paper, scanned, cut and sanded collage details of m
ulti-

spectural im
ages of C

harles Sim
s draw

ing N
ude H

olding a M
irror.

Im
age 7. [370 x 270 m

m
] 

M
edia: W

atercolour applied w
ith brush, silver ink applied w

ith 
calligraphy dipping pen.
Prim

ary support: Zerkall H
ot Pressed 100 gsm

 Book Paper, detail of 
earlier draw

ing in response to Sim
s, N

ude H
olding a M

irror, 
executed in graphite on w

hite Layout Paper.

Im
age 8. [370 x 270 m

m
] 

M
edia: W

atercolour applied w
ith brush, gold coloured pencil. 

Prim
ary support: Zerkall H

ot Pressed 100 gsm
 Book Paper, detail of 

earlier draw
ing in response to Sim

s, N
ude H

olding a M
irror, 

executed in graphite and silver ink on Japanese Kozo paper. 

Im
age 9. [370 x 270 m

m
]

M
edia: G

old ink applied w
ith calligraphy dipping pen and graphite. 

Prim
ary support: Zerkall H

ot Pressed 100 gsm
 Book Paper, detail of 

earlier draw
ing in response to Sim

s, N
ude H

olding a M
irror, 

executed in graphite and silver ink on Japanese Kozo paper. 

Im
age 10. [370 x 270 m

m
] 

M
edia: G

old ink applied w
ith calligraphy dipping pen, w

atercolour  
applied w

ith brush.
Prim

ary support: Zerkall H
ot Pressed 100 gsm

 Book Paper, detail of 
earlier draw

ing in response to Sim
s, N

ude H
olding a M

irror, 
executed in graphite and silver ink on Japanese Kozo paper. 

List of w
orks continued

Im
age 11. [370 x 270 m

m
] 

M
edia: C

arbon copy paper, graphite. 
Prim

ary support: Zerkall H
ot Pressed 100 gsm

 Book Paper, ball point 
pen and graphite on lined notebook paper.

Im
age 12. [370 x 270 m

m
] 

M
edia: W

hite ink applied w
ith calligraphy dipping pen, graphite. 

Prim
ary support: Zerkall H

ot Pressed 100 gsm
 Book Paper w

ith inkjet 
printer paper, scanned, cut and sanded collage details of m

ulti-
spectural im

ages of C
harles Sim

s draw
ing N

ude H
olding a M

irror.

Im
age 13. [370 x 270 m

m
]

M
edia: Bistre ink and gold ink applied w

ith calligraphy dipping pen, 
w

atercolour applied w
ith brush.

Prim
ary support: Zerkall H

ot Pressed 100 gsm
 Book Paper w

ith inkjet 
printer paper, scanned, cut and sanded collage details of m

ulti-
spectural im

ages of C
harles Sim

s draw
ing N

ude H
olding a M

irror.

Im
age14.  [760 x 530 m

m
]

M
edia: G

raphite, w
atercolour applied w

ith brush.
Prim

ary support: Zerkall H
ot Pressed 100 gsm

 Book Paper w
ith inkjet 

printer paper, scanned, cut and sanded collage details of m
ulti-

spectural im
ages of C

harles Sim
s draw

ing N
ude H

olding a M
irror.

Im
age 15. [760 x 530 m

m
]

M
edia: Ink applied w

ith calligraphy dipping pen, w
atercolour applied 

w
ith brush.

Prim
ary support: Zerkall H

ot Pressed 100 gsm
 Book Paper w

ith inkjet 
printer paper, scanned, cut and sanded collage details of m

ulti-
spectural im

ages of C
harles Sim

s draw
ing N

ude H
olding a M

irror.

W
atercolours W

insor and N
ew

ton, inks Rohrer and Klinger, Pelikan, coloured pencil Karism
a

W
ith thanks to D

r Jane C
olbourne for supporting this event, and to Panos G

alatis for technical assistance
Supported by N

orthum
bria U

niversity A
rts, D

esign and Social Sciences Post G
raduate Resources Fund
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Appendix 11 
 

Interpolated Drawings series – supplementary progress images  
 

Emerging in Chapter Four, the four drawings that make up the Interpolated Drawing series 

explore potential and challenges for transcription of an already existing drawing by 

another maker in contrast to the addition of the original work as imagined in the earlier 

Altered Territories series. A drawing after Charles Sims (c.1915) Woman Holding a Mirror, 

from the series Conservation Retouching Techniques (Chapter two), and printed 

outcomes of technical analyses (Chapter Three) are visual sources for this enquiry. 

Interpolated Drawings 1 and 2 are supported by Zerkall Hot Pressed 100gsm Book Paper, 

with a heavier Zerkall (145gsm) supporting Interpolated Drawings 3 and 4. 

 
Interpolated Drawing 1 

 

 
Fig. 1. Interpolated Drawing 1 progress: scale 

transcription of Charles Sims Woman Holding a 

Mirror [watercolour and graphite] 38x28cm. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Caroline Ali (2017) Interpolated Drawing 1 

[watercolour and graphite on Zerkall Hot Pressed 

100gsm Book Paper] 38x28cm. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Interpolated Drawing 1 (detail 1). 

 
Fig. 4. Interpolated Drawing 1 (detail 2).
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Interpolated Drawing 2 
 

 
Fig. 5. Interpolated Drawing 2, progress 
[watercolour transcription of outer section of 

Charles Sims Woman Holding a Mirror] 76x53cm. 

 
Fig. 6. Interpolated Drawing 2 progress (detail). 

 

 

 
Fig. 7. Interpolation Drawing 2, progress [second 

watercolour transcription of Charles Sims Woman 

Holding a Mirror with missing circular segment]. 

 
Fig. 8. Interpolation Drawing 2, progress: infilling a 
visual lacuna with graphite elements. 

 

 
Fig. 9. Interpolation Drawing 2, progress: inset left: 

detail from Sims sketch, inset right: details of 

technical image of same sketch. 

 
Fig. 10. Interpolated Drawing 2, progress: addition 
of first tratteggio tonal areas. 
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Fig. 11. Caroline Ali (2017) Interpolated Drawing 2. 

76x53cm. 

 
Fig. 12. Interpolated Drawing 2 (detail). 

 
Interpolated Drawing 3 
 

 
Fig. 13. Interpolated Drawing 3 progress: using 

lightbox to place visual composition elements. 

 
Fig. 14. Interpolated Drawing 3 progress (detail 1).

 

 
Fig. 15. Interpolated Drawing 3 progress (detail 2). 

 
Fig. 16. Interpolation Drawing 3 progress (detail 3).
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Interpolated Drawing 3 (continued) 
 

 

 
Fig. 17. Interpolation Drawing 3, progress [inset: 
watercolour transcription of technical images of 

Charles Sims drawing Woman Holding a Mirror]. 

 
Fig. 18. Interpolated Drawing 3, progress 
[transcribing notes related to interpolation from 

author’s research notebook.

 
Fig. 19. Caroline Ali (2017) Interpolated Drawing 3 

(detail 1). 

 

 
Fig. 20. Interpolated Drawing 3 (detail 2)  
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Interpolated Drawing 4 
 
In addition to drawing directly to the main paper support, adhesion of transcriptions 

completed on separate paper were included. 

 

      
Fig. 21. Interpolated Drawing 4, progress:  
transcription of Sims Woman Holding a Mirror 

[graphite, watercolour on Zerkall paper].  

Fig. 22. Interpolated Drawing 4, progress: preparing 
to cut section from my notebook. 

 

 
Fig. 23. Interpolated Drawing 4, progress: pasting 

wheat starch adhesive to back of first collage 

element.  
 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 24. Interpolated Drawing 4, progress, second 

collage pasted to main support. 
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Fig. 25. Interpolated Drawing 4, progress: placing 

third  collage onto larger paper. 

 
Fig. 26. Interpolated Drawing 4, progress: addition of 
graphite and watercolour after adhesive has dried 

and weights removed. 

Fig. 27. Interpolated Drawing 4, (detail of collage 
inset with sliced technical photographs). 

 

 

  
Fig. 28. Interpolated Drawing 4 (detail of collage 
inset with ink and graphite on Kozo paper).  

 

 
Fig. 29.  Interpolated Drawing 4, (detail of collage inset with notepaper).
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Appendix 12 
 
Two-sided Interpolation series – supplementary progress images 
 

Outlined in Chapter Four, the images here supplement a discussion on progress and 

outcomes of the Two-sided Interpolation series. Two-sided Interpolation 1 and 2 are 

supported by Zerkall Book Paper 100gsm, with Japanese Sukushi paper for Two-sided 

Interpolation 3 and Kozo for Two-sided Interpolation 4. The completed drawings may each 

be viewed in Chapter Four. 

 

Two-sided Interpolation 1 
 

Fig. 1. Two-sided Interpolation 1, progress: left 
inside page [watercolour]. 

  
Fig. 2. Two-sided Interpolation 1, progress: Adding 

transcription of a section of FCIR technical 
examination record of Sims sketch as an infill.

 
Fig. 3. Two-sided Interpolation 1, progress: infill 

transcription of section from UVF photography 

technical examination record of Sims sketch.  

 
Fig. 4. Two-sided Interpolation 1, left inside page 
(detail).  
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Two-sided Interpolation 1 (continued) 
 

 
Fig. 5. Two-sided Interpolation 1, progress: front 

page (detail). 

 
Fig. 6. Two-sided Interpolation 1, progress: back 

page (detail).

 
Fig. 7. Two-sided Interpolation 1, inside pages with 
sunlight behind.  

 
Fig. 8. Two-sided Interpolation 1, open pages over 
transmitted light.  

 

 
Fig. 9. Two-sided Interpolation 1, folded sheet with glass 
magnifying lens (detail). 

 

The completed Two-sided Interpolation may be viewed in Chapter Four. 
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Two-sided Interpolation 2 
 

 
Fig. 10. Two-sided Interpolation 2, progress: 
outside page left [ink] (detail).  

  
Fig. 11. Two-sided Interpolation 2, progress: 

outside page right [printing ink] (detail). 

 

 
Fig. 12. Two-sided Interpolation 2, inside page [ink and watercolour] (detail). 
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Fig. 13. Two-sided Interpolation 2 over transmitted light with two varnished areas of showing 

as lighter rectangles top right and lower left. 

 

 
Fig. 14. Two-sided Interpolation 2 over transmitted light with varnished areas reversed at lower 

left. 
 
The completed Two-sided Interpolation may be viewed in Chapter Four. 
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Two-sided Interpolation 1 with Two-sided Interpolation 2 
 
The two drawings were placed together, one folded and the other open. One of these 

options is shown in Chapter Four, the other three below. 

 

 
Fig. 15. Caroline Ali (2018) Two-sided Interpolation 2 with Two-sided Interpolation 1 

folded to left [watercolour, ink, printing ink on paper] 106x76cm 

 

 
Fig. 16. Caroline Ali (2018) Two-sided Interpolation 1 with Two-sided Interpolation 2 

folded to left [watercolour, ink, printing ink on paper] 106x76cm 
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Fig. 17. Caroline Ali (2018) Two-sided Interpolation 2 with Two-sided Interpolation 1 

folded to right [watercolour, ink and graphite] 106x76cm. 

 
Two-sided Interpolation 3 
 
Two-sided Interpolation 3 is supported by Sukushi paper, selected for its transparency in 

comparison to the Zerkall paper employed above, and its relative capacity to receive 

water based media.  

 

 
Fig. 18. Charles Sims (c.1910) Female Portrait 

[chalk on sketchbook paper] Charles Sims archive.  
 

 
Fig. 19. Two-sided Interpolation 3, progress: 
applying ink. 
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Fig. 20. Two-sided Interpolation 3, progress: 

applying watercolour (Payne’s Grey). 

 

 
Fig. 21. Collaged paper adhered with wheat 

starch paste under a weight (book). 

 

An image of the collaged paper in-situ may be found in Chapter Four, and the reverse 

view below. 

 

 
Fig. 22. Two-sided Interpolation 3 side two progress showing side B (detail). 
Paper collaged to reverse is partially visible as a paler area behind enclosed 

image at lower left. 
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Two-sided Interpolation 4 
 

 
Fig. 23. Two-sided Interpolation 4, progress: using light box to trace sections 

of Sims composition sketch Studio of a Painter of Fêtes Galantes. Showing 
first sheet of paper only. Second sheet subsequently adhered as the drawing 

expanded. 

 

 
Fig. 24. Two-sided Interpolation 4, progress: 

drawing across two sheets of Kozo paper adhered 

with wheat starch paste 

 
Fig. 25. Two-sided Interpolation 4, progress: side 
B (detail).  
 

 

The completed Two-sided Interpolation may be viewed in Chapter Four.  
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Appendix 13 
 

Extract from exhibition catalogue of ‘New Art West Midlands: Five Years On’ 

  
Fig. 1. Extract from catalogue of ‘New Art West Midlands: Five Years On’, editor Indra Khanna (2018).  

 

 

2
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and exhibited in New Art West Midlands 
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presented papers on her research there, as 
well as at Nottingham Trent University, the 
University of Wolverhampton, Northumbria 
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based near Ironbridge.

Her research centres upon the 
investigation of ways in which processes 
and protocols for conservation of works 
on paper might inform models for 
contemporary fine art drawing practices. 
Parallels and similarities between methods 
of conservation retouching and artist 
transcription have emerged as a specific 
focus of enquiry. 

The source from which these 
concerns are investigated is the archive 

of Charles Sims R.A. (1873-1928) at 
Northumbria University. Studying and 
drawing in the archive has highlighted Sims’ 
custom of manipulating his earlier drawings 
by means of tracing, retouching, repeating, 
and re-sizing, all pointing to observation 
and transcription at the core of an inventive 
visual practice. 

This is the current focus of Ali’s 
activity for a series of works investigating 
transcription, substitution, and repetition. 
On display in this exhibition is a small 
selection from two linked series’ Altered 
Territories and Interpolated Drawings. 

Ali has had solo shows at Burt Hall, 
Northumbria University 2017, and the RBSA 
Gallery, Birmingham 2012, amongst others. 
She has exhibited in group shows including 
Drawn, Royal West of England Academy, 
Bristol 2017, Paper, Table, Wall and After, 
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for historic works on paper 
might inform models for 
contemporary drawing 
practices
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Above
Altered Territories 7, 2017
38 x 28cm
Zerkall Hot Pressed 100gsm Book Paper with metal 
pigmented ink (copper alloy), bistre, and watercolour 
(black) over cut sections of multi-spectral images of 
Charles Sims R.A. sketchbook page (c.1915) behind cut 
ink-jet printed image of transcription by Caroline Ali. 
Photograph by Haris Ali

Right
Fly Montage (positive), 2013
Graphite on paper 
10 x 10 cm

carolineali.co.uk
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Appendix 14 
 

Viva Exhibition Proposal: Interpolated Drawing  
 

The viva exhibition for this thesis was planned to take place in conservations studios at 

Burt Hall, Northumbria University, in early 2020. An account of the proposed exhibition, a 

counterpart to the written thesis, is presented here. Building on the exhibition Altered 

Territories (2017) this viva exhibition comprises drawings including display of the most 

recent visual research findings.92 Methods of close observation typically employed in 

conservation are tested for application to Fine Art drawing practice and display. These 

include a variety of magnification lenses and tabletop or free-standing binocular 

microscopes which typically expand the level of vision 40x. Polarised light microscopes 

are also considered with polarised light ranges of between 2x to 100x magnification. 

 

Informed by paper conservation equipment, materials, processes and protocols, the 

choice of exhibition venue creates a unique opportunity to express through various modes 

of presentation active connections between visual research for this study and 

conservation retouching. Modes of presentation also explore material associations 

between drawing and conservation of works of art on paper, with the aim to underpin 

parallel processes and intersections in procedures between the two fields.  

The viva exhibition spans three conservation workshops on the first floor and the 

photographic studio on the ground. The journey made by the visitor through the building to 

the conservation studios anticipates themes of this enquiry with displays of associated 

objects, materials and accoutrements creating a preliminary introduction to the milieu 

within which this investigation was immersed (Figs. 1 & 2). Drawing Resident at the 

Victoria and Albert Museum (2006-2008), Siân Bowen (2007) similarly distinguishes the 

experience of the visitor negotiating their way through a museum toward an exhibit as a 

setting of the scene, a particular preparation for what will be encountered. Artwork and 

various displays charting student conservation projects further emphasise contexts 

relevant to the research ideas (Figs. 3 & 4).  

 
92 See Chapter Three for details of the Altered Territories exhibition at Burt Hall, Northumbria University. 
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Fig. 1. Pigments and conservation accoutrements 

on display at Burt Hall, Northumbria University. 

 
Fig. 2. Objects and conservation treatment 

processes presented in glass panels. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Stairs leading to first floor studios. 

 

 

 
Fig. 4. Corridor leading to Studios 1, 2 and 3.

The choice of exhibition venue allows for privileged access to available conservation 

materials and equipment, supporting innovative modes of presentation with the aim to 

establish fresh associations with conservation retouching of artwork on paper. 

Commencing in Conservation Studio 1, the exhibition continues through Studio 2, with 

final practical outcomes displayed in Studio 3 and the photographic studio. Studio 1 

contains four workstations, a large sink, low pressure tables, and other conservation 

equipment (Figs. 5 & 6). Studio 2 is linked to Studio 1 and houses three further 

workstations (Fig. 7). Studio 3 contains a table and six large workstations (Figs. 8-10).  

Contingent spaces in each studio also present challenges, fully equipped with the 

accoutrements common to the daily tasks of a conservator such as paintings, easels, 

solvent extraction units. The studios are surrounded by complex 19th Century architecture 

and in Studio 3, embellished with multifarious stained-glass windows (Figs. 8-10). In 
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addition, the photographic studio contains a large wall-mounted light box, easels, light 

stands, camera tripods, computer etc. (Fig. 11). Other than removal of some chairs from 

workspaces all conservation studios are left as found (Fig. 8). 

      
Fig. 5. Studio 1. View from Studio 2 link. Fig. 6. Studio 1. View towards entrance.  
 

 
 

 

 
Fig. 7. Studio 2. View from entrance door. 
 

 

 
Fig. 8. Main entrance to Studio 3. 

Fig. 9. Studio 3. Exhibition view Altered Territories 

(2017). 

 
Fig. 10. Studio 3. Exhibition view Altered 

Territories (2017). Table top microscope at right. 



 

	

 
Fig. 11. Photographic studio.  

 

Fig. 12. Open Solander (binder) box. Image © G. 

Ryder & Co. Ltd.

 

Drawings are presented unframed, unmounted, and variously displayed across the 

exhibition. Two of the earliest drawing series are each presented horizontally in an open 

Solander box, a strong book-form container used for storing old or precious documents, 

manuscripts or artwork (Fig. 12). Sifting through the drawings contained within, the viewer 

is encouraged to carefully handle the paper so allowing comparisons between drawings to 

be made. Other drawings are laid on large sheets of heavy white blotting paper, more 

typically utilised as a practical surface for routine conservation activities (Fig. 13). Set out 

in this way the viewer is encouraged to look closely at each drawing, so re-enacting the 

focused observation required in both transcription and conservation retouching 

interventions. At a distance and even on close viewing the exact border between the edge 

of a drawing and the blotting paper base begins to blur (Figs. 9, 10 & 13). Resonating with 

the project themes the aim is to facilitate the viewer in imagining potential expansion of 

the drawing into spaces beyond defined boundaries. This in contrast to the enclosing 

effect of a frame cutting each work off from the next, and the potential layer of separation 

caused by reflection in glazing.  

Although exterior light levels change through the day, articulated magnification lamps are 

sufficient to illuminate the drawings so that static overhead lighting is not required. This 

arrangement has a subtle effect on how metallic pigments come in and out of view as the 

viewer moves around the exhibition. A conservator visitor to an earlier exhibition Altered 

Territories (2017) commented that the fugitive nature of metallic pigments were 

reminiscent of metameric pigments that alter under different light sources, an interesting 

transdisciplinary insight. 

 

Drawings are variously magnified using either microscopes supported by fibre optics or 

articulated magnification lenses, all in everyday use by the conservator (Figs. 14-16). 
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Offering a range of viewing opportunities magnification fosters deeper and more sustained 

study of each drawing on display. A magnifying lens also creates new visual territories 

and enclosures. Drawings observed through the articulated table-mounted magnification 

lamps are refracted, appearing in part to pull and distort marks and areas of detail. Also 

supporting the exhibition, a floor mounted microscope and a tabletop microscope, each 

with accompanying fibre optic lights that flood the field of view, are useful to the 

conservator in assessing the condition of a drawing. Producing a raking light of less than 

30 degrees the optics enhance the visual impression of texture on the surface of paper 

and material qualities of drawing media, so that an apparently flat surface of a drawing 

may appear to be deeper, more three-dimensional. These methods of presentation echo 

core project themes of visual layers and comparative scale, of territory and boundary, of 

transposition and reintegration.  

 

 
Fig. 13. Altered Territories 2 laid on blotting paper 
with glass weights to left and right.  
 

  
Fig. 15. Table-top binocular microscope with 
fibre optic LED lights over Altered Territories 8.  

 
Fig. 14. Standing binocular microscope with fibre 
optic LED lights over Altered Territories 17.  
 

  
Fig. 16. Articulated magnification lenses over 
drawings from the Altered Territories series.
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In the final section of the exhibition two drawings are presented each over a light box. 

Transmitted light enhances differences in media and paper thickness and highlights the 

structure of the paper. First, an A1 size light box is positioned horizontally allowing four 

surfaces of a loosely folded drawing to be viewed simultaneously when illuminated. The 

final and largest drawing is presented against a large wall-mounted light box. Once again 

transmitted light increases paper transparency, allowing the viewer to observe both faces 

of the drawing together.  

 

In this viva exhibition synopsis I have discussed ways in which the visitor is encouraged to 

engage with elements of the research findings, adding insights into aspects of close 

observation undertaken by both conservator and drawing practitioner. Access to drawings, 

more typically the experience of the maker or conservator, is facilitated in a variety of 

presentation methods across the exhibition. The visitor is presented with two Solander 

boxes each containing a discrete series of drawings to be sifted through, compared and 

examined. Touch is also promoted in examining folded drawings to be turned in the 

manner of loose pages in a book. Other drawings are individually presented with glass 

weights preventing inadvertent disturbance whilst the viewer is invited to observe details 

and material qualities of a drawing. Attentiveness is further encouraged in various forms of 

magnification including microscopes and magnifying lenses which have a focus on minute 

details of a specific area within the drawing. Raking light also serves to emphasise the 

surface textures of paper and variety of drawing materials. The physical nature of paper is 

also bought to prominence in scrutiny of both sides of a sheet of paper simultaneously 

recovered in transmitted light.  

 

Viva Exhibition Plan. 

 

A visual plan encompassing each drawing in the viva exhibition and its mode of 

presentation is detailed in this final section. First, a plan view of the work stations in 

Studios 1 and 2 in which the exhibition begins (Fig. 17).  
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Fig. 17. Plan view of Studios 1 and 2 showing work stations 1-7. 

 

Figure 18 presents a plan view of the work stations in Studio 3. Stations are numbered 1-

7. 

 

 
Fig. 18. Plan view of Studio 3 showing work stations 1-7. 

 

Studio 1 

 

The earliest exploratory visual outcomes for this enquiry are presented across four work 

stations in Studio 1. Nearest the door entrance, station 1 presents an open Solander box 

containing a series of 12 drawings that make up the Layer Periphery series (Fig. 19). The 
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works may be viewed and handled from all sides of the station. As each in this series has 

a landscape format access to the end of the table is useful in viewing these drawings.  

 

 
Fig. 19. Studio 1, station 1: Layer Periphery series. 

 

Studio 1, station 2: An open Solander box is presented containing five drawings from the 

early Overlaid Drawing series to be examined by the visitor (Fig. 20). 
 

 
Fig. 20. Studio 1, station 2: Overlaid Drawings series. 

 

Studio 1, station 3: Six drawings from the Conservation Retouching Techniques series in 

two rows of three (Fig. 21). A glass weight is placed at the top of each drawing with a 

large sheet of white blotting paper beneath.  
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Fig. 21. Studio 1, station 3: Conservation Retouching Techniques series. 

 

Studio 1, station 4:  Five drawings making up the Lens Enclosure series are positioned in 

two rows on a sheet of white blotting paper with a glass weight at top (Fig. 22). 
 

 
Fig. 22. Studio 1, station 4: Lens Enclosure series. 

 

Studio 2 

 

Studio 2, stations 5, 6 and 7: In Studio 2 on each station two drawings from the Altered 

Territories series are presented (Figs. 23-25). Individually staged on a sheet of heavy 

white blotting paper, each drawing in this series is held down by a small glass weight to 

left and right. An articulated magnification lens at each station supports observation of 

drawing details. The format for each placement may be seen in Figures. 9, 10 and 13.  
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Fig. 23. Studio 2, station 5: Altered Territories 1 and 11. 

 

      
Fig. 24. Studio 2, station 6: Altered Territories 12 and 13. 

 

       
Fig. 25. Studio 2, station 7: Altered Territories 2 and 3. 

 

Studio 3 

 

Studio 3, station 1: Altered Territories 9, 14, and 15 are presented as in Studio 2 on a 

large sheet of blotting paper with glass weights. Articulated magnification lenses support 

observation of details (Fig. 26). 
 

         
Fig. 26. Studio 3, station 1: Altered Territories 9, 14 and 15. 

 

Studio 3, station 2: Presented on white blotting paper with two glass weights, one each to 

left and right, Altered Territories 8 is viewed through a table-top microscope illuminated 
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with separate LED lighting. Raking light to highlight texture of paper and thickness of 

media (Fig. 27). 

 

 
Fig. 27. Studio 3, station 2: Altered 

Territories 8. 

 

Studio 3, station 3: Three drawings from the Altered Territories series are presented on 

white blotting paper with glass weights. Articulated magnification lenses are positioned to 

encourage observation of drawing details (Fig. 28).  

 

           
Fig. 28. Studio 3, station 3: Altered Territories 5, 6, and 7. 

 

Studio 3, station 4: Altered Territories 17 is viewed via a standing microscope with LED 

lighting. Altered Territories 18 shares an articulated magnifying lens with Interpolated 

Drawing 1. Each presented on white blotting paper with glass weights (Fig. 29). 

 

           
Fig. 29. Studio 3, station 4: Interpolated Drawing 1, Altered Territories 18 and 17. 

 

Studio 3, station 5:  Altered Territories 16 and 19, together with Interpolated Drawing 2, 

are presented with an articulated magnifying lens and a small hand-held magnifying lens. 

Each displayed on white blotting paper with glass weights (Fig. 30). 
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Fig. 30. Studio 3, station 5: Interpolated Drawing 2, Altered Territories 19 and 16. 

 

Studio 3, station 6: Interpolated Drawing 3 and Interpolated Drawing 4 are displayed each 

on a large sheet of  white blotting paper. A hand-held magnifying lens facilitates closer 

study (Fig. 31). 

 

      

Fig. 31. Studio 3, station 6: Interpolated Drawings 4 and 3. 

 

Studio 3, station 7: Two-sided Interpolation 1 is presented together with Two-sided 

Interpolation 2 as if folded pages in a pamphlet. An A1 size light box is installed enabling 

the viewer to examine Two-sided Interpolation 3, loosely folded, in both received light and 

over transmitted light. Transmitted light creates an increased level of paper transparency 

allowing the viewer to see through to drawing on all four sides of the folded paper (Fig. 

31).  

 

      

Fig. 31. Studio 3, station 7: Two-sided Interpolation 3 and 

Two-sided Interpolation 1 with Two-sided Interpolation 2 

(folded). 
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Photographic studio 

 

A large wall-mounted light box in the photographic studio supports viewing of Two-sided 

Interpolation 4. This large drawing is attached to the light box with clips at the top edge, 

with the sides of the drawing allowed to hang loose at left and right. Transmitted light 

allows drawing on both sides of the paper to be viewed more clearly. 

 

       
Fig. 28. (left) a front view of large wall-mounted light box with planned 
presentation of (right) Two-sided Interpolation 4. 


